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iii. Abstract 

Poly(2-oxazoline)s are a diverse polymer type that are synthesised via the 

cationic ring-opening polymerisation of 2-oxazoline monomers. The diversity 

of this polymer class stems from the wide range of functionalities that can be 

installed at both polymeric chain ends, as well as the monomer R group. This 

potential functionality can be used to access complex polymeric architectures 

that have a wide range of possible applications. In Chapter 1 of this thesis, a 

literature review of the synthesis and diversity of poly(2-oxazoline)s is firstly 

discussed, followed by discussion of some more complex poly(2-oxazoline) 

architectures. In Chapter 2, star polymers are synthesised using a 

bisfunctional 2-oxazoline monomer, and their potential for drug encapsulation 

is explored. Then, the same cross-linker is used to synthesise branched 

poly(2-oxazoline) structures. The analysis of these complex structures with 

advanced viscosity gel permeation chromatography is then discussed. In 

Chapter 3, poly(2-oxazoline)s are combined with acrylates to form hybrid 

block copolymers which can act as AB type macromonomers to form step-

growth and cyclic polymers. The effect of various parameters on the ratio of 

step-growth to cyclic product is discussed, followed by advanced gel 

permeation chromatography analysis of the products and discussion on their 

aqueous self-assembly. In Chapter 4, a 2-oxazoline containing an amine on 

the R group is synthesised and polymerised to form statistical and block 

copolymers that can be glycosylated. These polymers are then tested for gene 

transfection and cell viability. Lastly in Chapter 5, a summary and conclusion 

are provided as well as an outlook on the future of poly(2-oxazoline)s.  
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1.1. Overview of Poly(2-oxazoline)s 

Poly(2-oxazoline)s are a diverse class of polymeric structure that are 

synthesised from the cationic ring-opening polymerisation (CROP) of 2-

oxazolines. Recent interest surrounding poly(2-oxazoline)s is due to their 

biocompatibility and their potential to replace current biomedical standards 

such as poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG). PEG is used as a ‘stealth’ polymer, so 

named because it can be used to deliver therapeutics into the human body 

whilst remaining undetected by the immune system.1 However, recent 

literature suggests a growing proportion of the population presents some sort 

of immune response when exposed to PEG.2 Poly(2-oxazoline)s are not only 

of interest due to their PEG-substitution potential; their biocompatibility makes 

them of interest for other therapeutic applications. Moreover, a variety of 

initiators, end-capping agents, and R groups are available allowing access to 

higher orders of polymeric architecture with related interesting properties and 

applications (Scheme 1.1).3, 4 In this chapter, the synthesis, analysis, and 

applications of some of these complex structures including star polymers,5 

hyperbranched polymers,6 block polymers,7 and cyclic polymers8 are 

discussed.  
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Scheme 1.1. Overview of some of the main architectures discussed in this thesis that are 
possible using the CROP of 2-oxazolines. 

1.1.1. Synthetic Routes to 2-Oxazolines 

The most common 2-oxazolines for CROP are 4,5-dihydroxyoxazoles, as 

substitution on the 4’ and 5’ positions on the 2-oxazoline ring can lead to issues 

with the polymerisation, due to steric hindrance and/or electronic effects.9 

There are three main methods that are typically used for the synthesis of 

poly(2-oxazoline)s (Scheme 1.2.). Firstly, they can be synthesised directly 

from non-activated carboxylic acids using 2-aminoethanol and a suitable 

Lewis acid.10 This is a simple route with a wide range of potential starting 

materials, however harsh conditions are required making it incompatible with 

some functional groups that can be present on the carboxylic acids.  
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The second route is known as the Witte-Seeliger method, where a nitrile is 

reacted with 2-aminoethanol in the presence of a Lewis acid.11 The third route 

is known as the Wenker method, and involves coupling a carboxylic acid or 

acid chloride with 2-chloroethylamine, followed by ring closure with a base.12 

Notably, a new fourth route to 2-oxazolines was discovered in 2022, where 2-

chloroethyl isocyanate was reacted with a carboxylic acid in a one-pot setup 

with yields of up to 92% for a range of 2-oxazolines.13 

 

Scheme 1.2. Discussed synthetic routes to 2-oxazolines: (A.) From a non-activated carboxylic 
acid. (B.) The Witte-Seeliger method. (C.) The Wenker method. (D.) One-pot synthesis with 
2-chloroethyl isocyanate. 
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1.1.2. CROP of 2-oxazolines 

The CROP of 2-oxazolines is regarded as a living polymerisation technique 

and thus there are no termination reactions present in an ideal system. 

Moreover, to obtain well-controlled polymers, the initiation should be fast, and 

propagation should be constant. In this section, the kinetics of CROP are 

discussed, followed by a detailed discussion of the initiation, propagation, 

termination reactions, and chain transfer. It should be noted that a very 

thorough review article covering the chemistry of poly(2-oxazoline)s was 

published by Hoogenboom et al. in 2017.14 

1.1.2.1.  Kinetics of CROP 

One of the main attributes of a living polymerisation is the absence of 

termination, and this results in the polymerisation following a first-order kinetic 

plot.15 When termination is negligible, the concentration of propagating 

species is constant and so the polymerisation rate with respect to the log of 

the monomer concentration is a linear function of time (see Equations 1.1 and 

1.2). 

𝑅𝑝 = −
𝑑[𝑀]

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘𝑝[𝑃.][𝑀]       Equation 1.1 

𝑙𝑛
[𝑀]0

[𝑀]
= 𝑘𝑝[𝑃.]𝑡 = 𝑘𝑝

𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑡       Equation 1.2 

Where Rp is the rate of polymerisation, [M] is the monomer concentration, kp 

is the propagating rate constant, [P.] is the concentration of propagating 

species, t is time. 
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When the log of monomer conversion is plotted against time a linear trend is 

revealed, which is sensitive to any deviation from a constant [P.]. If the trend 

curves upwards, it is indicative of slow initiation, whilst if it curves downwards, 

it is indicative of termination reactions. The linear trend is not proof of a living 

polymerisation, as initiation and termination events may be occurring 

simultaneously at the same rate. When a polymerisation is living, the observed 

increase in molecular weight of the polymer should increase linearly with 

conversion if initiation is fast and there are no chain transfer reactions. If there 

are chain transfer reactions, the Mn/conversion plot will curve downwards, and 

if chain-chain coupling is present, the plot will curve upwards (Figure 1.1.). 

 

Figure 1.1. Mn/conversion plot with plots indicative of slow initiation, coupling, and chain 
transfer of CROP. 

Schubert et al. investigated the livingness of the CROP of various 2-oxazolines 

in 2005.16 In this paper, they investigated the effect of microwave heating vs. 

conventional heating concluding there was no difference on the CROP. From 

Figure 1.2, the livingness of the CROP of 2-oxazolines can be observed by 
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the linear increase in log of monomer consumption over time and the linear 

molecular weight increase as a function of monomer conversion. Furthermore, 

the paper shows how monomer type and reaction temperature affect the 

reaction rate and serves as a useful reference for determining polymerisation 

times.  

 

Figure 1.2. First order kinetic plots of 2-ethyl-2-oxazoline (EtOx) at various temperatures. The 
target degree of polymerisation (DP) was 60 and the reaction concentration was 4 M. (A) 
Semilogarithmic first order kinetic plot of EtOx at various temperatures (B) Mn increase as a 
function of monomer conversion. Figure reprinted from reference 16 with permission from the 
American Chemical Society (Copyright 2022). 

1.1.2.2.  Initiation, Termination, Propagation 

The overall mechanism for the CROP of 2-oxazolines can be seen in Scheme 

1.3. The initiation of the CROP of 2-oxazolines is commenced by the 

nucleophilic attack of the 2-oxazoline onto an electrophilic initiator, with the 

rate constant ki.  
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Scheme 1.3. Mechanism for the CROP of 2-oxazolines including initiation, propagation, and 
termination at the 5’ position. The blue dot represents an electrophile, whilst the red square 
indicates a nucleophilic terminating species. 

Typically, tosylates and triflates are used for initiation due to their stability and 

fast initiation.17, 18 Nonetheless, there are various possible tosylates and 

triflates as well as other electrophiles available for initiation, and these will be 

discussed later in Section 1.1.3. Slow or incomplete initiation leads to a loss 

of control and deviation from the first order kinetics associated with the CROP 

of 2-oxazolines. The counter ion introduced by the initiator is very important as 

it influences the equilibrium between the active, cyclic, cationic species and 

the dormant covalent species (Scheme 1.4.).14  

 

Scheme 1.4. Initiation of CROP with the resulting covalent/ionic equilibrium.  

The propagation of the CROP of 2-oxazolines is a two-step mechanism. The 

first step is the addition of the first monomer to the initiation product. This is a 

slow process and thus is the rate determining step. Once the first addition is 

complete, the propagation rate (kp) increases significantly, which is attributed 

to an intramolecular dipole interaction which stabilises the transition state.19 

The equilibrium between the covalent and cationic species determines the 

propagation rate, with the cationic species being responsible for propagation. 

Factors that alter this equilibrium include the solvent, counter ion, and 

monomer type. 20 To ensure that the propagation is fast, and the equilibrium 

is pushed towards the cationic species, counter ions that form stable anions 

such as tosylates are beneficial. The choice of solvent influences the 
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equilibrium, with solvents such as sulfolane21 and chlorobenzene22 favouring 

the formation of the cationic species, presumably due to their ability to solvate 

cationic species. Furthermore, the nucleophilicity of the 2-oxazoline itself is 

important, with less nucleophilic 2-oxazolines such as 2-phenyl-2-oxazoline 

(PhOx) propagating slowly due to the stabilising effect of the R group.23  

The termination of 2-oxazoline chains can occur in the 2’ and 5’ position on 

the oxazolinium species. Some less nucleophilic species such as water 

terminate at both the 2’ position and the 5’ position (Scheme 1.5.)24 however 

other more nucleophilic species such as thiolates terminate only at the 

thermodynamically favoured 5’ position.25 Like the initiation, functionalisation 

can be introduced by using an appropriate end-capping agent. As with the 

initiator, functional groups that can be installed by the terminating group will 

be discussed in Section 1.1.3.  

 

Scheme 1.5. Termination of the poly(2-oxazoline) chain at the 2’ and 5’ positions by water. 

1.1.2.3.  Chain Transfer Reactions 

For an ideal living polymerisation, there are no unwanted termination or side-

reactions. Nonetheless, for the CROP of 2-oxazolines, a chain transfer 

mechanism is known to occur for between 1/200 and 1/800 repeat units, 26 

albeit at a much slower rate than propagation. Litt et al. first proposed that the 

root cause of this chain transfer is due to β-elimination.26 The polymerisation 
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solvent is known to influence the degree of chain transfer, with some functional 

groups such as sulfoxides being more interfering than others.27  

The proposed mechanism for this chain transfer can be seen in Scheme 1.6. 

Here, a 2-oxazoline monomer causes β-elimination on the living chain end 

halting the polymerisation and initiating a new chain with a hydride. The 

terminated chain can then reinitiate by coupling to a living chain end. 

 

Scheme 1.6. Proposed chain transfer mechanism via β-elimination for the CROP of 2-
oxazolines. 

1.1.3. Versatility of Poly(2-oxazoline)s 

One of main reasons for the attractiveness of 2-oxazolines is their chemical 

versatility. In the literature, there are many examples of different initiators,28 

termination groups,14 and R groups.29 These components are subject to 

intensive research in order to develop new poly(2-oxazoline) structures with 

useful physical properties. In this section, initiating and terminating groups for 

CROP are discussed, followed by a discussion of how the R group can be 

varied to access more complex architectures.  
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1.1.3.1.  Types of Initiator 

As mentioned earlier, electrophiles are used for the initiation of CROP. 

Previous examples that have been employed include alkyl tosylates,17 alkyl 

triflates,18 various Lewis acids,30 and alkyl halide species31 (Figure 1.3.). The 

most popular initiators are alkyl tosylates and alkyl triflates due to their stability 

and fast initiation.17, 18 A further advantage of alkyl tosylates and triflates is the 

simple synthesis; a reaction between tosyl chloride and a suitable alcohol 

results in the desired tosylate product. Functional groups can easily be 

installed via this method, such as a propargyl moiety, sugar, or cholesteryl.32, 

33 Nonetheless, even tosylate based initiators can show poor initiation and a 

loss of control, such as 3-butynyl  tosylate.34 Interestingly, the only difference 

between 3-butynyl tosylate and the very commonly used and effective 

propargyl tosylate is an extra carbon between the alkynyl and the tosyl groups. 

One method to overcome poor initiation is to firstly form a oxazolinium salt by 

reacting one equivalent of initiator with one equivalent of a 2-oxazoline, which 

can then be used to initiate polymerisations.35 Alkyl halides are also popular 

choices, with chlorides,36 bromides,37, 38 and iodides19 all having been 

previously used. In fact, even molecular iodine can be used as an initiator.39 

Multifunctional initiators are a common type of initiator for more complicated 

architectures such as star polymers. This type of initiator can be synthesised 

from a range of small molecules, including porphyrins,40 pentaerythritol,17 and 

cyclodextrins.41 As well as this, initiators with diverse functionalities such as 

acetals,42 esters,43 and silanes44 have also been used without demonstrating 

any side reaction, which highlights an area which could be developed further. 

For example, an ester introduced via the initiator could undergo 
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transesterification to develop more complex, biodegradable, poly(2-oxazoline) 

structures. Finally, even gold surfaces can be functionalised to act as an 

initiator to form brush-like layers.45 

 

Figure 1.3. Some common and interesting examples of different types of initiator for CROP. 

1.1.3.2.  Types of Terminating Group 

Terminating groups have an advantage compared to the initiator because they 

can be used to install functionalities that normally interfere with CROP. As 

mentioned in Section 1.1.2.2, poly(2-oxazoline)s can be terminated at the 2’ 

position and the 5’ position, depending on the nucleophilicity of the terminating 

agent. More nucleophilic terminating agents such as thiolates,25 

carboxylates,46 and amines47 are generally the terminating agents of choice 

because of their reliability in end-capping at the 5’ position. 

As mentioned, terminating poly(2-oxazoline) chains with water resulting in a 

mixture of products (Scheme 1.5.).The most reliable method to introduce an 

alcohol species at the 5’ position is to use a methanolic potassium hydroxide 

solution.48 Nonetheless, if there are esters or other groups present in the 

polymer that are susceptible to reaction with methanolic potassium hydroxide 
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and an alcohol is required at the chain end, other end-capping strategies are 

required such as the use of mercaptoethanol. Poly(2-oxazoline)s can be end-

capped with carboxylates to allow access to various complex architectures. 

The carboxylate can be formed by deprotonating the appropriate carboxylic 

acid with a non-nucleophilic base such as DIPEA. Carboxylate forms of acrylic 

or methacrylic acid can be used as a terminating agent, to install a 

polymerisable vinylic end group, allowing access to acrylate/2-oxazoline brush 

copolymers.49, 50 End-capping the polymer chain with a carboxylic acid 

containing a nitroxide,51 trithiocarbonate,52 or bromide,53, 54 results in an 

oxazoline-macroinitiator structure for the initiation of reversible addition-

fragmentation chain-transfer (RAFT) polymerisation, nitroxide mediated 

polymerisation (NMP), and copper(0) mediated reversible-deactivation radical 

polymerisation (Cu(0)-RDRP) (Figure 1.4.).  

As well as carboxylates, amines are common end-capping agents. Primary,55 

secondary,18 and tertiary56 (yielding a quaternary, charged end-group) amines 

can all be employed to terminate polymer chains. Primary amines can 

potentially end-cap multiple polymer chains resulting in chain-chain coupling, 

and therefore the best strategy is to use a large excess of terminating agent 

to suppress this. A particularly useful way of installing functionality at the chain 

end is to end-cap the living polymer chains with sodium azide, resulting in an 

azide chain end that can undergo subsequent copper catalysed azide-alkyne 

cycloaddition (CuAAC).57 This reaction has been used previously to create 

multiblock and cyclic polymers,32 and is discussed further in Section 1.3.1.1. 

Another useful feature of terminating the polymer chain with an azide is that 
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this functionality can easily be reduced to a primary amine for further 

reaction.58 

 

Figure 1.4. Some common and interesting terminating agents used for installing functionality 
on the poly(2-oxazoline) chain end. 

1.1.3.3.  Types of R Group 

Of all the tuneable aspects of poly(2-oxazoline)s, the R group is the most 

diverse. In recent years, many different 2-oxazolines with various types of R 

group have been synthesised and successfully polymerised.29 R groups must 

be tolerant to the CROP process, or else they may interfere and cause a loss 

of control. For example, primary amines attached to the R group will terminate 

living chains unless a protecting group is used.59 CROP tolerant R groups 

include aliphatic chains,60, 61 benzylic groups,62 and functional groups 

containing oxygen,63 silicon,64 sulphur,4 nitrogen,65, 66 as well as fluorinated 

chains.67 

The R group can be used in a variety of ways to functionalise poly(2-

oxazoline)s or tune the physical properties of the polymer. Pendant reactive 
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moieties present on the R groups can undergo post-polymerisation 

functionalisation to introduce species that are not compatible with the CROP 

process. For example, poly(2-oxazoline)s with pendant alkenyl functionalities 

can be used to click on functionalities using thiol-ene click chemistry, such as 

thio-sugars.68 As well as post-polymerisation modification, functional groups 

can be installed prior to modification, as long as they are tolerant to the CROP 

process. For example, previous work by Becer et al. developed two different 

‘inimers’ which consisted of a poly(2-oxazoline) backbone with R groups 

containing initiators for either RAFT or Cu(0)-RDRP (Figure 1.5.).69-71 They 

first developed a 2-oxazoline containing a primary alcohol which could then be 

linked to an initiator for another type of polymerisation via esterification. These 

inimers could then be polymerised to make poly(2-oxazoline) brushes with 

arms then synthesised either by RAFT or Cu(0)-RDRP. It must be noted that 

brush polymers where both the backbone and the arms are made from poly(2-

oxazoline)s currently do not exist, although they will certainly have interesting 

properties making them suitable for various applications.  

 

Figure 1.5. Some common and interesting 2-oxazoline R groups that have been used to 
synthesise functional poly(2-oxazoline)s. 
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As well as providing points to add functionality, the R group is critical for 

controlling the thermal and solution behaviours of the polymers. These 

features will be discussed in more detail in the following section. 

1.1.3.4.  Properties of Poly(2-oxazoline)s 

1.1.3.4.1. Solution Behaviour 

In solution, poly(2-oxazoline)s can respond to changes in pH and temperature, 

and this stimuli-responsiveness is of particular interest because of the 

associated non-toxicity of poly(2-oxazoline)s in humans.72 If a polymer can 

demonstrate thermoresponsiveness or pH responsiveness in vivo, it can 

potentially be used for targeted drug delivery or other similar applications. 

Some poly(2-oxazoline)s such as poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline) (pEtOx) 

demonstrate thermoresponsiveness in solution which is manifested as an 

upper critical solution temperature (UCST) or lower critical solution 

temperature (LCST) There is an important difference between the LCST and 

the cloud point – the LCST is the minimum temperature on the solubility 

boundary of a  temperature vs composition plot, whilst the cloud point is any 

temperature that sits on the boundary. (Figure 1.6.).73  
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Figure 1.6. Phase diagram and visual representation of UCST and LCST behaviour.74 

For the LCST, the polymer is completely soluble at low temperatures. When 

the polymer solution is heated, the Gibbs free energy of mixing becomes 

unfavourable, i.e., mixing is no longer spontaneous at elevated temperatures. 

At low temperatures, the polymer and solvent form a weak complex which is 

broken when the temperature is raised, and the polymer collapses in on itself 

forming an opaque mixture. For the UCST, the Gibbs free energy becomes 

negative when the temperature of the solution is raised. i.e., the greater 

thermal energy promotes miscibility of the polymer. Importantly, these 

phenomena are reversible and can be observed for the same polymer solution 

many times.74 

There are several factors that affect the cloud point for poly(2-oxazoline)s. The 

degree of polymerisation (DP), polymer concentration in solution, and R group 

are the main contributors to variation in cloud point. Increasing the polymer 
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concentration and the DP have the effect of reducing the cloud point. For 

example, DP100 pEtOx has an LCST of 90.6 °C, whilst DP500 pEtOx has an 

LCST of 69.3 °C.75 Plots of polymer concentration and polymer DP affecting 

the cloud point of pEtOx can be seen in Figure 1.7. 

 

Figure 1.7. (A) Effect of increasing DP on cloud point. (B) Effect of polymer concentration on 
cloud point. Figure reprinted from reference 75, with permission from Royal Society of 
Chemistry (Copyright 2022). 

The R group is instrumental in determining the polymer’s solution behaviour. 

For example, whilst methyl, ethyl, propyl, and iso-propyl are water soluble, 

butyl chains and longer are insoluble.76 The LCST of poly(2-oxazoline)s can 

be carefully tuned by combining different monomers, for example, copolymers 

of 2-ethyl-2-oxazoline (EtOx) and 2-cyclopropyl-2-oxazoline express LCSTs at 

a range of temperatures from 91 °C to 28 °C depending on the feed ratio of 

monomers.77 In the literature, there are a wide range of examples of poly(2-

oxazoline) copolymers where the feed ratio of monomers has been controlled 

in order to tune the LCST. For example, 2-isopropyl-2-oxazoline with 2-n-

propyl-, 2-n-butyl-, and 2-n-nonyl-2-oxazoline,78 or EtOx with a glycosylated 2-

oxazoline.79 Interestingly, the addition of Hofmeister salts can alter the LCST 

onset, and it appears that the effect largely follows the Hofmeister series.80 
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Poly(2-oxazoline)s expressing UCST behaviour are much less common than 

poly(2-oxazoline)s expressing LCST behaviour. Nonetheless, there are some 

examples of copolymers expressing UCST behaviour in the literature.49 One 

example by Schubert et al. combined 2-nonyl-2-oxazoline with PhOx at 

various ratios to form quasi-block polymers, and subsequently demonstrated 

a range of UCSTs in ethanol/water.81 As well as 2-nonyl-2-oxazoline, 

copolymers of EtOx and 2-methyl-2-oxazoline (MeOx) with PhOx demonstrate 

UCST behaviour in ethanol/water mixtures, with a 50:50 ratio of EtOx/PhOx 

demonstrating both UCST and LCST behaviour in a 40% ethanol solvent.82 

Another type of stimuli responsiveness that poly(2-oxazoline)s exhibit is that 

of pH. Here, a change in pH induces some sort of alteration to the polymer 

structure or superstructure, which can be used for drug release for example. 

Examples of pH responsiveness may include degradation of specific parts of 

a polymer under a specific pH regime, such as polymers containing acyl 

guanidine which degrade as pH is decreased.83 Another example is that of pH 

induced drug release demonstrated with poly(2-oxazoline) liposomes 

releasing doxorubicin at lower pH.84  

1.1.3.4.2. Thermal Properties 

Continuing from the solution behaviour of poly(2-oxazoline)s, the thermal 

properties are another feature that is worth considering, as they will have an 

impact on any potential applicability of 2-oxazoline polymers. It should be 

noted that a very thorough review on the thermal and crystalline properties of 

poly(2-oxazoline)s was recently published by Walach et al.85 For poly(2-

oxazoline)s with linear alkyl R groups, increasing the chain length of the alkyl 

chains reduces the glass transition temperature in a proportional manner.86 
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Once the alkyl length reaches around C6, no glass transition temperature (Tg) 

is observed, presumably due to their large crystalline volume fraction. These 

linear polymers have a melting temperature (Tm) that is consistently around 

120-140 °C, and the Tg increases with increasing DP. Common precursors for 

biobased poly(2-oxazoline)s are fatty acids such as those derived from soy 

beans, which can be used to generate a 2-oxazoline known as ‘SoyOx’.61 

SoyOx is unsaturated and has an average of 17 carbons per alkyl chain. 

Homopolymers synthesised using SoyOx have Tm values that are extremely 

low compared to their saturated counterparts: ~88 °C for homopolymers of 

SoyOx, whilst poly(2-nonyl-2-oxazoline) has a Tm of around 150 °C. This is 

due to the unsaturated bonds in SoyOx disrupting any crystallinity. For short, 

branched alkyl chains, homopolymers exhibit an increased Tm and higher 

likelihood of crystallising compared to their linear counterparts. For example, 

poly(2-isopropyl-2-oxazoline) has a Tg of 70 °C and a Tm of 200 °C, whilst 

poly(2-n-propyl-2-oxazoline) has a Tg of around 40 °C and does not have a 

melting temperature. 

1.2. Reversible Deactivation Radical Polymerisation 

Reversible deactivation radical polymerisation (RDRP) is currently extremely 

popular, with various techniques being heavily researched. One of the main 

reasons RDRP is so popular is because of the wide range of monomers that 

can be polymerised in a well-controlled way. Monomers including acrylates, 

methacrylates, and styrenics can be polymerised,87 and complex architectures 

such as star polymers,88 multiblock polymers,89 and cyclic polymers89, 90 can 

be attained.91 The main techniques used are RAFT, and atom transfer radical 

polymerisation (ATRP). A commonly used type of ATRP currently is Cu(0)-
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RDRP, and this will be discussed further in Section 1.2.1 as it has been used 

in Chapter 3 of this thesis. All of these polymerisation techniques ideally follow 

the first order kinetics discussed in Section 1.1.2.1. Each technique has 

advantages and disadvantages, and polymers synthesised by each technique 

have a different end group that can be further functionalised. In Figure 1.8, 

the main attributes of RAFT and ATRP can be seen.87 

 

Figure 1.8. Comparison of common monomers for RAFT and ATRP, along with common 
initiators, ligands, and RAFT agents. Figure adapted from reference 87, with permission from 
Nature Reviews (Copyright 2022). 

1.2.1. Cu(0)-RDRP 

Cu(0)-RDRP is a type of ATRP. In this method of polymerisation, an initiator 

with a transferable atom, typically a halide, undergoes a redox reaction with 

an added transition metal catalyst. The initiator transfers the halide to a metal 

complex forming an oxidised metal deactivating species and a free radical that 

can undergo propagation with the monomer. The propagating chain end 

rapidly reacts with the oxidised metal complex to deactivate the polymer chain 

and reform the metal complex in its original oxidation state. This procedure 

repeats until the monomer is consumed and a polymer forms in a controlled 
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way. In Cu(0)-RDRP, there are two proposed mechanisms92 – supplemental 

activation reversible addition atom transfer radical polymerisation (SARA-

ATRP) proposed by Matyjaszewski,93 and single electron transfer living radical 

polymerisation (SET-LRP) proposed by Percec.94 Both mechanisms propose 

the same species, but their specific roles differ. The differences in the 

mechanisms can be seen in Scheme 1.7. 

 

Scheme 1.7. Proposed mechanisms for Cu(0)-RDRP. Scheme adapted from reference 92 
with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry (Copyright 2022). 

In SARA-ATRP, the CuI species is the main activator, whilst Cu0 acts as a 

reducing agent for CuII to generate supplemental activating species via 

comproportionation. In SET-LRP, Cu0 is the major activating species, which is 

regenerated by the disproportionation of CuI into Cu0 and CuII. Polymers 

formed via Cu(0)-RDRP possess a bromide on the chain end which allows for 

a wide range of functionalisation by simple substitution reactions. One 

example of this is with sodium azide, which forms an azide terminated polymer 

chain that can undergo further reaction via CuAAC.95 This substitution 

chemistry has been used extensively in Chapter 3 to generate multiblock 

copolymers. 

1.3. Poly(2-oxazoline) Polymer Architectures 

There are a wide range of different polymeric structures available when using 

2-oxazoline monomers. In this section, the various polymer structures 
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synthesised in this thesis will be covered. Firstly, homopolymers and 

copolymers are discussed, followed by cyclic polymers, star polymers, and 

lastly hyperbranched polymers. It must be noted that other structures such as 

brush polymers are accessible with poly(2-oxazoline)s, but they have not been 

explored in this thesis and so are not covered in this section, however a 

thorough review was provided by Becer et al. in 2019 on brush polymers with 

2-oxazolines.96 

1.3.1. Homopolymers and Copolymers 

Poly(2-oxazoline) homopolymers are the simplest type of oxazoline polymer, 

and consequently have been thoroughly researched in the last decades. 

Indeed, there are a vast range of different monomers that have been 

synthesised and successfully polymerised, as can be seen in the 2017 review 

by Hoogenboom et al. on poly(2-oxazoline)s.29 Furthermore, homopolymers 

have important features such as useful solution, thermal, and surface 

properties.  

Copolymers are structurally more complex than homopolymers and are of 

particular interest because they are a combination of different monomers, and 

so they can exhibit characteristics of the different components. Copolymers 

have a variety of forms ranging from random copolymers to statistical 

copolymers, through to block copolymers. One of the challenges associated 

with random copolymer synthesis of poly(2-oxazoline)s is that of monomer 

reactivities. Different 2-oxazoline R groups can affect the individual reactivities 

of the monomers due to steric and electrostatic effects, resulting in statistical 

and quasi-block polymers when different monomers are polymerised together. 
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Nonetheless, block polymers are of importance because they are effectively 

two different polymers connected covalently. This is significant because two 

separate homopolymers typically do not mix.97 When they are linked together 

covalently, they form microphasic separations and can form self-assembled 

structures such as micelles and other nanostructures.98 

1.3.1.1.  Synthesis of Poly(2-oxazoline) Homopolymers and Copolymers 

1.3.1.1.1. Poly(2-oxazoline) Homopolymers 

The synthesis of linear homopolymers of 2-oxazolines is straightforward, and 

as mentioned earlier factors that affect polymerisation rate include monomer 

concentration, monomer type, initiator type, reaction temperature, and solvent.  

One interesting area of 2-oxazoline homopolymers that has been developed 

is that of chiral polymers.99 Here, chirality has been introduced through the 

addition of a methyl group at the 4’ position on the oxazoline ring (Scheme 

1.8.). The added steric hindrance of this group might be expected to reduce 

and interfere with the polymerisation leading to slow polymerisation and chain 

transfer, however no kinetic information was provided. Nonetheless, higher 

than expected values for Đ indicate some loss of control. For example, DP 50 

poly(2,4-dimethyl-2-oxazoline) had a high Đ of 1.70.  
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Scheme 1.8. Synthesis and polymerisation of chiral poly(2-oxazoline) homopolymers.99 

Although homopolymers of poly(2-oxazoline)s are well-developed, well-

defined polymers at molecular weights over 10 kDa are less reported. The 

reason for this is two-fold. Any impurities in the polymerisation system become 

even more problematic at high molecular weights and so monomer, solvent, 

and initiator purity are critical to obtain well-defined high molecular weight 

polymers. Secondly, chain-transfer reactions can occur resulting in unwanted 

dead chains and a loss of control. Hoogenboom et al. demonstrated that using 

chlorobenzene and low polymerisation temperatures of 40 °C allowed for 

access to well-controlled high molecular weight p(EtOx) with Mn(GPC) values of 

up to 287.4 kDa and Đ as low as 1.15 (Figure 1.9.).100 However, the low 

temperature drastically increased polymerisation times, taking up to 28 days 

for 50% monomer conversion. Even then, the polymer peaks are not 

monomodal at the highest molecular weights, and it seems that one of the 

limits of the CROP of 2-oxazolines has been demonstrated, in that well-

controlled polymers at extremely high molecular weight are not attainable. 
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Figure 1.9. Gel permeation chromatography (GPC) traces of ultra-high molecular weight 
pEtOx from 5 kDa to 300 kDa. Figure reprinted from reference 100, with permission from John 
Wiley and Sons (Copyright 2022). 

1.3.1.1.2. Random and Statistical Copolymers 

When two or more 2-oxazoline monomers are combined in a polymerisation, 

it is not necessarily the case that a polymer will form with all monomers 

distributed completely randomly throughout. Monomers have different 

reactivities and this is due to influence from the R group. Electron donating R 

groups make the attacking monomer more nucleophilic and more reactive, but 

they also donate electron charge into the oxazolinium ring on the living 

polymer chain end, reducing the partial cationic nature on the 5’ position 

making it less reactive. Furthermore, steric effects also influence the reactivity 

of the R group. These combined effects from the R group make predicting kp 

difficult, however some trends can be seen. For example, it has been shown 

that 2-oxazolines with aliphatic R groups from methyl to octyl have largely 

comparable reactivities despite the difference in steric bulk (Figure 1.10.).101 

As the reactivity ratios of the monomers in a copolymerisation begin to deviate, 

the polymer composition will change from purely random, to a statistical 

polymer, to finally a quasi-block structure. The most notable example of this 

quasi-block type structure is when PhOx is combined with MeOx or EtOx.102-

104 PhOx polymerises at a much slower rate than MeOx or EtOx because the 

conjugation of the nitrogen and phenyl ring causes delocalisation of the 

nitrogen lone pair reducing its nucleophilicity. In a copolymerisation between 

PhOx and MeOx, the reactivity of MeOx has been shown to be around 500 

times greater.102 
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Figure 1.10. Plot demonstrating the polymer composition between MeOx and PhOx, and 
various monomers with their associated kp values. Figure adapted from reference 104, with 
permission from The American Chemical Society (Copyright 2022). 

1.3.1.1.3. Poly(2-oxazoline) Block Polymers 

There are several approaches to the synthesis of poly(2-oxazoline) block 

copolymers. Firstly, and most commonly, is the sequential addition route 

where polymerisation of one monomer is allowed to reach full conversion 

before the next monomer is added. This route provides the most control over 

the polymerisation, however poly(2-oxazoline)s are limited to tetrablocks,105, 

106 and no example of a pentablock poly(2-oxazoline) has been reported 

(Figure 1.11.). The reason for this limitation is because extremely high end-

group fidelity is required, and addition of subsequent blocks and sampling 

introduces the risk of contaminants being added. There are a wide range of 

examples of diblock107, 108 and triblock poly(2-oxazoline)s in the literature, 

however.109, 110 
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Figure 1.11. Simplified multiblock polymers and their associated GPCs. Figure adapted from 
reference 105, with permission from American Chemical Society (Copyright 2022). 

A second method to multiblock poly(2-oxazoline)s is to link them using 

polymer-polymer coupling. This can be done by introducing two 

complementary groups at the α and Ω chain ends, which can react together in 

a combinatorial way.  

Examples of this in the literature are much sparser than the sequential addition 

route, however examples include a pEtOx chain initiated with a 

pentafluorobenzyl bromide initiator and terminated with a bisthiol.38 The 

pentafluorobenzyl and thiol can then react together to form a block polymer. 

Other examples include initiating the polymer chain with a propargyl group and 

terminating the polymer with an azide. These groups can then undergo CuAAC 
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to form poly(2-oxazoline) multiblock polymers.111 One of the issues with this is 

the competing intramolecular cyclisation reaction however. Block polymers 

synthesised via polymer-polymer coupling are not limited to pure 2-oxazoline 

backbones, and this is discussed in the next section. 

1.3.1.1.4. Poly(2-oxazoline) Blocks with other Types of Polymer 

The use of heterofunctional initiators is an interesting way of combining poly(2-

oxazoline)s with other polymerisation techniques. Previous examples of this 

include an initiator combining an acid bromide with a tertiary bromide that 

could be used to initiate both the CROP of 2-oxazolines (with the acid bromide) 

and ATRP of styrene (with the tertiary bromide),112 and a RAFT agent 

combined with a tosylate to generate poly(2-oxazoline)-(meth)acrylate blocks 

(Scheme 1.9.A).113 Separately, the living chain ends of poly(2-oxazoline)s can 

also be terminated with initiators to generate macroinitiators for different 

polymerisation techniques such as RAFT (Scheme 1.9.B)52 and (Cu(0)-

RDRP).54, 114 

 

Scheme 1.9. (A) Synthesis of a tosylate-RAFT agent heteroinitiator.113 (B) Synthesis of a 
poly(2-oxazoline) RAFT Macroinitiator.52 
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Another method that can be used to combine poly(2-oxazoline)s with acrylates 

is that of click chemistry. There are several methods used in the literature to 

combine poly(2-oxazoline)s with acrylates. Firstly, a poly(2-oxazoline) can be 

initiated with propargyl tosylate, installing a triple bond at the chain end which 

can then be combined with another polymer that is terminated with an azide 

using CuAAC. This method is highly suited to polymers synthesised via Cu(0)-

RDRP as substitution of the terminal bromine with an azide is facile (Scheme 

1.10.A).95, 115 Opposingly, poly(2-oxazoline) chain ends can be terminated with 

an azide functionality which can then be conjugated onto polymers containing 

an alkyne functionality, for example, polymers synthesised using an alkyne 

functionalised RAFT agent (Scheme 1.10.B).116 A third method involves end 

capping the poly(2-oxazoline) chain with (meth)acrylic acid to install an alkenyl 

functionality. This can then be combined with a thiol terminated polymer via 

thiol-ene click chemistry. This method is most suitable for polymers 

synthesised via  RAFT polymerisation, as the RAFT agent can easily be 

reduced to a thiol on the chain end with an amine (Scheme 1.10.C).117 The 

use of click chemistry to conjoin polymers is not restricted to acrylates, and a 

wide range of polymers have been linked to poly(2-oxazoline)s including 

pullulan,118 poly(ethylene),119 poly(lysine),120 and poly(caprolactone).121 
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Scheme 1.10. Combination of poly(2-oxazoline) and poly(acrylate) via: (A) CuAAC using a 
propargyl initiated poly(2-oxazoline).95 (B) CuAAC using an azide terminated poly(2-
oxazoline). 116 (C) A poly(2-oxazoline) and poly(acrylate) via thiol-ene reaction.117 

Interestingly, although diblocks of poly(2-oxazoline)s with acrylates have been 

synthesised via click chemistry previously, there are no examples of multiblock 

polymers combining both acrylates and 2-oxazolines in the literature. 

However, these polymers certainly have interesting properties, and are one of 

the focuses of Chapter 3 of this thesis.  

1.3.1.1.5. Hydrolysis of Poly(2-oxazoline)s 

Frequently, poly(2-oxazoline)s are either partially or fully hydrolysed to form 

poly(ethylene imine) (PEI) or poly(2-oxazoline)-PEI copolymers, which are 

typically used for gene transfection.122, 123 This route has an advantage over 

the ring opening polymerisation of aziridines, which produces randomly 

branched PEI that is not well defined. Further functionalisation of PEI with 
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groups such as sugars is of interest because this can allow for a more targeted 

delivery of ribonucleic acid (RNA),124 however it is difficult to attain well-

defined, functionalised PEI. There are two main methods to obtain 

functionalised PEI. Firstly, a copolymer is synthesised with monomers that 

have different hydrolysis rates ensuring that the monomer with the desired 

functional group is not preferentially hydrolysed, thus remaining on the 

polymer backbone. In the second method, the polymer is partially or fully 

hydrolysed and functionality is added post-hydrolysis via reaction with the 

secondary amines on the backbone, such as sugar moieties.125 The first 

method is not ideal as the hydrolysis mechanism is not 100% selective towards 

one monomer, and the desired functional group needs to be stable to harsh 

hydrolysis conditions. The second method is limited to molecules that can 

react with secondary amines and cannot be used to access functionalised, 

charged block polymers.(Scheme 1.11.)  

 

Scheme 1.11. Two main methods to functionalised, charged poly(2-oxazoline)s species. 

It is possible to selectively hydrolyse a block polymer to yield a positively 

charged block polymer.126  In this method, the hydrolysis rates of different R 

groups are exploited in order to preferentially hydrolyse one poly(2-oxazoline) 
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block to generate poly(2-oxazoline)-block-poly(ethylene imine) polymers. 

Generally, blocks are made using EtOx or 2-propyl-2-oxazoline with MeOx. 

The polymers are then hydrolysed, with the methyl R groups being 

preferentially hydrolysed.127, 128 Subsequent functionalisation by reaction with 

the secondary amines reduces the charge density on the PEI block which may 

affect the transfection potential of the polymers. One potential method to avoid 

this issue is to use a 2-oxazoline that has a charged R group or contains a 

group that can be deprotected to yield a charged amine (Scheme 1.12.).129,130 

A similar approach was taken for Chapter 4 of this thesis, where charged and 

glycosylated poly(2-oxazoline)s were synthesised and tested for transfection 

potential. 

 

Scheme 1.12. Synthesis of charged block polymers via: (A) A hydrolysis route. (B) A 
monomer deprotection approach.130 

1.3.1.2.  Analysis of Homopolymers and Copolymers 

The analysis of poly(2-oxazoline) homopolymers and random copolymers is 

relatively straightforward. During the polymerisation, monomer conversion is 

typically measured by gas chromatography (GC) or 1H nuclear magnetic 

resonance spectroscopy (NMR), and GPC is used for polymer analysis. One 

of the issues with analysing poly(2-oxazoline)s with conventional GPC is that 
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due to their quasi-peptoid backbone structure, they can interact with the 

column and cause tailing to be observed in the GPC trace.131, 132 This tailing 

can artificially increase the polymer dispersity, giving the false impression that 

the polymerisation was uncontrolled. For more detailed polymer analysis such 

as information on end-group fidelity, matrix assisted laser 

desorption/ionisation time of flight mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF-MS) is a 

useful technique, and is commonly used for poly(2-oxazoline) 

homopolymers.133 MALDI-TOF-MS can also be used to analyse random 

copolymers, however the analysis is much more complicated because of the 

extensive number of different polymer distributions.134 A good example of how 

MALDI-TOF-MS can be used to analyse the end groups of a homopolymer 

can be seen in Figure 1.12.135 Here, pEtOx was initiated with methacryloyl 

chloride, and terminated with a hydroxyl functionality. However, the major 

observed peak appears to be the hydride initiated peak attributed to chain 

transfer during the polymerisation. 
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Figure 1.12. MALDI-TOF-MS of a poly(2-oxazoline) initiated with methacryloyl chloride. (A) 
shows the entire chromatogram. (B) shows a zoom of the two main distributions present. The 
structures at the top indicate the assigned end-groups for the distributions. Figure reprinted 
from reference 135, with permission from Taylor and Francis (Copyright 2022). 

Like the analysis of homopolymers and random copolymers, block polymers 

are typically analysed using conventional GPC. Firstly, a sample of the first 

block is taken and analysed using GPC, before addition of the monomer for 

the second block. Then, once the subsequent monomer for the second block 

has been consumed, a sample can be taken to see the GPC shift to shorter 

retention time. As can be seen from Figure 1.13, both sides of the peak have 

shifted evenly with no additional tailing, indicating that high end-group fidelity 

is maintained upon addition of the second block monomer. 
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Figure 1.13. GPC shift to shorter retention time indicating block formation. 

MALDI-TOF-MS can also be a useful tool for block polymer analysis. However, 

the analysis can be very complicated because block polymers have a wide 

range of potential molar masses. For example, consider a diblock polymer of 

DP10 methyl acrylate followed by a DP10 block of ethyl acrylate polymerised 

via Cu(0)-RDRP. The polymerisation of the first block will not be truly 

monodisperse, and so there will be some variation in the DP of the chains and 

thus the molecular mass of the polymers. Then, the ethyl acrylate block is 

polymerised from the first block, again with its own dispersity. This dramatically 

increases the number of potential molecular mass chains present in the 

sample making analysis much more difficult. The MALDI-TOF-MS of this 

polymer has been previously obtained and assigned by Haddleton et al. and 

can be seen in Figure 1.14.136 As can be seen from the figure, there are many 

peaks making analysis difficult. Terpolymers and beyond will be even more 

complicated with many more peaks. 

6 7 8 9 10
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 block 1

 block1-block 2
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Figure 1.14. MALDI-TOF-MS of p(methyl acrylate)10-b-p(ethyl acrylate)10 (pMA10-b-pEA10), 
with zoomed region from 2220–2340 m/z region, showing the comonomer distribution for DP 
22. Permission not required for reprint. 

1.3.1.3.  Applications of Homopolymers and Copolymers 

1.3.1.3.1. Drug Delivery 

One of the main potential applications of poly(2-oxazoline)s is as a 

replacement for PEG in drug formulation. PEG is currently used to provide 

stability, prevent protein coronas from forming,137 and provide protection from 

the immune system.138 However, an increasing proportion of the population 

express an immune response to PEG and so finding a replacement is of 

interest.139 Meanwhile, poly(2-oxazoline)s have a quasi-peptide structure and 

have been shown to be largely non-toxic.140, 141 Coupled with the tunability of 

various aspects of the polymer chain, poly(2-oxazoline)s have received much 

interest in recent years due to their potential to replace PEG for therapeutic 

applications.142 

Polymer drug conjugates (PDCs) are polymeric species that have drugs 

attached with easily cleavable linkages. PDCs have been shown to improve 

the stability of drugs in physiological conditions and can quickly release their 

payload under an appropriate change in conditions. Indeed, N-(2-

hydroxypropyl) methacrylamide-doxorubicin polymers have entered into 
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clinical trials as a PDC.143 Previously, pEtOx has been investigated in 

conjunction with doxorubicin as a PDC, where the polymer was furnished with 

a doxorubicin molecule at the chain end.144 A separate method used a 

copolymerisation route between EtOx and a 2-oxazoline containing a methyl 

ester. The methyl ester could undergo post polymerisation transesterification 

to add doxorubicin molecules along the polymer backbone, increasing the 

doxorubicin payload compared to conjugation of just one doxorubicin molecule 

at the chain end (Scheme 1.13.).145 As well as these examples that use 

cleavable covalent bonds to conjugate drugs, the differences in reactivity 

ratios between 2-oxazoline monomers can be used to make amphiphilic 

gradient copolymers which can be self-assembled and used to encapsulate 

drugs. For example, EtOx can be combined with 2-(4-dodecyloxyphenyl)-2-

oxazoline to yield gradient copolymers that can be self-assembled and loaded 

with curcumin, which is a highly coloured model drug.146 

 

Scheme 1.13. Synthesis of a random poly(2-oxazoline) copolymer followed by conjugation 
with doxorubicin.145 

Poly(2-oxazoline)s have been found to be very effective at forming layer by 

layer (LBL) self-assembled structures with tannic acid that can be used to 

encapsulate drugs such as doxorubicin and ciprofloxacin (Scheme 1.14.).147, 

148 These multi-layered structures are stabilised by a large amount of 
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hydrogen-bonding, which is disrupted when the pH of the system is raised 

above a certain critical pH and thus the self-assembled structure is disrupted 

releasing its drug payload. In a similar method, the large amount of hydrogen 

bonding that is available with tannic acid has also been used to stabilise 

poly(2-n-propyl-2-oxazoline)/gellum gum droplets that can be used for lipase 

delivery.149 

 

Scheme 1.14. Multilayer formation between poly(2-oxazoline)s and tannic acid, followed by 
doxorubicin encapsulation.147 

One of the primary purposes of block poly(2-oxazoline)s is to form self-

assembled structures by combining a hydrophilic monomer with a hydrophobic 

monomer. Typically, the hydrophilic monomer is either MeOx or EtOx, whilst 

the hydrophobic block is made from a long alkyl chain 2-oxazoline such as 2-

nonyl-2-oxazoline.150 Furthermore, the block length has been shown to be an 

important factor in the shape and size of the self-assembled structures.151 The 

type of monomer used and the block length can determine the morphology of 

the self-assembled structure, with rod-like structures and spherical micelles 

amongst the available structures.152 Due to the ability of block poly(2-

oxazoline)s to self-assemble, many applications for this polymer architecture 

are concerned with drug encapsulation and delivery via a self-assembled 

polymeric carrier. For example, diblock poly(2-oxazoline)s made from pEtOx 

as the hydrophilic block and poly(2-butenyl-2-oxazoline) as the hydrophobic 
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block self-assemble into micelles in aqueous media. The hydrophobic block 

was found in the core of the micelle and thus they were able to encapsulate 

curcumin as a hydrophobic drug.153 In a further example, a library of diblock 

polymers was synthesised by Kabanov et al. using various R groups including 

methyl, ethyl, butyl, i-propyl, and N-propyl in order to test their cellular uptake 

and cytotoxicity.140 In this work, it was demonstrated that poly(2-oxazoline) 

blocks were well tolerated by mammalian cells, and all showed significantly 

higher drug delivery potential than homopolymers of EtOx, due to their ability 

to self-assemble. As well as diblock polymers, multiblocks such as triblock 

poly(2-oxazoline)s can be used for drug encapsulation. Triblocks with the 

hydrophobic segment as the central block have been shown to form rod like 

structures which are transformed into spherical micellar-like structures upon 

drug loading.140 In this example, the hydrophobic block could be either a short 

butyl chain or a longer, more hydrophobic nonyl chain, with triblocks containing 

a central butyl core being able to load Paclitaxel at 45 wt%.154 

1.3.1.3.2. Gene delivery 

Gene therapy is a potent therapeutic technique, as it can be used to silence 

genes and prevent protein expression,155 or used in vaccine delivery.156 One 

of the problems with gene delivery is that the negatively charged RNA cannot 

easily pass through the hydrophobic cell membrane, and therefore a vector 

molecule is needed. For example, messenger ribonucleic acid (mRNA) 

vaccines against Covid-19 use non-viral nanoparticles as carriers.157, 158 PEI 

derived from the hydrolysis of poly(2-oxazoline)s can be used as a positively 

charged polymer to combine with nucleic acids and improve their 

transfection.123, 159, 160 Copolymers between pEtOx and PEI synthesised by 
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Becer et al. were used to transfect cells with different nucleic acids including 

plasmid DNA (pDNA), messenger RNA (mRNA), and self-amplifying replicon 

RNA (repRNA) (Scheme 1.15.).161 In the study, they investigated the effects 

of polymer molecular weight and the PEI content within the polymer. For the 

pDNA and repRNA, fully hydrolysed polymers were found to show the best 

transfection, whilst polymers with 80% hydrolysis were found to be optimal for 

mRNA. However, the method of synthesis of the cationic polymers meant they 

were unable to test any structures other than various statistical copolymers 

between EtOx and PEI. The use of a 2-oxazoline with a chargeable R group 

would allow access to functional block polymers, which could then be tested 

for gene transfection. 

 

Scheme 1.15. (A) Cationic ring-opening polymerisation of EtOx and partial or full hydrolysis 
in aqueous HCl and (B) full factorial design of experiment parameters. Scheme reprinted from 
reference 161, with permission from the American Chemical Society (Copyright 2022). 
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1.3.1.3.3. Other Applications 

Charged poly(2-oxazoline)s have also been shown to display potent 

antimicrobial and antifungal properties. For example, 2-oxazolines 

synthesised from boc-glycine and boc-γ-aminobutyric acid can be deprotected 

post-polymerisation to yield cationic amine homopolymers.66, 162 These 

cationic polymers can enter bacteria and bind with deoxyribonucleic acid 

(DNA) causing the bacteria to form reactive oxygen species that cause the cell 

to burst. Further functionalisation of the cationic polymers to form poly(2-

oxazoline)s with pendant guanidinium groups has also been performed, with 

the subsequent polymers showing promising antifungal properties.163  

A final application of block poly(2-oxazoline)s is that of cell-imaging. Polymers 

containing fluorinated block segments can self-assemble and be used as 

contrast agents for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).164, 165 The fluorinated 

segment assembled into the cores of the polymer micelle, with the 19F MRI 

studies showing high sensitivity to the micellar structures. Fluorinated triblocks 

containing hydrophilic, lipophilic, and fluorophilic segments have also been 

synthesised, however they are yet to be tested as contrast agents.166 

1.3.2. Cyclic Polymers 

Cyclic polymers are of scientific interest for several reasons. Their cyclic 

structure means they have smaller hydrodynamic volumes and lower 

viscosities in solution compared to linear polymers of the equivalent molecular 

weights. Furthermore, cyclic polymers can be less susceptible to degradation 

due to their lack of end groups. For example, cyclic proteins are protected from 

proteolytic enzymes that work at the chain ends.167  Nonetheless, cyclic 
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polymers can be difficult to synthesise in good yield, as the synthesis has a 

competing step-growth polymerisation that can be difficult to suppress without 

high dilution. Finding conditions to maximise cyclisation is of interest because 

of this issue and this is one of the motivations of Chapter 3. In this section, 

synthetic methods of poly(2-oxazoline) cyclic polymers are discussed, 

followed by their analysis and potential applications. 

1.3.2.1.  Synthesis of Cyclic Polymers 

The vast majority of literature based on cyclic poly(2-oxazoline)s uses CuAAC 

as the technique of choice for connecting the end-groups of poly(2-oxazoline)s 

(Scheme 1.16).32, 168, 169 There are two main advantages to this. Firstly, it is 

simple to install the necessary reactive groups at the chain ends. An alkyne 

moiety can easily be installed at the α chain end with the use of a functional 

initiator such as propargyl tosylate. The azide can be introduced to the Ω chain 

end by using a suitable end capping group. In the literature, the two main end-

capping agents used are sodium azide170 and 2-azidoethylamine.171 The main 

advantage of using 2-azidoethylamine is that it also introduces a secondary 

amine that can undergo further reaction, for example by linking the polymer to 

a nanoparticle.169 The second advantage to using CuAAC is that it is fast, 

reliable, and very versatile. It can be performed in a wide range of solvents, 

which is helpful as the polymer may have limited solubility.172  
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Scheme 1.16. Synthesis of cyclic poly(2-oxazoline)s via CuAAC. (A) End-capping with sodium 
azide. (B) End-capping with 2-azidoethylamine.170, 171 

A second route to cyclic pEtOx was developed by Chen et al.173 In their work, 

they used 2-bis(bromomethyl)benzene as a bis-initiator for CROP. Then they 

end capped both chain ends with potassium ethyl xanthate, before reducing 

the end groups to thiols with an amine. The free thiols could then react together 

in the presence of air to form a disulphide bridge thus forming a cyclic polymer. 

The disadvantage to these routes is that the polymers can easily be coupled 

together to form multiblocks instead of cyclising. Even when the reaction is 

conducted under high dilution conditions, some polymers are likely to couple 

together and so a further purification step may be required. In order to tune 

the degree of cyclisation, the solvent polarity, reaction concentration, and 

block length have been shown to be critical.174 For poly(fatty acid oxazoline), 

it has been demonstrated that cyclisation is favoured in more non-polar 

solvents whilst the competing step-growth is favoured in more polar solvents.32 

Furthermore, for cyclisation of poly(2-oxazoline)s using CuAAC, the amount 

of copper used has been shown to affect the degree of cyclisation, with more 

cyclisation at high copper concentrations.32 This is thought to be due to a 
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ligating effect between the poly(2-oxazoline) backbone and the copper 

species.  

Cyclic polymers are frequently used for coatings and biolubricants, and so 

having effective linking groups to various surfaces is beneficial. In fact, various 

methods have been developed to provide this linkage. Firstly, poly(glycidyl 

methacrylate) chains can be linked to a surface via surface-initiated atom 

transfer radical polymerisation (SI-ATRP). As mentioned earlier, poly(2-

oxazoline)s end-capped with 2-azidoethylamine can be further reacted 

through the secondary amine introduced (Scheme 1.17.). Ring-opening the 

glycidyl rings using this secondary amine provides a simple method to 

functionalise surfaces with cyclic poly(2-oxazoline)s.171 Other methods that 

have been employed include the addition of a nitrodopamine moiety to the 

cyclic poly(2-oxazoline) via the secondary amine functionality.169 

Nitrodopamines have been shown to be strong anchoring groups to metal 

surfaces,175 and have been used to link cyclic poly(2-oxazoline)s to iron oxide 

nanoparticles176 and titanium dioxide8
  surfaces. Lastly, Benetti et al. 

developed a method of linking cyclic pMeOx to cartilage by grafting onto a 

poly(glutamic acid) backbone with hydroxybenzaldehyde functionalities.177  
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Scheme 1.17. Methods of functionalising cyclic poly(2-oxazoline)s. Note that in all cases, the 
end capping agent is 2-azidoethylamine. (A) Functionalisation with nitrodopamine.169 (B) 
Linkage via epoxide ring opening.171 (C) Linkage via amide formation.177 

1.3.2.2.  Analysis of Cyclic Polymers 

The analysis of cyclic polymers is normally performed using conventional GPC 

methods as this is typically the most facile technique. If the hydrodynamic 

volume of a linear polymer and a cyclic polymer of equivalent molecular weight 

are compared, the cyclic polymer has a smaller hydrodynamic volume due to 

its more compact cyclic structure. This means that upon cyclising, the polymer 

peak in the GPC shifts to a longer retention time as it has a smaller size and 

thus takes longer to pass through the GPC column. Therefore, visualising 

cyclisation by GPC is simply a matter of observing a peak shift to longer 

retention time. Furthermore, due to the cyclic polymer having a smaller 

hydrodynamic volume compared to the linear equivalent at the same 
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molecular weight, it also has a lower intrinsic viscosity as it cannot inhibit 

solvent flow as effectively. This difference can be seen clearly when comparing 

linear poly(styrene) with cyclic poly(styrene) in a Mark-Houwink plot (Figure 

1.15.) where the cyclic polymer has a lower intrinsic viscosity across the whole 

molecular weight range.178 

 

Figure 1.15. Difference in intrinsic viscosity between linear poly(styrene) (black) and cyclic 
poly(styrene) (red). Figure reprinted from reference 178, with permission from the American 
Chemical Society (Copyright 2022). 

MALDI-TOF-MS can also be used to demonstrate cyclisation by CuAAC. In 

the case in Figure 1.16, the linear polymer chain was initiated with propargyl 

tosylate and terminated with an azide in order to undergo subsequent 

cyclisation via CuAAC.168 Azides are not especially stable and, in this case, 

the terminal azide was reduced to an amine upon ablation with the instrument 

laser, releasing a molecule of nitrogen (i.e. reducing the polymer mass by 26). 

Upon cyclisation, the alkyne groups react with the azides forming the much 

more stable triazoles species, which could withstand the laser power and thus 

the expected mass (+Na) for the cyclic polymer can be seen. 
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Figure 1.16. MALDI-TOF-MS spectrum of a linear polymer (blue) and the associated cyclic 
polymer (red). Figure reprinted from reference 168, with permission from Elsevier (copyright 
2022). 

1.3.2.3.  Applications of Cyclic Polymers 

1.3.2.3.1. Surface Coating 

The more compact size and lower radius of gyration of cyclic polymers mean 

that they can be used to produce thinner, denser layers compared to a linear 

polymer of equivalent weight (Scheme 1.18.).179, 180 The compact nature of 

the surface layers they form means they can be useful biolubricants and are 

effective at preventing protein contamination.8, 171 In fact, most of the literature 

on cyclic poly(2-oxazoline) polymers is centred on their use as surface 

coatings. As well as preventing protein contamination, the dense cyclic 

polymer layers help to stabilise nanoparticles by preventing their aggregation, 

demonstrated by Benetti et al. when they showed that nanoparticles stabilised 

with cyclic polymers presented no aggregation even after a month later than 

the equivalent linear polymers had begun to aggregate.181   
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Scheme 1.18. Linear and cyclic poly(2-oxazoline)s and their attachment to a SiO2 surface. 
The cyclic layer is thinner and denser than the analogous linear layer. Scheme reprinted from 
reference 179, with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry. (Copyright 2022). 

Brush polymers have also been shown to be effective at reducing friction, 

however interdigitation between brushes represents a major source of friction, 

especially at high pressures and low shear rates.182, 183 Cyclic polymers have 

an advantage over brush polymers in this regard because they do not 

interdigitate to the same degree, and so are better at improving friction 

modulation.184  

1.3.2.3.2. Gene Delivery 

Lastly, cyclic PEI has been shown to be a promising improvement on linear 

PEI of the equivalent molecular weight for gene delivery.185 In this case, the 

cyclic polymer was synthesised from a linear pEtOx that was subsequently 

cyclised via CuAAC, and then hydrolysed. The cyclic PEI was shown to be 

significantly less toxic than the current standard of gene delivery for polymers, 

which is 25 kDA PEI.186 It is thought that the more compact structures of cyclic 

polymers result in an increase in charge density which improves transfection 

efficiency. 
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1.3.3. Star Polymers 

A star polymer can be defined as a macromolecule that has three or more 

linear polymer arms radiating from a centralised branching point, or core. 

Within this definition, star polymers can be further classified by the method of 

synthesis, arm structure, and core structure. Star polymer have compact 

hydrodynamic volumes resulting in structures with lower viscosities compared 

to linear polymers of the equivalent molecular weight. Further details 

concerning the relationship between hydrodynamic volume, intrinsic viscosity, 

and molecular mass will be discussed later in the section on analysis of star 

polymers. Their low viscosities result in structures that can be used for 

rheology and viscosity modification, whilst the star cores can be used to 

encapsulate small molecules and so find applications for gene and drug 

delivery. In this section, the synthetic routes to star polymers are covered, 

followed by a more detailed examination of the analysis and applications of 

star polymers. 

1.3.3.1.  Synthesis of Star Polymers 

There are three main approaches to star polymers synthesis, all of which are 

covered in this section, along with their associated advantages and 

disadvantages. These approaches are the core-first approach, arm-first 

approach, and the grafting-onto approach, and they will be discussed in this 

order (Figure 1.17.). It should be noted that Qiao et al. provided a very 

thorough review on star polymers in 2016 covering synthesis, characterisation, 

and properties of star polymers.187 
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Figure 1.17. Schematic illustration of the core-first, arm-first, and grafting-onto approaches to 
star polymers. 

1.3.3.1.1. Core-First Approach 

The core-first approach uses a multifunctional initiator as the core, and the star 

arms form via polymerisation from the core. To ensure that the stars are well-

defined, the initiation efficiency needs to be as close to 100% as possible, and 

the initiation rate should be much higher than the propagation rate. 

Advantages of the core-first approach include well-defined cores and simple 

purification from unreacted monomer via precipitation or dialysis. The small 

core size, limited number of arms, and difficulty directly analysing the arms are 

the main disadvantages.187  
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The core-first approach to poly(2-oxazoline) stars is well established, in part 

due to the ease of synthesis of the multi-initiator cores. Typically, an activated 

tosylate or triflate such as tosyl chloride or triflic anhydride is reacted with a 

multifunctional alcohol such as pentaerythritol to generate the initiator-core.17, 

188, 189 Although this is the most popular route, other cores have previously 

been used including metal cores with CROP initiators ligated to them.190, 191 

As all the arms form simultaneously from a central core, difficulty arises when 

determining whether all the arms are of the same length, or even if all arms 

have properly initiated. Nonetheless, techniques such as diffusion ordered 

nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (DOSY NMR) and advanced GPC 

can be used to analyse the star polymers.192 In fact, this is the ideal use of 

advanced GPC as the maximum number of potential arms is known. 

1.3.3.1.2. Arm-First Approach 

The arm-first approach is a convergent approach that involves the cross-

linking of linear polymer arms to form a star (Figure 1.17.). The linear arms 

can be linked together with the use of a cross-linker or can be linked with the 

use of coupling chemistry, for example, through a short cross-linkable 

block.193, 194 Conversely to the core-first approach, the arms can be 

characterised before star formation allowing for high levels of definition of the 

arms. Furthermore, this type of approach allows for the formation of stars with 

many arms, however the distribution of arms per star is more varied.195, 196 

Also, stars formed from this method can have very large cores that can 

contribute up to 30 wt% of the overall star, making them ideally suited to 

encapsulating small molecules.187, 197 Nonetheless, stars synthesised via the 
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arm-first approach can suffer from poor arm-to-star conversion, as well as 

difficulty in analysing the core structure.  

There are few examples in the literature of arm-first stars synthesised using 

the CROP of 2-oxazolines. Schlaad et al. synthesised pEtOx arms, followed 

by a block of poly(2-(3-butenyl)-2-oxazoline) which could undergo cross-

linking via thiol-yne chemistry.194 In a similar approach, the poly(2-(3-butenyl)-

2-oxazoline) block was functionalised with charged thiols to form ionomer star 

structures.198 A separate approach by Johnson et al. end-capped a poly(2-

oxazoline) chain with a norbornene ring, which could then be cross-linked 

using ring opening metathesis polymerisation (ROMP) (Scheme 1.19.).199 

Lastly, a core cross-linked approach was recently developed using a bis-

oxazoline to yield high molecular weight pEtOx stars, which is discussed in 

Chapter 2.200 

 

Scheme 1.19. (A) Synthesis of pEtOx-based norbornene-terminated macromonomers. (B) 
Graft-through ROMP of linear macromonomers to form bottlebrush polymers (BBPs). (C) 
Graft-through ROMP of branched macromonomers functionalised with N3-chex to provide 
living BBPs, and subsequent addition of the cross-linker AcetalXL to form star polymers. 
Scheme reprinted from reference 199, with permission from American Chemical Society 
(Copyright 2022). 
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1.3.3.1.3. Grafting-onto Approach 

The third method of star polymer synthesis is the ‘grafting-onto’ approach. This 

method offers the highest degree of control, as the core and the arms can be 

synthesised separately and then subsequently joined by some type of 

combinatorial chemistry, for example, click chemistry. This route has several 

disadvantages however – multiple purification steps are required, stars often 

have a small number of arms, lengthy reaction times are required, and an 

excess of arms are often required to ensure complete reaction.  

Previous examples of this approach have used multifunctional polymer cores 

such as dendrimers, star shaped poly(ethylene oxide), and 

poly(ethyleneimine) (PEI) (Scheme 1.20.).201-203  

 

Scheme 1.20. Synthesis of star polymers via the grafting-onto approach using PEI as the 
core.203  

Other examples use smaller molecules such as porphyrins to generate stars 

with fewer number of arms.204 One of the advantages of combining the CROP 

of 2-oxazolines with the grafting-onto approach is that the pre-synthesised 

core can be directly injected into the CROP vessel to terminate the living 

chains. For example, PEI contains primary amines that can end-cap living 

chains to form a star, by direct injection into the arm polymerisation mixture.203 

Other examples use click reactions such as CuAAC to connect arms to a 
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functionalised core,205, 206 and supramolecular interactions such as the 

cyclodextrin-adamantyl host-guest interaction have been used as a 

connecting mechanism.207 

1.3.3.2.  Analysis of Star Polymers 

The analysis of star polymers can be difficult, as conventional GPC cannot 

provide information regarding the true number of arms per star, even if the 

core-first or grafting-onto approaches are used. As more arms are added to 

the star, the molecular weight of the star increases proportionally. However, 

the hydrodynamic volume does not increase proportionally as arms are added, 

due to an increase in branching. For example, three and a four-arm stars can 

have similar hydrodynamic volumes despite having a significant difference in 

molecular weight.188 For the grafting-onto and core-first approaches, the 

number of arms can be estimated as the structure of the core is well-defined 

and the number of initiating sites or linking sites is known. Nonetheless, the 

initiators may not be 100% efficient in the arm-first approach, and for the 

grafting-onto approach, steric effects become prevalent and can prevent 

complete reaction between all the arms and the core. For the arm-first 

approach, there is no expected number of arms, and so this must be calculated 

using additional techniques such as light scattering or viscometric GPC. 

1.3.3.2.1. Light Scattering GPC (LS GPC) 

Light scattering is a useful technique for obtaining absolute molecular weights 

of polymers directly without calibration. In this technique, a laser is used to 

irradiate a sample. The sample scatters the light which is then collected by a 
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detector. The response from the detector is directly proportional to the 

molecular weight of the polymer due to the following equation: 

𝑅𝜃 = 𝑀𝑤 𝐾 (
𝑑𝑛

𝑑𝑐
)

2

c       Equation 1.3 

Where RƟ  is the detected scattered light, Mw is the molecular weight, K is a 

constant, dn/dc is the refractive index increment, and c is concentration. 

This equation requires three assumptions. Firstly, that the dn/dc is constant 

across the sample. Secondly, that the sample is dilute and that there are no 

intermolecular interactions. Thirdly, that the scattering function PƟ is equal to 

one if the polymer is below a size of ~ 10 nm.208 The dn/dc of the sample is 

important as the intensity of scattered light is proportional to the square of it. 

Due to this relationship, light scattering is not suitable for samples with low 

dn/dc values. Furthermore, light scattering assumes that the dn/dc is constant 

throughout the sample and so the technique is not suitable for copolymers.  

For a small particle, (less than 1/20th of the wavelength of the incident laser 

beam) the particle acts as a point and scatters light evenly in all directions. 

When the particles get larger relative to the laser wavelength, the particles act 

as a collection of points that cause destructive interference at high scattering 

angles, causing an apparent reduction in molecular weight at high angles, a 

phenomenon known as dissymmetry. The true molecular weight can only be 

calculated at the 0° angle, however this cannot be measured due to the 

inbound laser beam (Figure 1.18.).  
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Figure 1.18. The effect of particles size on the degree of dissymmetry. Note that for particles 
with a size of less than 1/20th the wavelength of the incident light, there is no dissymmetry. 

There are several different detector angles that can be used to collect light 

scattering data. Lower angle detectors provide more accurate information on 

molecular weight as there is less dissymmetry, but there is more noise from 

the incoming light source. High angle detectors such as a right-angle light 

scattering detector are less noisy, but are less accurate regarding the true 

molecular weight due to the dissymmetry issue.209 If the scattered light is 

collected using more than one detector, this dissymmetry can be used to 

obtain size information about the particle via a partial Zimm plot. 

LS GPC can be used to calculate the absolute molecular weight of star 

polymers; however, they need to be of appreciable size (over 15 nm) to 

generate high quality data. To calculate the average number of arms for an 

arm-first approach, the following equations are required: 
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𝑁𝑎𝑟𝑚𝑠 =
𝑊𝑎𝑟𝑚𝑠×𝑀𝑤,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟

𝑀𝑤,𝑎𝑟𝑚𝑠
      Equation 1.4 

 Where Mw,star and Mw,arms are the weight average molecular weight of the star 

and arms as determined by LS-GPC. Warms is the weight fraction of arms and 

is defined below in Equation 1.5.  

𝑊𝑎𝑟𝑚𝑠 =
[

𝐴𝑟𝑚

𝐶𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑒𝑟
]×𝑀𝑤,𝑎𝑟𝑚𝑠×𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑚𝑠

𝑀𝑤,𝐶𝐿×𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝐶𝐿+[
𝐴𝑟𝑚

𝐶𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑒𝑟
]×𝑀𝑤,𝑎𝑟𝑚𝑠

    Equation 1.5 

Where [arm/cross-linker] is the molar ratio of arm to cross-linker, convarms is 

the arm to star conversion, Mw,CL are the weight average molecular weight of 

the cross-linker and convCL is the cross-linker conversion. 

One of the main problems with using light scattering for star polymer analysis 

is that the radius of gyration (Rg) cannot be calculated for particles with a size 

of under 10 nm as they act as a point and scatter light in all directions, and so 

do not show dissymmetry. This means that generally, the Rg of the arms 

cannot be calculated as they are too small. The ultimate result of this is that 

the number of arms per star as a function of molecular weight cannot be 

calculated. The Rg of a star is smaller than a linear reference of equivalent 

molecular weight due to the degree of branching present. This fact can be 

used to calculate g, the geometric branching factor (Equation 1.6) which can 

then be used to calculate the number of arms (Equation 1.7) 

𝑔 = (
𝑅𝑔,𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑

2

𝑅𝑔,𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟
2 )

𝑀𝑊

       Equation 1.6 

Assuming a polydisperse star, Equation 1.7 gives the number of arms, f, at 

each value of g and hence the number of arms at each molecular weight.  
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𝑔 =
3𝑓

(𝑓+1)2
        Equation 1.7 

In order to calculate the number of arms per star as a function of molecular 

weight, viscosity GPC can be a more useful technique, and is explained in the 

next section. 

1.3.3.2.2. Viscosity GPC 

All polymers increase the viscosity of solutions because they disrupt laminar 

flow of solvent and thus increase resistance to flow. For this reason, the 

hydrodynamic volume of a polymer is related to its intrinsic viscosity. For a 

given molecular weight, polymers with a smaller volume inhibit flow less, and 

so increase viscosity less than for a larger volume polymer. Branching in a 

polymer effectively decreases the hydrodynamic volume of a polymer (and the 

associated viscosity) whilst maintaining the molecular weight of the 

polymer.210 The hydrodynamic volume of a polymer is therefore related to its 

intrinsic viscosity multiplied by its molecular mass. To measure viscosity, a 

four-capillary bridge viscometer is typically used (Figure 1.19.).211 In this 

detector, the solvent line splits and flows down two paths. Both paths are 

identical, except one has a delay column that holds the sample so there is 

pure solvent on that side of the bridge. The inlet pressure and differential 

pressure between the two lines are then used to calculate intrinsic viscosity. 
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Figure 1.19. Simplified diagram of a 4-capillary bridge viscometer. The GPC eluent splits 
down both branches before a delay column holds the sample allowing for calculation of the 
intrinsic viscosity. 

Using viscosity GPC for star polymer analysis relies on the fact that the lower 

the viscosity of a star polymer at a given molecular weight, the higher the 

degree of branching and therefore the more arms it has. For example, a linear 

polymer of 5 kDa molecular weight will have a higher viscosity compared to a 

3-arm star of the same molecular weight and polymer type.  

To calculate the number of arms per star, firstly the intrinsic viscosity (IV) 

needs to be calculated. This is calculated by using the specific viscosity 

combined with the concentration as obtained from the refractive index (RI) 

detector. The IV is then obtained using Equation 1.8: 

[𝜂] = lim
𝐶→0

𝜂𝑠𝑝

𝐶
         Equation 1.8 

Where [η] is the intrinsic viscosity, ηsp is the specific viscosity and C is the 

concentration. 
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The discrepancy in intrinsic viscosity of a linear sample compared to an 

equivalent molecular weight star polymer can be used to calculate the degree 

of branching, or number of arms. This calculation requires the geometric 

branching factor g which is calculated from the Rg of the linear polymer and 

the branched polymer in question (Equation 1.6). However, the radius of 

gyration is measured by light scattering data and as mentioned, this is only 

suitable for polymers with an Rg over 10 nm. In cases where the Rg is smaller 

than 10 nm, the branching ratio g’ can be calculated instead from the intrinsic 

viscosities of the linear reference and branched polymer (Equation 1.9).  

𝑔′ = (
𝐼𝑉(𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑)

𝐼𝑉(𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟)
)𝑀𝑊       Equation 1.9 

The relationship of the geometric branching factor g to the branching ratio g’ 

is as follows: 

𝑔′ = 𝑔𝜀        Equation 1.10 

ε is a structural factor that has a value of between 0.5 and 1.5 and depends 

on numerous factors such as the solvent and type of branching.188, 212 To 

calculate the number of arms (f) from g, Equation 1.7 is used. 

Guégan et al. used a core-first approach to generate poly(2-oxazoline) stars 

with various numbers of arms, and showed that the theoretical number of arms 

can be used to calculate a more accurate value of ε.188 For the arm-first 

approach, the theoretical number of arms is not known, however literature data 

suggests a value of 0.75 is suitable for ε. 213, 214 Using the viscosity data, a 

Mark-Houwink plot can be generated to visually observe the change in 

viscosity across the molecular weight of a sample. As can be seen in Scheme 
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1.21, as the number of arms per star increases, the viscosity of the system 

decreases. The linear gradient of each star indicates that the number of arms 

per star remains constant across the system. The gradient of the Mark-

Houwink plots gives information about the solvation of the polymer in solution. 

For a polymer in a theta solvent, the gradient should be ~0.5. 

 

Scheme 1.21. Structures of initiators used by Guégan et al. for the synthesis of linear, 3-arm, 
4-arm, and 6-arm polymers via the arm-first approach (top), and the Mark-Houwink plots of 
the different stars (bottom). Scheme adapted from reference 188, with permission from 
Elsevier (Copyright 2022). 
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1.3.3.3.  Applications of Star Polymers 

The unique structures of star polymers result in several useful properties that 

make them ideal for a range of applications. Their branched structures and 

protected cores make them ideal for small molecule encapsulation, and so 

stars are used frequently for drug encapsulation and gene delivery. 

Furthermore, their low relative viscosities due to branching result in potential 

viscosity modification applications. In this section, a few of the main 

applications of star polymers will be discussed.  

1.3.3.3.1. Drug Delivery 

One of the most popular applications of star polymers is drug delivery. Star 

polymers are ideal for this application because small molecules can be loaded 

into the star structure and thus protected from degradation in the body. This 

results in drugs being able to circulate for longer in the body without being 

excreted. Previously, stars have been used to encapsulate therapeutic 

molecules such as doxorubicin,215, 216 irinotecan,217 folic acid,218 and 

alendronic acid.219 Star polymers do not disintegrate upon dilution due to their 

cross-linking, which provide them with an advantage over other types of 

polymeric structures for drug delivery such as micelles. Nonetheless, this can 

also be a disadvantage as they can be difficult to biodegrade and as such can 

reside in the body for a prolonged time. There are few examples of poly(2-

oxazoline) star polymers that have been used for drug encapsulation as most 

of the literature is focussed on the synthesis of them, however a four-arm star 

based on a pentaerythritol core with poly(caprolactone)-pEtOx arms (Scheme 

1.22.) were shown to be able to encapsulate a hydrophobic model drug.205 
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Scheme 1.22. Synthesis of poly(caprolactone)-pEtOx four-arm star polymers via a core-first 
approach.205 

1.3.3.3.2. Gene Delivery 

As well as drug delivery, star polymers have also been explored for gene 

delivery. The star polymer structure can be used to prevent proteins from 

aggregating with nucleic acids, thus increasing the lifetime of them in the body. 

Previously, star polymers have been used to deliver RNA to macrophage 

cells220 and protect DNA for delivery into plants.221 Regarding poly(2-

oxazoline) star polymers for gene delivery, there are limited examples, 

however four-arm pMeOx stars have demonstrated the ability to effectively 

transfect plasmid DNA.222 Another example used a cyclodextrin core furnished 

with hydroxyl moieties to generate poly(lactic acid) stars. The end groups were 

then functionalised with a tertiary bromine for ATRP, which was then used to 

polymerise a block of poly(dimethylamino ethyl methacrylate) (PDMAEMA) 

followed by a block of pEtOx end capped with a methacrylic acid. (Scheme 

1.23.) Again, these star polymers were shown to be able to transfect plasmid 

DNA.223 
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Scheme 1.23. Synthesis of triblock star polymers with a block of methacrylic acid end-capped 
pEtOx. Stars here were used for plasmid DNA transfection studies. Scheme taken from 
reference 221. Permission not required for reprint. 

1.3.3.3.3. Contrast Agents 

MRI is one of the most valuable diagnostic techniques available currently due 

to its ability to accurately generate 3D representations of the human body in a 

non-invasive manner. MRI often requires a contrast agent to enhance the 

difference between native water protons and cell matter. One of the key issues 

currently is that contrast agents use paramagnetic metals which can have 

toxicity issues. For this reason, there is a lot of research into metal free contrast 

agents such as organic radical contrast agents (ORCAs). Star polymers are 

ideal structures for contrast agents as the ORCA can be encapsulated into the 

core and thus protected from degradation. Nitroxides can be used as a 

contrast agent, however they have poor in vivo stability. The stability of the 

nitroxide can be improved by combining it into a star polymer as demonstrated 

by Johnson et al. who formed PEG and poly(2-oxazoline) core cross-linked 

stars via ROMP (Scheme 1.19).199, 224, 225 Another approach used a 
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fluorescent 4-arm initiator for Cu(0) RDRP that could undergo aggregation 

induced emission, had low cytotoxicity and a long in vivo lifetime.226 

1.3.4. Hyperbranched Polymers 

Hyperbranched polymers are highly branched, soluble, three-dimensional 

macromolecular structures. Their branched nature endows them with 

attractive characteristics such as large numbers of functional groups, 

intramolecular cavities, and low viscosities. Dendrimers are a notable type of 

hyperbranched polymer in that they are perfectly branched with a spherical 

symmetry about the core of the structure and are very well-defined. Hydrogels 

differ from hyperbranched polymers because they tend to have much more 

cross-linking and are thus insoluble. 

1.3.4.1.  Synthesis of Hyperbranched Polymers 

The synthesis of dendrimers can be performed by one of two methods: a 

divergent or a convergent approach. In the divergent approach, the synthesis 

begins at the core and the dendrons (arms) are grown in a stepwise manner, 

uniformly. Each addition to the dendrons is known as a ‘generation.’ This 

approach is the most common approach, however, it can be difficult to detect 

any defects in the arms, and multiple purification steps are required.227 The 

second approach is a convergent approach, which first synthesises the arms 

and then attaches them to a core.228 This route is similar to the arm-first 

approach seen with star polymers, however, has the difficulty of increasing 

steric hindrance around the core as arms are added. Notably, dendrimers have 

been used as cores in the grafting-onto approach for star polymer synthesis.201 
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To bypass the difficulty in synthesising dendrimers, branched polymers can be 

synthesised using a cross-linker. This method produces randomly branched 

polymers that possess many similar characteristics to dendrimers such as 

intramolecular cavities, and low viscosities. However, these branched 

polymers are less defined than dendrimers. The most common method of 

synthesising hyperbranched polymers with a cross-linker is known as the 

Strathclyde method, which uses a chain transfer agent to control branching.229 

It must be noted that currently, hyperbranched poly(2-oxazoline)s that have 

been synthesised with a cross-linker do not exist, however there are a wide 

range of hydrogels that have been reported.230, 231 

One method of creating hyperbranched polymers has been demonstrated with 

an AB2 monomer. In this method, a 2-oxazoline with a diphenol as the R group 

was used as the monomer, where the phenolic hydroxyl groups could ring 

open the 2-oxazoline.232 A second method synthesised three-arm star 

polymers using 1,3,5-tris(bromomethyl)benzene as an initiator which were 

then terminated with potassium ethyl xanthate.233 The chains could then be 

reduced with butylamine and then coupled together to form hyperbranched 

polymers. Similarly, Perrier et al. initiated pEtOx chains with propargyl tosylate 

and end-capped them with potassium ethyl xanthate.6 The xanthate groups 

were then be reduced to thiols, which could then be used in a thiol-yne click 

reactions with the propargyl group on the α chain end to form hyperbranched 

polymers as multiple thiols can be attached per propargyl group (Scheme 

1.24.). 
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Scheme 1.24. Synthesis of branched poly(2-oxazoline)s via a thiol-yne click reaction 
approach.6 

1.3.4.2.  Analysis of Hyperbranched Polymers 

A useful value to compare the degree of branching between polymers is the 

Zimm branching factor, or g’. The Zimm branching factor is the ratio of the 

intrinsic viscosity (IV) of a linear, non-branched reference (see Equation 1.9) 

with a branched polymer at each slice of the GPC chromatogram. As g’ tends 

towards one, the degree of branching in the branched polymer reduces to that 

of a linear sample at the same molecular weight, i.e., there is no branching 

present. As g’ tends towards zero, the branching increases ad infinitum. To 

calculate g’, a linear reference is required to compare to the branched 

polymers. In Figure 1.20, a linear poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) can be 

seen with a branched PMMA, along with g’. The g’ value can be seen to 

decrease as the branched polymer increases in molecular weight, which 

indicates that the higher molecular weight polymeric species have more 

branching.234 At the low molecular weight, g’ tends towards 1, indicating that 

the intrinsic viscosity of the branched polymer and linear reference are similar 

and so there is minimal branching present. 
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Figure 1.20. Mark-Houwink plot of branched PMMA (white squares), linear PMMA (black 
squares), g' contraction factor (white circles), and RI signal (black line). Figure reprinted from 
reference 234, with permission from American Chemical Society (Copyright 2022). 

1.3.4.3.  Applications of Hyperbranched Polymers 

As with the other types of poly(2-oxazoline) architecture, hyperbranched 

poly(2-oxazoline)s have been explored mainly for biomedical usage. A 

comparison of the biodistribution of hyperbranched poly(2-oxazoline)s with 

PEG suggested that although PEG and hyperbranched pMeOx showed no 

discernible difference in their cellular association in the liver, hyperbranched 

pEtOx showed increased association with cells in the immune system, such 

as dendrocytes.235 Hyperbranched PEI coupled with poly(2-oxazoline)s has 

been shown to be an effective DNA transfection vector, with similar 

transfection efficiencies to commercial 25 kDa PEI, and lower associated 

toxicity.6 There are limited examples of hyperbranched poly(2-oxazoline)s in 

the literature, and so applications of these polymers are hard to come by. 

Nonetheless, there are examples of other types of hyperbranched polymer 

with real applicability. For example, hyperbranched polymers that have long 

chain conjugation from linking phenyl rings can be used for various electronic 
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and optical applications. For example, Scheme 1.25. shows the formation of 

a conjugated hyperbranched polymer via a Wittig reaction.236 

 

Scheme 1.25. Formation of conjugated hyperbranched polymers via Wittig Reaction.236 

As well as potential optical applications, other hyperbranched polymers 

containing PEG sections show promise as solid electrolytes, as the ethylene 

glycol segments demonstrate good ion transport and solvation ability.237 

Hyperbranched polymers can also be used as toughening agents, 

compatibilisers, and dispersing agents.238  

1.4. Summary 

In this chapter, the synthesis, analysis, and properties of different poly(2-

oxazoline) architectures have been discussed in detail. From simple 

homopolymers through to random and block copolymers, cyclic polymers, and 

star polymers, the adaptability of the CROP of poly(2-oxazoline)s has been 

demonstrated. Homopolymers and copolymers have been shown to be 

promising drug and gene delivery agents, whilst block polymers can be used 

to self-assemble and encapsulate small molecules. Cyclic polymers form 
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dense layers that make excellent materials for surface coatings, whilst star 

polymers have interesting viscosity behaviour and the ability to encapsulate 

drugs. Clearly, the various poly(2-oxazoline) structures discussed here are 

diverse, and are particularly suited as therapeutic devices, whether that be 

biolubrication, drug delivery, gene delivery, or other. Building on this 

introductory summary of the synthesis, analysis, and applications of the 

various types of poly(2-oxazoline)s discussed, this thesis will demonstrate four 

separate advanced polymeric architectures concerning poly(2-oxazoline)s. 

Chapter 2 is concerned with the synthesis of core cross-linked poly(2-

oxazoline) star polymers and their potential for drug encapsulation, followed 

by an investigation into the synthesis of branched polymers using the same 

cross-linker. In Chapter 3, multiblock and cyclic poly(2-oxazoline)-

poly(acrylate) block polymers have been synthesised, with the reaction 

conditions optimised to favour either cyclisation or step-growth. In Chapter 4, 

statistical and block copolymers combining a charged amine oxazoline with a 

glycosylated oxazoline have been synthesised and used for RNA transfection 

studies.  
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2.1. Introduction 

Branched polymers are a very interesting class of polymeric structure with 

unique properties. Branching can be used to synthesise very large polymeric 

species with interesting solution behaviour due to their unusually low intrinsic 

viscosities relative to their molecular weights. In this chapter, the synthesis 

and analysis of star polymers and hyperbranched polymers made from poly(2-

oxazoline)s are discussed. 

Star shaped polymers are a unique type of complex three-dimensional 

structure that have fascinating properties leading to a wide range of potential 

applications.1-5 The extent of branching possible from star polymers result in 

low viscosity systems with high degrees of flexibility.6-8 These features can be 

exploited to use star polymers for viscosity modification,9-11 or to encapsulate 

small molecules such as drugs for therapeutic applications.12-14 Furthermore, 

the capacity for drug encapsulation and release can be further enhanced by 

the method of star synthesis employed, and the monomer class chosen for the 

arms.15  

In Chapter 1, the three main approaches to star polymer synthesis were 

discussed: the core-first, the grafting-onto, and the arm-first or core cross-

linked (CCS) approach. As mentioned, the core-first approach has the 

disadvantages of producing stars which are small in size, with a limited number 

of arms that are difficult to characterise.16, 17 The grafting-onto approach is the 

least suitable for industrial applications as multiple purification steps and long 

reaction times are often required.18 Stars synthesised via the CCS method 

have the disadvantage of being less well-defined and thus more challenging 
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to analyse. On the other hand, the CCS method allows for the synthesis of 

stars with hundreds of well-defined arms and large cores making them highly 

suited for drug encapsulation applications.19-22 Star polymers via a core cross-

linked approach have previously been synthesised using a variety of 

monomers and polymerisation techniques.23 However, research into poly(2-

oxazoline) star polymers is sparse with few literature examples.16, 24-26  

As well as star polymers, dendrimers are another intriguing class of branched 

polymer. Dendrimers are monodisperse, perfectly branched, globular 

polymeric structures. Dendrimers have many potential applications, but due to 

their extremely high definition they are most useful for biomedical purposes 

which demand clarity of chemical structure.27, 28 Nonetheless, dendrimers can 

be expensive, often requiring difficult and laborious synthetic techniques.29 

Hyperbranched polymers on the other hand are often much easier to 

synthesise with fewer synthetic steps, and can often  be synthesised in a one-

pot system.30 Like dendrimers, hyperbranched polymers also exhibit valuable 

properties such as high solubility, low viscosity, possession of internal cavities 

for small molecule storage and transport, and an abundance of functional 

groups.31  

Hyperbranched polymers have previously been synthesised with controlled 

polymerisation techniques using multifunctional vinyl monomers as cross-

linkers and a chain transfer agent to control the degree of cross-linking.32-34 

This type of branched polymer synthesis is known as the ‘Strathclyde method’, 

and is one of the easiest and most common ways to make branched 

polymers.35, 36 Previous polymerisation techniques using similar approaches 

to the Strathclyde method include reversible addition fragmentation chain-
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transfer (RAFT) polymerisation,37 copper-mediated reversible deactivation 

radical polymerisation (Cu(0)-RDRP),38 and nitroxide mediated polymerisation 

(NMP).39 However, there are limited examples of hyperbranched poly(2-

oxazoline)s in the literature, and there are none that use a bis-oxazoline cross-

linker. The reason for this is because gelation is extremely prevalent and 

difficult to control without the use of a chain-transfer agent, of which there is 

no analogue in the cationic ring opening polymerisation (CROP) of 2-

oxazolines. Nonetheless, poly(2-oxazoline) hydrogels have previously been 

synthesised using a bis-oxazoline cross-linker.40, 41 The synthesised hydrogels 

were used for biomedical applications such as drug storage agents,42 and 

deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) binding matrices.43 The main advantage of a 

branched polymer compared to a hydrogel is that it is soluble, which makes 

polymer characterisation easier. It also means branched polymers can be 

used as homogenous catalysts44 and can also be mixed as a plasticiser.45 

In this chapter, core cross-linked star polymers were synthesised using 2-

oxazolines. This was performed by synthesising poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline) 

(pEtOx) arms with various lengths and cross-linking them with a bis 2-

oxazoline (BisOx) cross-linker to create star shaped polymers (Scheme 2.1.). 

Furthermore, a systematic study of various parameters was carried out, 

altering the number of equivalents of cross-linker, the polymerisation 

concentration, and the degree of polymerisation (DP) of the arms. The formed 

stars were then analysed using advanced gel permeation chromatography 

(GPC) to elucidate structural information including the average number of 

arms per star as a function of molecular weight. Finally, the obtained star 

shaped polymers were compared for their drug encapsulation potential by 
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encapsulating dihydroxyanthroquinone (DHA) as a model compound. 

Separately, the BisOx cross-linker was also used to form hyperbranched 

polymers, with various end-capping agents tested to control the degree of 

cross-linking.  

 

Scheme 2.1. Schematic representation of the synthesis of BisOx cross-linker (top), and the 
cationic ring opening polymerisation of 2-ethyl-2-oxazoline followed by core cross-linking 
using the BisOx cross-linker to obtain multiarm star shaped polymers (bottom). 

2.2. Results and Discussion 

2.2.1. Multiarm Core Cross-linked Star Shaped Poly(2-Oxazoline)s 

2.2.1.1.  Synthesis of Star Polymers via CROP of 2-Oxazolines 

As discussed in Chapter 1, the structure of 2-oxazolines allows for further 

polymer functionalisation and tunability via their R group. In this case, the R 

group was exploited to create a bis 2-oxazoline (BisOx) cross-linker via a 

highly efficient thiol-ene click reaction between 2-isopropenyl-2-oxazoline 

(iPOx)  and 1,2-ethanedithiol. No catalyst was required given that iPOx acts 

as a Michael acceptor, and no purification was required resulting in a 

straightforward, efficient synthetic route to the cross-linker. This click reaction 
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was carried out in bulk at room temperature, highlighting a synthetic technique 

that could easily be scaled up. The progress of the reaction was followed by 

1H nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy to ensure complete 

conversion (Figure 2.1.). Furthermore, the BisOx product was analysed by 13C 

NMR spectroscopy (Figure 2.15, additional data), Fourier transform infrared 

spectroscopy (FTIR) (Figure 2.16, additional data), and electrospray 

ionisation mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) (Figure 2.17, additional data). 

 

Figure 2.1. 1H NMR spectra of: (A) starting material, 2-isopropenyl-2-oxazoline and (B) the 
BisOx product. Reaction progress was monitored by the disappearance of isopropenyl double 
bond peaks at 5.38 ppm and 5.76 ppm (C and D). All spectra were measured using CDCl3 as 
the solvent. 

The arm-first approach for star polymer synthesis was selected for two 

reasons. Firstly, the method of synthesis is straightforward as it can be 
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performed in one pot, and the formed stars can easily be separated from 

residual monomer by simple precipitation. Secondly, the arm-first approach 

has the flexibility to create stars with a wide variety of arm numbers and core 

sizes which allows for investigation into the optimum conditions for drug 

encapsulation. The fact that one of the main applications of this class of stars 

is biomedical in nature,46 coupled with the advantages of using 2-oxazolines 

(non-toxicity, stealth behaviour, and stimuli-responsivity) provides a 

synergistic effect that makes this type of star particularly exciting. 

For the synthesis of CCS polymers, a systematic approach was taken with the 

initial aim being to produce large stars with a high number of arms, whilst 

maximising arm conversion. Arms were synthesised using 2-ethyl-2-oxazoline 

(EtOx), with a range of degrees of polymerisation (DP) from 25-100 and a 

range of monomer concentrations from 2 M – 0.5 M. Once quantitative 

monomer conversion for the arms was reached, BisOx was then injected at 5-

20 equivalents to tune the core size. EtOx and BisOx conversions were 

monitored by 1H NMR spectroscopy, where in each case full consumption of 

both EtOx and BisOx were observed by the disappearance of the 

corresponding 2-oxazoline ring peaks at 3.7 and 4.2 ppm (Figure 2.2.). The 

range of polymers synthesised and their features are listed in Table 2.1. 
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Figure 2.2. 1H NMR Spectra of S100-3: (A) Initial reaction mixture before arm formation (T0). 
(B) Reaction mixture after arm formation. (C) After addition and consumption of cross-linker. 
Note the peaks for the BisOx cross-linker are obscured by the main poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline) 
peaks. All spectra were measured using CDCl3 as the solvent. 

 

  

H2O 
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Table 2.1. List of linear and star shaped polymers prepared via CROP. Polymers are sorted 
by their arm DPs firstly, then sorted by amount of cross-linker, and finally by [M]. Gel column 
highlights limits to the star synthesis, Y means gelation occurred due to excessive cross-linker 
or high reaction concentration, whereas N means no gelation occurred and the star polymers 
are formed.  

a Calculated by a relative method described in Section 2.2.1.6. 
b Calculated following GPC integration method described in Section 2.2.1.2. 
c Average number of arms as calculated assuming a polydisperse model with ε=0.75. 
d Measured by dynamic light scattering (DLS) (intensity setting). 

 

 

 

Entry 
EtOx 

DP 

BisOx 

DP 

Conc 

[EtOx] 
Gel 

Rel. DHA 

Encap.a (%) 

Arm 

Conv.b 

(%) 

Narms
c 

Hydrodynamic 

Size (nm)d 

L1 100 N.D. N.D. N.D.. N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. 

S25-1 25 5 0.5 N 57 74 61 9.5 

S25-2 25 5 2.0 N 47 77 124 9.3 

S25-3 25 10 0.5 Y N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. 

S50-1 50 5 0.5 N 35 28 7 5.8 

S50-2 50 5 1.0 N 47 82 6 6.4 

S50-3 50 5 2.0 N 42 30 11 5.8 

S50-4 50 10 0.5 N 100 45 60 9.3 

S50-5 50 10 1.0 N 62 74 107 12.0 

S50-6 50 10 2.0 N 50 57 877 25.8 

S50-7 50 20 0.5 N 55 73 213 8.7 

S50-8 50 20 1.0 Y N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. 

S100-1 100 5 0.5 N 38 11 7 5.8 

S100-2 100 5 2.0 N 31 53 8 7.4 

S100-3 100 10 0.5 N 38 69 108 15.1 

S100-4 100 10 2.0 N 35 74 169 15.8 

S100-5 100 20 0.5 N 75 81 1002 28.5 

S100-6 100 20 2.0 Y N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. 
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2.2.1.2.  Star Polymer Analysis and Characterisation 

One of the challenges of using the arm-first approach to form star polymers 

via the CROP of poly(2-oxazoline)s is that a certain proportion of arms 

generally remain unincorporated and there are two main reasons for this. 

Firstly, a certain proportion of chains will be terminated by impurities (such as 

water in CROP) and therefore unable to react further with the cross-linker. It 

must be noted that this is not a significant factor for CROP if the arm monomer 

(EtOx in this case) and initiator have been purified and dried rigorously. Indeed 

CCS polymers prepared via other polymerisation techniques such as RAFT 

polymerisation or Cu(0)-RDRP still show residual arms.47, 48 Secondly, as the 

star formation progresses and more arms are incorporated into each star, 

steric bulk increases around the core resulting in arms being unable to access 

the core. A further purification step is required to obtain pure star polymers, 

and so maximising arm conversion is highly desirable. The relative arm 

conversion percentage was calculated using a GPC chromatogram integration 

method (Figure 2.3.).  
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Figure 2.3. GPC trace of S100-5 highlighting areas used for arm conversion calculation. The 
blue area indicates half of the residual arm whilst the red area is the total area. In this case, 
the arm conversion was calculated at 81%. Sample was measured on a DMF GPC instrument. 

From the areas in Figure 2.3, the arm conversion was calculated using the 

following equation: 

𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑟𝑚 % =
2(𝑏𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎)

𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎
× 100    Equation 2.1 

It must be noted that this method does not provide an absolute conversion 

value but is useful for providing an estimate that can be used to compare 

different reaction conditions. Two main assumptions are required when using 

this method. Firstly, it is assumed that the peaks are Gaussian in nature. 

Secondly, the specific refractive index increment (dn/dc) for both the arms and 

star polymers is similar. The refractive index intensity is directly proportional 

to mass concentration, and so the star peak is much more intense compared 

to the equivalent molar concentration of arms, due it the stars having much 

larger molecular weights. It is possible to calculate the arm conversion by 
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dividing both peaks by their respective Mn(GPC) values to obtain their molar 

concentrations. The arm conversion can then be calculated by multiplying the 

number of moles of star polymer by the average number of arms per star as 

derived from the Mark-Houwink plot (to calculate the number of moles of arms 

incorporated in the star polymers), and comparing to the molar concentration 

of leftover arms. There is considerable error associated with this method 

however. Due to the compact nature of the star polymer, the Mn(GPC) value will 

be significantly underestimated, and there is error associated with the number 

of arms per star calculation, as mentioned. 

A second challenge of preparing star polymers via the arm-first approach is 

the difficulty in analysing the formed stars and their core structures. The 

precursor arms are generally simple to analyse by GPC and 1H NMR 

spectroscopy; however, elucidating detailed information such as the number 

of arms per star is more difficult due to the random nature of the core formation 

mechanism. As discussed in Chapter 1, light scattering GPC can be used to 

analyse star polymers, but only provides an average number of arms per star 

if the size of the linear arm is below ~10 nm. This is because polymers with a 

size below 10 nm do not show dissymmetry and thus their radius of gyration 

(Rg) cannot be obtained by light scattering. The ultimate result of this is that 

the geometric branching factor, g, and subsequently number of arms per star 

as a function of molecular weight cannot be calculated with light scattering. To 

measure the number of arms as a function of the molecular weight of the star, 

viscosity GPC can be used instead. Viscometric analysis provided by 

advanced GPC can be used to create a Mark-Houwink plot, which gives 

branching information allowing for indirect measurement of the number of 
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arms per star polymer. The star formation is deemed to begin where the Mark-

Houwink plot deviates to a lower viscosity compared to the linear reference 

(Figure 2.4.). As branching increases in the star polymer, the hydrodynamic 

volume of the star increases but not to the same extent as its molecular weight, 

resulting in an overall reduction in intrinsic viscosity (see section on star 

polymer analysis in Chapter 1 for more information). The difference between 

the intrinsic viscosities of the linear reference and star polymer can be used to 

calculate the geometric branching ratio g’ (Equation 2.2). 

𝑔′ = (
𝐼𝑉(𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑)

𝐼𝑉(𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟)
)𝑀𝑊       Equation 2.2 

The relationship of g’ to the geometric branching factor, g, is as follows: 

𝑔′ = 𝑔𝜀        Equation 2.3 

Where ε is a structural factor that can be calculated experimentally when the 

number of arms is known by using the core-first approach to star polymers.16. 

However, this is not possible for arm-first stars where the number of arms is 

much less certain due to the more random nature of the core formation. In this 

chapter, a literature value of 0.75 was used.49,50 To calculate the number of 

arms (f) from g, the following equation is required which assumes a 

polydisperse system: 

𝑔 =
3𝑓

(𝑓+1)2         Equation 2.4 

The number of arms, f, can then be plotted against the star molecular weight 

to give a visual representation of number of arms as a function of the molecular 

weight of each star.  
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Core cross-linked stars generally have some residual arms left and these can 

be used as an internal calibration and overlapped with a linear reference 

polymer to ensure analytical accuracy. Furthermore, a line of best fit has to be 

extrapolated from the linear reference to allow for an accurate estimate of 

IVlinear at high molecular weights, which is necessary for calculating the degree 

of branching in the star polymers and thus the number of arms at high 

molecular weight (Figure 2.4.). There is a known chain transfer reaction that 

occurs for between 1 in 200 to 1 in 800 repeat units for the CROP of poly(2-

oxazoline)s resulting in a branched structure, and so high molecular weight 

poly(2-oxazoline)s that are truly linear are not achievable.51 For this reason, a 

lower molecular weight linear sample is required which can then be 

extrapolated mathematically.  

 

Figure 2.4. Mark-Houwink plot showing the linear reference (L1) and extrapolated line of best 
fit (in black) with S50-5 (in red) as an example star polymer. Samples were measured on a 
DMF GPC instrument. 
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As well as advanced GPC analysis, dynamic light scattering (DLS) 

measurements were carried out to provide evidence for particle formation and 

to determine any correlations between star size and the number of arms.  

2.2.1.3.  The Effect of Arm Length on Star Formation 

The arm length is an important variable in the synthesis of star polymers 

because it has been shown to affect arm to star conversion and the number of 

arms per star.52, 53 To cover a wide range of arm lengths, DP25 (S25-1 to S25-

3), DP50 (S50-1 to S50-8), and DP100 (S100-1 to S100-6) arms were 

synthesised and tested. Initially, it was found that the arm length was an 

important parameter for the stars’ ability to incorporate cross-linker. It must be 

noted that when incorporation of cross-linker is discussed, it refers to the 

amount of cross-linker that can be taken up by the whole system before 

gelation occurs, and not how much cross-linker can be absorbed into each 

individual star core. If shorter arms were combined with too much cross-linker, 

an insoluble gel-like structure formed that could not be analysed, presumably 

because the shorter arms cannot sufficiently stabilise the cross-linked core in 

solution. These insoluble samples are indicated in the Gel column in Table 

2.1. and marked as Y. Increasing the arm length allowed for more cross-linker 

to be incorporated, however DP25 arms could only stabilise 5 equivalents of 

cross-linker across the whole concentration range tested (S25-2). DP50 and 

DP100 arms at low concentration could stabilise up to 20 equivalents of BisOx 

(S50-7, S100-5). 

The arm length was analysed by comparing S25-1, S50-1, and S100-1 which 

were chosen given that DP25 arms could not stabilise more than 5 equivalents 
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of cross-linker. Figure 2.5. shows the GPC analysis of these three stars and 

the arm functionality plot. For the stars S25-1, S50-1, S100-1, the arm 

conversion decreases from 74%, 28% and 11%, respectively. It is quite likely 

that the longer arms have much more steric bulk than the short arms and when 

a small amount of cross-linker is used, the formed cores are very sterically 

hindered preventing arms from being incorporated. In fact, by observing 

Figure 2.5.A, it can be seen that stars formed from DP50 and DP100 arms 

have very similar hydrodynamic volumes, suggesting that the effect of steric 

hindrance of the arms is most pronounced from DP25 to DP50 and not as 

much from DP50 to DP100.  

 

Figure 2.5. Plots showing the influence of arm length (DP=25, 50, and 100) on star formation. 
(A) Hydrodynamic volume of stars as measured by GPC RI. (B) Mark-Houwink plots of stars. 
(C) Number of arms, f, as a function of log(MW) (Assuming a polydisperse model with ε=0.75). 
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(D) Zoomed into region of (C) at lower log(calcMW) for better comparison. All samples were 
measured on a DMF GPC instrument. 

By observing the stars’ Mark-Houwink plot (Figure 2.5.B), the star polymer 

structures can be analysed. All three stars have a lower viscosity than the 

linear reference, which is indicative of branching. S25-1 (blue trace in Figure 

2.5.B) shows the biggest drop in viscosity and almost reaches molecular 

weights of log6 Da demonstrating that even small arms and small amounts of 

cross-linker can form very large structures. S100-1 and S50-1 form similar 

molecular weight structures of around log5 (100 kDa); however, S100-1 has 

fewer arms as can be seen from its higher viscosity. A possible reason why 

S100-1 has formed structures that are as heavy as S50-1 despite having fewer 

arms is due to the fact that its arms are longer and thus contribute more to the 

overall weight of the star. 

Figure 2.5.C  and Figure 2.5.D show the number of arms per star as a function 

of molecular weight. S50-1 has slightly more arms per star compared to S100-

1 across the whole molecular weight range, which is in accordance with the 

Mark-Houwink plot. S25-1 has an average of 61 arms per star, but it can be 

seen that at the highest molecular weights some stars reach over 200 arms. 

Furthermore, S25-1 has a higher number of arms at any given molecular 

weight compared to S50-1 and S100-1, showing that it has a higher number 

of arms per star due to the reduced steric hindrance of the arms, assuming the 

amount of cross-linker is proportional to the core size. The number of arms 

correlates well with the DLS star sizing, which shows that S50-1 and S100-1 

have the same size (5.8 nm) whilst S25-1 has a size of 9.5 nm due to it having 

the most arms (Table 2.1.). 
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The largest stars with 5 equivalents of cross-linker are found when DP25 arms 

are used. This is due to the combination of small cores being formed when 

only 5 equivalents of cross-linker are used and the reduced steric hindrance 

of DP25 arms. However, when longer arms are combined with more cross-

linker, they are much more effective at forming large stars with high arm 

conversions. It seems there is a correlation between the arm length and the 

amount of cross-linker that can be incorporated. For example, stars formed 

with DP50 arms have the largest size when combined with 10 equivalents of 

cross-linker as can be seen from S50-1 (5 eq cross-linker, 5.8 nm), S50-4 (10 

eq cross-linker, 9.3 nm), and S50-7 (20 eq cross-linker, 8.7 nm). Stars formed 

with DP100 arms form larger stars with 20 equivalents of cross-linker as can 

be seen by S100-1 (5 eq cross-linker, 5.8 nm), S100-3 (10 eq cross-linker, 

15.1 nm), and S100-5 (20 eq cross-linker, 28.5 nm). In general, this trend is 

also observed with the number of arms per star; however, S50-7 is the one 

anomaly to this trend and is discussed in the next section on the effect of the 

number of equivalents of cross-linker.  

S25-1 shows a trimodal peak in the RI trace (Figure 2.5.A), which is a common 

feature of many of the stars formed in this study. (See Figure 2.21. and Figure 

2.22, additional info) The lowest mass peak is attributed to residual arms, and 

the largest peak is the major star structure. The middle peak can be assigned 

as a smaller star-like structure as opposed to a dimer (see below). When the 

molecular weight distribution is overlaid with the Mark-Houwink plot (Figure 

2.6.), features in the molecular weight distribution can be correlated to their 

changes in viscosity and thus their degrees of branching. 
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Figure 2.6. Plot overlaying the molecular weight distribution of S25-1 with its Mark-Houwink 
plot. Sample was measured on a  DMF GPC instrument. 

Since a DP25 arm dimer has an analogous structure to a DP50 linear arm, 

there is no branching and thus no associated decrease in viscosity. However, 

the middle peak can be seen to have an associated reduction in viscosity 

which is indicative of a branched structure and not a dimer. It is not clear at 

this stage whether the reaction forms small and large stars in parallel or stars 

begin forming and then run out of cross-linker later on in the cross-linking 

process. 

2.2.1.4.  The Effect of Cross-linker Quantity on Star Formation 

CCS stars typically have large cores that are highly suited to encapsulating 

small molecules and therefore the amount of cross-linker able to be 

incorporated was an important variable to investigate. The number of 

equivalents of cross-linker appears to have a significant effect on arm 

conversion. In the case where arm length is fixed at DP100 and the 

concentration is fixed at 0.5 M, as the number of equivalents of cross-linker is 

increased from 5 equivalents (S100-1) to 20 equivalents (S100-5) the leftover 
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arms decrease from 68% to 14%. Moreover, this trend can generally be seen 

across all stars formed. Figure 2.7. shows the GPC analysis of S100-1, S100-

3 and S100-5 and highlights the effect of the amount of cross-linker on star 

formation.  

 

Figure 2.7. Plots showing the influence of cross-linker (5, 10, and 20 eqs) on star formation. 
(A) Hydrodynamic volume of stars as measured by GPC refractive index (RI). (B) Mark-
Houwink plots of stars. (C) Number of arms, f, as a function of log(calcMW) (Assuming a 
polydisperse model with ε=0.75). (D) Zoomed into region of (C) at lower log(calcMW) for better 
comparison. All samples were measured on a DMF GPC. 

Figure 2.7.A shows the RI traces of the three stars and shows a clear trend 

with increasing the amount of cross-linker and an increase in star 

hydrodynamic volume and arm conversion. As previously mentioned, S100-5 

and S100-3 both have trimodal peaks which is attributed to a smaller star 

structure. S100-1 does not form a larger star structure and only appears to 

form these smaller star species. These features can be seen in Figure 2.7.B 
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which shows the Mark-Houwink plot of the three stars. S100-1 does form a 

small, branched structure as can be seen from its deviation from the linear 

reference plot. As mentioned earlier, the reason for this is due to the large 

amount of steric hindrance associated with DP100 arms and the small core 

size attributed to using only 5 equivalents of cross-linker. S100-3 follows S100-

1 before it extends to a molecular weight of ~log6.5 with a more significant 

drop in viscosity highlighting an increase in the number of arms. S100-5 

reaches a much higher molecular weight than both than of these stars, 

~log7.5. These high molecular weight stars have molecular masses in the tens 

of millions of Da, and are still soluble in solution highlighting the fascinating 

solution behaviour of this type of highly branched star structure. 

As the number of equivalents of BisOx is increased from 5 to 10 and then to 

20 the average number of arms the stars have are 7, 108 and 1002, 

respectively. When the reaction concentration and arm DP are fixed, 

increasing the amount of cross-linker always increases the number of arms 

across all polymers tested, via steric relief. There is a clear influence of the 

amount of cross-linker, and this can be used to carefully modify the number of 

arms per star. This trend is also seen in the DLS sizing, which shows that the 

size of S100-1, S100-3, and S100-5 increases from 5.8 nm to 15.1 nm and to 

28.5 nm. One interesting finding is that of S50-5 and S50-7. S50-7, despite 

using 20 equivalents of cross-linker, appears to have a smaller core than S50-

5 as evidenced by having more arms but a smaller hydrodynamic size (S50-7 

– average of 213 arms, size of 8.7 nm, S50-5 – average of 107 arms, size of 

12.0 nm). This is also true for S50-4 and S50-7 where S50-4 (average of 60 

arms, size of 9.3 nm) also has a larger core.  
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Figure 2.7.C shows the functionality plots of S100-1, S100-3, and S100-5. For 

any given molecular weight, S100-5 has a higher number of arms than both 

S100-1 and S100-3. Moreover, it can be seen in Figure 2.7.C that some stars 

in S100-5 have over 4000 arms. This shows that the observed increase in 

molecular weight of the stars when the amount of cross-linker is increased is 

due at least partly to an increase in the number of arms per star. If increasing 

the equivalents of cross-linker resulted in more stars forming, the average 

number of arms per star would decrease. This would result in less overall 

branching within the system, leading to an increase in intrinsic viscosity, which 

is not observed. Therefore, the most likely explanation is that increasing the 

number of equivalents of cross-linker increase the core size, which reduces 

steric hindrance and allows for more arms to be incorporated into each star.  

2.2.1.5.  The Effect of Reaction Concentration 

The concentration at which a reaction is carried out is critical and CCS 

polymers are no different. In this chapter, it was found that stars synthesised 

at lower reaction concentrations were more able to incorporate cross-linker 

before gelation occurred. For example, S50-8 and S50-7 were formed with 20 

equivalents of cross-linker. S50-8 was performed at a concentration of 1 M 

and formed an insoluble gel whilst S50-7 was performed at 0.5 M and formed 

a soluble star. Very low concentrations of 0.1 M were investigated, but the arm 

formation took several hours, and little star formation was seen, so the lowest 

concentration deemed acceptable was 0.5 M. 4 M was investigated as a higher 

reaction concentration, but this concentration limited the amount of cross-

linker that could be incorporated to 5 equivalents and stars that formed had 

very low arm to star conversion. 
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The reaction concentration appears to have an effect on the size of the core 

as can be seen from S100-2 (2 M) and S100-1 (0.5 M). These stars used the 

same number of equivalents of cross-linker and the same arm DP, and had 

similar numbers of arms, averaging 8 arms and 7 arms respectively. However, 

their sizes as measured by DLS were 7.4 nm and 5.8 nm respectively, 

indicating that at higher concentrations the core size likely increases. It must 

be noted that this trend was not observed across all the series, notably stars 

with 5 equivalents of cross-linker tended to not follow this trend and were 

approximately the same size when the arm DP was fixed. The reason for this 

could be due to the small amount of cross-linker preventing significant core 

growth.  

There appeared to be a trend when DP50 arms were incorporated with 10 

equivalents of cross-linker. Although there was little effect on the arm 

conversion, increasing the reaction concentration resulted in larger star 

polymers as can be seen in Figure 2.8.A, which compares S50-4 (0.5 M), 

S50-5 (1 M), and S50-6 (2 M).  
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Figure 2.8. Plots showing the influence of reaction concentration (0.5 M, 1.0 M, and 2.0 M) 
on star formation. (A) Hydrodynamic volume of stars as measured by GPC RI. (B) Mark-
Houwink plots of stars. (C) Number of arms, f, as a function of log(MW) (Assuming a 
polydisperse model with ε=0.75). (D) Zoomed into region of (C) at lower log(calcMW) for better 
comparison. All samples were measured on a DMF GPC. 

As the concentration is increased, the size of the star also increases. 

Interestingly, S50-4 and S50-6 are much more disperse than S50-5, which 

incidentally had a much higher arm conversion. The Mark-Houwink plot shows 

that S50-5 reaches the lowest viscosity of any of the three polymers, which 

indicates that it has the highest amount of branching on these stars. S50-6 

forms very large stars which have an average number of arms of 877, however 

the Mark-Houwink plot suggests that at log5.5 S50-6 has fewer arms per star 

than S50-5 as it does not reach as low a viscosity. S50-4 forms the smallest 

stars that also have the lowest number of arms. The reason for these 

observations is not clear but could be due to a dilution effect. At high 
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concentrations, arms are in closer proximity to each other and so are more 

likely to agglomerate to form large stars.  

Coupling between stars is a feature of star polymers, and it is normally seen 

as a high molecular weight shoulder in the RI trace as can be seen in Figure 

2.8.A. However, another feature of star-star coupling is a sharp increase in the 

intrinsic viscosity due to the increase in size without an associated increase in 

branching. In this case, the high molecular weight shoulder corresponds to the 

small dip in the Mark-Houwink plot at log7. These features can be seen in 

Figure 2.9, where the molecular weight distribution of S50-6 has been overlaid 

with the Mark-Houwink plot. This suggests that the high molecular weight 

shoulder is not due to star-star coupling but is the formation of larger stars.  

 

Figure 2.9. Plot overlaying the molecular weight distribution of S50-6 with its Mark-Houwink 
plot. Sample was measured on a DMF GPC. 
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2.2.1.6.  Drug Encapsulation Studies 

Star polymers are often tested for their ability to encapsulate and transport 

drugs. The cores are dense networks of hydrophobic linkers and are able to 

capture hydrophobic molecules. To investigate the CCS polymers’ ability to 

encapsulate, DHA was used as a model drug. DHA is a small hydrophobic dye 

that is frequently used for modelling as it absorbs ultraviolet (UV) light and so 

can easily be detected by utilising UV-Vis spectroscopy.54 The star polymers 

were dissolved at a concentration of 3 mg/mL in water, and DHA was 

suspended in the polymer solution at a concentration of 5 mg/mL. The mixture 

was left for 24 hours to allow for DHA to be encapsulated in the hydrophobic 

core of the star polymer. DHA is not soluble in water and so a calibration line 

could not be made to determine quantities of DHA encapsulated into each star. 

Therefore, a relative approach was taken from the literature.20 S50-4 showed 

the highest degree of encapsulation by UV absorption so was set to 100% and 

the other polymer encapsulation values were derived from this.  

All stars encapsulated DHA to some degree, whilst the linear reference L1 did 

not encapsulate any. This is a promising sign that these stars can encapsulate 

molecules within their cores. Furthermore, correlations between the stars’ 

ability to encapsulate drugs and the amount of cross-linker, arm DP, and 

reaction concentration were observed. 

In general, drug encapsulation was seen to improve when the number of 

equivalents of cross-linker was increased, when the reaction concentration 

and arm DP were fixed. For example, S100-1 (5 eq cross-linker), S100-3 (10 

eq cross-linker), and S100-5 (20 eq cross-linker) had relative absorbances of 
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38%, 38%, and 75%, respectively. However, S50-4 (10 eq cross-linker, 100% 

relative encapsulation) is the one notable exception to this as it encapsulates 

more than S50-7 (20 eq cross-linker, 55% relative encapsulation) despite 

using less cross-linker. Furthermore, there appears to be an optimum ratio 

between the number of equivalents of cross-linker and the arm DP. The best 

encapsulation is seen for small arms when they are combined with small 

amounts of cross-linker (S25-1) and for larger arms when they are combined 

with large amounts of cross-linker (S100-5). This trend can be observed in 

Figure 2.10. For 5 equivalents of cross-linker, the whole range of arm lengths 

was tested. In this set, the shorter armed stars appeared to be more effective 

at encapsulating DHA and this is due to the lower steric hindrance associated 

with shorter arms allowing easier access to the core.  

 

Figure 2.10. Bar chart showing arm DP against relative drug encapsulation. Percentage 
calculated based on the UV absorbance, and bars are colour coded based on the amount of 
cross-linker used. 
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Interestingly, decreasing the reaction concentration also improved drug 

encapsulation. This observation explains why S50-4 shows the best 

encapsulation; it has short enough arms to minimise steric hindrance whilst 

also being able to incorporate 10 equivalents of cross-linker, and was 

synthesised at low concentration. From the previous discussion it was 

observed in the Mark-Houwink plot (Figure 2.8.B) that S50-4 has a lower 

number of arms per star compared to S50-5 and S50-6, and thus has lower 

steric hindrance allowing easier access to the core of the star by the DHA. 

Furthermore, S25-1 has half the number of arms as S25-2 and shows a higher 

degree of encapsulation.  

2.2.2. Hyperbranched Poly(2-oxazoline)s 

In this part of the chapter, the bisfunctional 2-oxazoline cross-linker used for 

the star polymer synthesis was employed to generate hyperbranched poly(2-

oxazoline) structures in a one-pot system with EtOx and an end capping agent 

(Scheme 2.2.). As discussed in the introduction to this chapter, branched 

polymers are a more pragmatic alternative to dendrimers, which can be 

laborious to synthesise. The Strathclyde method is a very popular route for the 

synthesis of branched polymers from vinyl monomers and a chain transfer 

agent. 32, 55, 56 This method involves the combination of a linear monomer, a 

bifunctional monomer, and a chain transfer agent, which is typically a thiol.57 

The chain transfer agent is used to control the degree of branching and hence 

the molecular weight of the branched polymer. For poly(2-oxazoline)s, 

chemicals designed specifically for chain transfer do not exist and so the 

molecular weight of the branched polymers can be controlled by the addition 

of a small amount of a sterically hindered nucleophile at the start of the 
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polymerisation. The sterically hindered nucleophile terminates living chain 

ends, whilst competing with the ongoing polymerisation reaction in order to 

limit the molecular weight and prevent gelation.  

 

Scheme 2.2. Overall reaction mechanism for the synthesis of hyperbranched poly(2-
oxazoline)s using BisOx. 

Several sterically hindered bases have been explored in order to find the most 

suitable end-capping agent. An end-capping agent that is too nucleophilic or 

unhindered prevents polymerisation from occurring, whilst an end-capping 

agent that is not nucleophilic enough or too bulky does not terminate chains 

effectively and results in gelation.  

In Table 2.2, the synthesised branched poly(2-oxazoline)s along with their 

end-capping agents, their BisOx/EtOx molar ratio as determined by 1H NMR 

spectroscopy, the average degree of branching (g’(n)), and the cloud point of 

each polymer can be seen. The BisOx/EtOx ratio was used as an indication of 

the amount of branching derived from 1H NMR spectroscopy, whilst the degree 

of branching (g’(n)) was calculated from viscosity GPC. Lastly, the cloud point 

of each polymer was measured to observe how branching affected the 

physical properties of the polymers. 
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Table 2.2. List of hyperbranched polymers prepared via CROP along with the BisOx/EtOx 
ratios, average g’(n), and cloud point. 

Entry Base (eq) Gelation 
EtOx 

(eq)(a) 

BisOx 

(eq)(a) 

Mn(GPC) 

(kDa)(b) 

Đ(b) 

BisOx/ 

EtOx 

ratio 

g’(n)
(c) 

Cloud 

point 

(oC)(d) 

P1 0 No 100 4 22.0 170 0.04 0.87 66 

P2 0 No 100 6 19.8 106 0.06 0.75 62 

P3 0 Yes 100 12 N.D. N.D. 0.12 N.D. N.D. 

P4 0 No 200 6 11.0 17 0.03 0.94 70 

P5 TEA (1) No 66 3 4.9 12 0.05 0.90 66 

P6 TEA (1) No 53 3 3.2 3 0.06 0.83 60 

P7 TEA (1) No 60 5 3.7 8 0.08 0.80 51 

P8 TEA (1) No 57 6 4.7 52 0.11 0.82 44 

P9 TEA (1) No* 39 5 3.2 29 0.13 1.18 47 

P10 TEA (0.5) Yes 60 6 N.D. N.D. 0.10 N.D. N.D. 

P11 TEA (5) No polymer 43 5 N.D. N.D. 0.12 N.D. N.D. 

P12 DPA (1) No 100 7 7.5 62 0.07 0.85 55 

P13 DPA (1) No 72 6 5.3 75 0.08 0.78 60 

P14 DPA (1) No 38 4 9.1 27 0.11 0.73 47 

P15 IPA (1) Yes 90 9.6 N.D. N.D. 0.11 N.D. N.D. 

P16 DIPEA (1) Yes 56 6 N.D. N.D. 0.11 N.D. N.D. 

(a)As calculated by 1H NMR spectroscopy. Note that for gelled samples, values are calculated 
from T0 samples. For the others, these are the amounts incorporated into the polymer. 
(b)As calculated from RI from conventional GPC. 
(c)As measured by advanced viscometry GPC. 
(d)As measured by UV-Vis turbidimetry (See experimental). 
*P9 was at the limit of solubility and was likely bordering on a hydrogel structure. 
Triethylamine (TEA), diisopropylamine (DPA), isopropanol (IPA), diisopropylethylamine 
(DIPEA) 

2.2.2.1.  Calculation of the Branching Factor, g’ 

As for the star polymers discussed, earlier, the branching factor g’ can again 

be used for hyperbranched polymers to analyse the degree of branching 

present in each polymer. Calculation of g’ is exactly the same as for the star 
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polymers, i.e. the intrinsic viscosity of the branched polymer is compared to 

the intrinsic viscosity of a linear reference. Here, as g’ tends towards 1, the 

degree of branching in the branched polymer reduces to that of a linear sample 

at the same molecular weight, i.e. there is no branching present. As g’ tends 

towards 0, the branching increases ad infinitum. The branching factor, g, was 

calculated across the whole molecular weight range of the branched polymer 

by comparison to the linear reference, and a mean value was obtained to give 

an average of the amount of branching present per polymer – g’(n). It must be 

noted that small deviations in the line of best fit can drastically change the 

calculated amount of branching, which is a disadvantage to this approach. 

Nonetheless, this method is a suitable approach for relative comparison of 

branched polymers as long as all the polymers are analysed in the same 

manner. The line of best fit extrapolated from the linear reference can be seen 

in Figure 2.11.A, along with a branched polymer to highlight the lower overall 

viscosity of the branched polymer compared to the linear sample. From Figure 

2.11.A, it is evident that P1 has lower viscosity than the linear reference and 

thus contains more branching points across the whole polymer. In Figure 

2.11.B the plot of g’ as a function of logM can be seen for P1, showing a 

decrease in g’ as logM increases. i.e. as the branched polymer gets larger, the 

amount of branching it contains increases. The red dashed lines indicate 

sections of the plots that were cut off for the g’(n) calculation. The reason for 

this cut-off was because the low polymer concentration at the extremities 

caused noise in the plots resulting in data that was erroneous.  
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Figure 2.11. (A) Mark-Houwink plot of P1 overlaid with the linear reference. (B) Plot of g' as 
a function of logM. Red dashed lines indicate cut-offs for low concentration extremities. 
Samples were measured on a THF GPC. 

2.2.2.2.  Branched Polymers with No End Capping Agent 

To begin the discussion on branched polymers, a series of three polymers 

were synthesised with an increasing ratio of BisOx to EtOx (P1-P3). The EtOx 

DP was set to 100, and the equivalents of the BisOx cross-linker were 

increased from 4 to 12 equivalents. P1 had the lowest amount of cross-linker 

and had a g’(n) value of 0.87. Once the amount of cross-linker had been 

increased from 4 eq (P1) to 6 eq (P2) the g’(n) value decreased from 0.87 to 

0.75, corresponding to an associated drop in intrinsic viscosity, and thus higher 

degree of branching for P2. Next, the cross-linker amount was again increased 

from 6 eq to 12 eq (P3), increasing the BisOx/EtOx ratio from 0.06 to 0.12. 

This increase in cross-linker resulted in a gel forming that could not be 

analysed further by 1H NMR spectroscopy and GPC. It should be noted that 

for the gelled polymers, the BisOx/EtOx ratio was determined from the 1H NMR 

T0 spectrum. Two example gels can be seen in Figure 2.12. Figure 2.12.A 

shows a desolvated version of P3 that was brittle and had poor viscoelastic 
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properties, whilst  Figure 2.12.B shows a solvated version of P3 that had poor 

structural integrity and was easily broken up.  

 

Figure 2.12. (A) Hydrogel (P3) with solvent removed. (B) Solvated hydrogel (P3).  

Finally, to examine how increasing the amount of EtOx to change the 

BisOx/EtOx ratio affected the amount of branching, the equivalents of EtOx 

were doubled from 100 (P2) to 200 (P4). This halved the BisOx/EtOx ratio from 

0.06 to 0.03 and had the result of driving the g’(n) upwards to 0.94 and reducing 

Mn(GPC) by approximately half (19.8 kDa to 11.0 kDa). This high value of g’(n) is 

indicative of a minimal amount of branching and the lower observed Mn(GPC) 

and Đ are likely due to the reduced amount of branching. Nonetheless, of all 

the polymers investigated, P1 and P2 had the largest Mn(GPC) values, and the 

highest values for Đ indicating a lack of control when no terminating agent was 

used. 
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2.2.2.3.  Triethylamine as a Terminating Agent 

In order to maximise the amount of branching whilst retaining solubility, a 

terminating agent was added at the beginning of the reaction in an attempt to 

prevent uncontrolled cross-linking and gel formation. Here, inspiration was 

provided by the Strathclyde method of branched polymer formation where a 

chain transfer agent is added to suppress cross-linking. In order to prevent 

complete and instantaneous termination of all polymer chains by the end-

capping agent, two factors needed to be considered. Firstly, the amount of 

terminating agent needed to be tuned so as not to immediately terminate all 

living chain ends, but also sufficient amounts needed to be added to suppress 

gelation. Secondly, a terminating agent needed to be chosen that would react 

slowly enough to ensure polymer formation, but not so slowly that gelation 

occurred. For this reason, triethylamine (TEA) was selected as it is sterically 

hindered non-nucleophilic base. 

To investigate the effect of adding TEA as a terminating agent at the start of 

the polymerisation, a series of polymers with increasing BisOx/EtOx were 

synthesised (P5-P9). For this series, the BisOx/EtOx ratio was increased from 

0.05 to 0.13 whilst keeping the amount of end-capper at 1 equivalent. From 

P5 to P8, the g’(n) value decreased from 0.9 to 0.82, indicative of an increase 

in branching.  The Mn(GPC) values are also noticeably reduced compared to P1-

P4 and the Đ of the polymers is much lower. Although branched polymers 

clearly form, the monomer conversion is low (Table 2.5.) showing that TEA 

does end-cap quite effectively. Nevertheless, the branched polymers do form, 

with decreasing g’(n) values correlating with increased end-capping. The 

BisOx/EtOx ratio was then increased to 0.13 (P9), which was higher than P3 
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(which formed a gel). However, the solubility of P9 in tetrahydrofuran (THF) 

was extremely poor, which is reflected in the calculated g’(n) value of 1.18.  This 

value is not possible, as it would mean the polymer has less branching than 

linear pEtOx. However, the poor solubility in THF is indicative of a highly 

branched polymer which has become accessible through the addition of TEA 

as a terminating agent. Interestingly, the branched polymers tended to be 

more easily soluble in water than THF. Regarding the poor solubility of P9, it 

is likely that the highest molecular weight, most branched polymers in the 

sample were the least soluble and so were filtered out of the GPC sample 

resulting in the higher than expect g’(n) value. The poor solubility of the sample 

could result in column interactions within the GPC causing the Mark-Houwink 

plot to be misrepresented. 

As TEA was shown to be an effective terminating agent for the branched 

polymers described here, further reaction optimisation was continued with 

TEA. As previously mentioned, the amount of end-capping agent is an 

important factor to consider, and was the next parameter explored. Here, two 

polymers were synthesised with a targeted BisOx/EtOx ratio of 0.10. For P10, 

0.5 equivalents of TEA were used, and 5 equivalents were used for P11. For 

P10, a gel was formed despite the BisOx/EtOx ratio of 0.10, which was lower 

than for P9 (0.13) which formed a soluble sample. The BisOx/EtOx ratio 

provided is an estimate given that the amount of each monomer incorporated 

in the gel are unknown. Clearly, 0.5 equivalents of end-capper were not 

enough to control branching in this system. Meanwhile, for P11, there was no 

monomer conversion at all as measured by 1H NMR spectroscopy. The high 

quantity of TEA added terminates the living polymer very effectively halting 
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any monomer conversion. Thus, there is a middle ground to be found for the 

amount of end-capper. Too much prevents polymerisation whereas too little 

results in gelation. It must be noted that the amount of terminating agent 

required for a specific system will likely depend on many factors, including the 

monomer, reaction concentration, end-capping agent used, and amount of 

cross-linker. 

2.2.2.4.  Diisopropylamine as a Terminating Agent 

Once the limits of branching had been reached with TEA as the end-capper, 

the conditions were repeated with diisopropylamine (DPA) as the terminating 

agent. A branched polymer with a BisOx/EtOx ratio of 0.07 was synthesised 

(P12). This was similar to the BisOx/EtOx ratio of P6 (0.06). These results 

were reflected in the similar g’(n) values of 0.85 (P12) and 0.83 (P6). P12 had 

a much higher Mn(GPC) of 7.5 kDa compared to 3.2 kDa for P6 however. 

Observing the Mark-Houwink plot in Figure 2.13, it can be seen that both 

polymers have similar intrinsic viscosities and thus similar amounts of 

branching up to around log6, which was the maximum size of P6. P12 reached 

much larger molecular weights than P6 however, with some species with 

molecular weights above log8. The reason for this is likely due to the higher 

monomer conversion for P12 compared to P6. P12  used a higher DP of EtOx 

at the start of the reaction and this could be one possible reason for the larger 

size polymers. Moreover, the monomer conversion is generally higher for 

polymers using DPA as the terminating agent compared to TEA. This suggests 

that DPA is not as effective at end-capping as TEA although the reasons for 

this is not clear. 
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Figure 2.13. Mark-Houwink plot comparing P6 and P12. Samples were measured on a THF 
GPC. 

Next, the BisOx/EtOx ratio was then increased from 0.07 for P12 to 0.08 for 

P13. This resulted in a reduction in g’(n) from 0.85 to 0.73 for P12 to P13 

respectively. Then, the BisOx/EtOx ratio was increased to 0.11 for P14 which 

resulted in a further decrease in g’(n) to 0.73, the lowest value of the entire set. 

All of the polymers end-capped with DPA had higher Mn(GPC) values and 

dispersity when compared to TEA. Also, the monomer conversion for these 

polymers was much higher. These results suggest that DPA terminates less 

effectively than TEA, allowing for higher monomer conversion and larger 

polymers. 

2.2.2.5.  Testing Other Terminating Agents 

As well as TEA and DPA, the non-nucleophilic base diisopropylethylamine 

(DIPEA) was selected, and 2-propanol (IPA) was chosen as a poor 
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nucleophile. Initially, 1 equivalent of each end-capper was tested (P15 and 

P16). The BisOx/EtOx ratio was increased to 0.11, which was chosen to 

ensure gelation under normal circumstances without the presence of an end-

capping agent. Nonetheless, gelation was seen for both P15 (IPA) and P16 

(DIPEA). When TEA and DPA were used as terminating agents and the 

BisOx/EtOx ratio was 0.11 or higher (P9, TEA and P14, DPA) soluble 

branched polymers formed. This suggests that DIPEA is too sterically hindered 

to terminate chains. These important results suggest that TEA does end-cap 

polymer chains slowly whilst DIPEA does not end-cap to any significant 

degree. Furthermore, this result demonstrates that when preparing 

carboxylates for end-capping poly(2-oxazoline)s, DIPEA is a better choice of 

base than TEA. Using TEA will likely result in a mixture of chain ends that are 

partially terminated with the carboxylate, whilst others are terminated with 

TEA. This could be the reason for low end capping efficiencies where TEA and  

2-bromo-2-methylpropionic acid are used as an end-capping mixture.58 

2.2.2.6.  Correlations Between g’(n), Cloud point, and BisOx/EtOx Ratio 

To study the relationships between the BisOx/EtOx ratio, g’(n) value, and cloud 

point, three scatter plots were constructed (Figure 2.14.) using the data from 

Table 2.2. It must be noted that due to the poor solubility of P9, the measured 

values of g’(n) and the cloud point were affected. Nonetheless, it has been kept 

for observation in each graph, and can be seen highlighted by the red circle. 

Furthermore, each point has been coloured depending on the type of 

terminating agent used. 
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Figure 2.14. Scatter plots of (A) Cloud point vs. BisOx/EtOx ratio (B) BisOx/EtOx ratio vs g'(n). 
(C) g' value vs cloud point. 

In Figure 2.14.A, the scatter plot of BisOx/EtOx ratio vs. cloud point has been 

plotted. A polynomial line of best fit has been derived that shows reasonable 

correlation between the two variables, with an R2 value of 0.90. Interestingly, 

the cloud point appears to begin to plateau at around 50 °C once the 

BisOx/EtOx ratio reaches above 0.1, suggesting that further addition of cross-

linker will not reduce the cloud point further. Extrapolating the fit to the y axis 

allows for prediction of the cloud point for linear pEtOx , suggesting that it is 

around 85-90 °C, which is an excellent fit for DP 100-150 pEtOx according to 

literature data.59 It should be noted that it is not clear as to whether the 

decrease in cloud point is due to branching, the addition of the more 

hydrophobic BisOx monomer, an increase in molecular weight, or a 

combination thereof. 

In addition, the BisOx/EtOx ratio has been plotted against g’(n). As can be seen 

in Figure 2.14.B the branched polymers with no end-capping have the highest 

g’(n) values and lowest BisOx/EtOx values, indicating that they have the least 

amount of branching of the set, despite having the highest Mn(GPC) values. 

There is no apparent difference between the amount of branching between 

polymers end-capped with DPA and those with TEA, however. There is a clear 
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trend with decreasing g’(n) and increasing the BisOx/EtOx ratio for the 

polymers with no added terminating agent, however when a terminating agent 

is added the trend is not as clear.  

Figure 2.14.C shows the relationship between g’(n) and polymer cloud point. 

As g’(n) increases, the cloud point increases alongside it. These results suggest 

that it may be possible to synthesise a hyperbranched poly(2-oxazoline) that 

has a cloud point of around body temperature. Hyperbranched polymers can 

be used for drug delivery,60, 61 and so a hyperbranched polymer with 

thermoresponsivity at around body temperature is an exciting proposition 

because it could be used for targeted drug delivery.  

2.3. Conclusions 

In conclusion, the one-pot synthesis of core cross-linked star polymers via the 

CROP of 2-oxazolines using a bis 2-oxazoline cross-linker has been 

demonstrated. Moreover, all steps of the synthetic process were simple and 

efficient, with all three reaction parameters being influential on the structure of 

the poly(2-oxazoline) stars. It was shown that the amount of cross-linker 

incorporated influenced the number of arms per star, which varied from less 

than 10 to over 1000. The reaction concentration was found to be critical for 

the amount of cross-linker that could be incorporated, as well as the number 

of arms per star. Furthermore, it was shown that steric hindrance of the arms 

was an important factor that should be taken into account when considering 

the effective formation of a star polymer via this method, with shorter arms 

being more beneficial. Correlations were demonstrated between the chosen 

variables and the stars’ ability to encapsulate DHA, highlighting a versatile 
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method to explore other factors such as the monomer R group. The best star 

to encapsulate was found to have DP50 arms and 10 equivalents of cross-

linker, whilst being synthesised at a concentration of 0.5 M. This combination 

created stars with suitably sized cores for encapsulation and minimal steric 

hindrance from the arms. To build on this synthesis, chain extension of the 

arms with a more hydrophobic monomer could lead to self-assembly 

behaviour in a suitable solvent. Once self-assembled, a cross-linker could be 

added to generate star polymers. This method could make for more well-

controlled core cross-linked star polymers that could allow for higher arm 

conversions. 

As well as star polymers, hyperbranched poly(2-oxazoline)s have been 

synthesised for the first time using a bis-oxazoline cross-linker. Furthermore, 

a novel approach was taken as demonstrated by the addition of end-capping 

agents at the beginning of the polymerisation in order to control the degree of 

cross-linking. Various parameters were explored including the type of end-

capping agent, amount of end-capping agent, and variation in the mono-

functional monomer and bis-functional cross-linker ratio. Furthermore, 

correlations were drawn between the BisOx/EtOx ratio, average branching 

factor g’(n), and the cloud point. To explore branched poly(2-oxazoline)s 

further, the Strathclyde method could be implemented where the ratio of 

difunctional monomer to initiator is carefully controlled to maximise branching 

without gelation. Furthermore, drug encapsulation potential would be a useful 

application for these polymers and so analysing this would be beneficial. 
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2.4. Experimental 

2.4.1. Materials Used 

Anhydrous acetonitrile (99.9%, Acros Organics, extra dry), triethylamine 

(>99% Sigma-Aldrich), diisopropylethylamine (99%, Thermofisher), 

diisopropylamine (99%, Sigma-Aldrich), 2-propanol (99.9%, Sigma-Aldrich), 

diethyl ether (99.9%, Sigma-Aldrich), 1,2-ethanedithiol (98%, Sigma-Aldrich) 

were used as received. 

2-ethyl-2-oxazoline (99%, Sigma-Aldrich) and 2-isopropenyl-2-oxazoline 

(98%, Sigma-Aldrich) were distilled over calcium hydride prior to use. 

Propargyl p-toluenesulphonate (Sigma Aldrich, >97%) and methyl p-

toluenesulphonate (>97%, Fisher Scientific) were distilled prior to use. 

2.4.2. Instrument Methods Used 

2.4.2.1.  Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy 

1H NMR spectroscopy was measured on a Bruker DPX-300 or DPX-400 

instrument and all samples were measured at either 300 MHz or 400 MHz in 

CDCl3 at 298 K. The resonance signal of residual CHCl3 at 7.26 ppm served 

as the reference peak for chemical shifts. Conversion of the polymers was 

determined from monitoring the disappearance of the 2-oxazoline ring peaks 

at 3.7 and 4.2 ppm. 
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2.4.2.2.  Gel Permeation Chromatography 

GPC measurements of star polymers were carried out with known 

concentration on an Agilent 1260 Infinity II MDS instrument equipped with 

differential refractive index, viscometry, dual angle light scattering and variable 

wavelength UV detectors. The system was equipped with 2  PLgel Mixed-D 

columns (300  7.5 mm) and a PLgel 5 µm guard column. The eluent was 

dimethylformamide (DMF) with 5 mmol NH4BF4 additive. Samples were run at 

1 mL min-1 at 50 °C. Poly(methyl methacrylate) standards (Agilent EasiVials) 

were used for calibration. Analyte samples were filtered through a nylon 

membrane with 0.22 μm pore size before injection. Experimental molar mass 

(Mn,GPC) and dispersity (Đ) values of synthesised polymers were determined 

by conventional calibration and universal calibration using Agilent GPC 

software. 

GPC measurements of hyperbranched polymers were carried out on an 

Agilent Infinity II MDS instrument equipped with differential refractive index, 

viscometry, dual angle light scatter and multiple wavelength UV detectors. The 

system was equipped with 2 x PLgel Mixed C columns (300 x 7.5 mm) and a 

PLgel 5 µm guard column. The eluent is THF with 2% triethylamine and 0.01% 

butylated hydroxytoluene additives. Samples were run at 1 ml min-1 at 30 °C. 

Poly(methyl methacrylate) and polystyrene standards (Agilent EasiVials) were 

used for calibration. Analyte samples were filtered through a GVHP membrane 

with 0.22 μm pore size before injection. Respectively, experimental molar 

mass (Mn(GPC)) and dispersity (Đ) values of synthesised polymers were 

determined by conventional calibration using Agilent GPC software. 
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2.4.2.3.  UV-Vis Measurements 

For the drug encapsulation, UV−Vis measurements were performed on an 

Agilent Cary Series UV−Vis spectrophotometer. The polymers (3 mg/mL) were 

dissolved in distilled water and were added to vials containing 

dihydroxyanthroquinone (DHA) (5 mg/mL) which was suspended. The 

solutions were stirred for 24-76 h and were filtered using 0.45 µm nylon filters 

before performing the measurements at ambient temperature. Each polymer 

was run in triplicate and an average value taken. 

For the cloud point measurements of the hyperbranched polymers, UV 

measurements were measured on a Cary 3500 UV-Vis Spectrophotometer. 

Samples were prepared at a concentration of 5 mg/mL in distilled water and 

experiments were run in Suprasil® quartz cuvettes (Hellman, 100-QS, light 

path = 10.00 mm). Samples were subjected to a heat/cool cycle from 25 °C to 

85 °C and back to 25 °C at a ramp rate of 5 °C/min at a λ = 600 nm. The cloud 

point was determined as the temperature at which 50% transmittance was 

observed. 

2.4.2.4.  Dynamic Light Scattering 

Dynamic light scattering measurements were carried out on a Malvern Nano-

series dynamic light scattering instrument. The measurements were carried 

out in water at 25 °C in triplicate. Samples were prepared at a concentration 

of 5 mg/mL and filtered through a nylon membrane with 0.22 μm pore size 

before measurement. Measurements were run in triplicate and average on the 

intensity setting. 
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2.4.2.5.  Mass Spectrometry Measurements 

Mass spectrometry measurements were carried out at a sample concentration 

of 10 ng/mL in acetonitrile before filtering through a 0.45 µm nylon filter.  

Samples were run on an Agilent 6130B single quad electrospray ionisation 

mass spectrometer with a mass range of 50-3000 m/z. The 6130B was 

coupled to an isocratic Agilent 110 HPLC (without column) as an automatic 

sample delivery system. 

2.4.3. Synthesis of Bis-oxazoline Cross-linker 

To an oven dried 30 mL round bottom flask 2-isopropenyl-2-oxazoline (iPOx) 

(5.0 g, 2 eq, 45.0 mmol) was added and the flask sealed under a nitrogen 

atmosphere. Next, 1,2-ethanedithiol (2.12 g, 1 eq, 22.5 mmol) was added 

dropwise and the reaction was left to stir overnight at room temperature. The 

reaction mixture was then analysed by 1H NMR spectroscopy and dried under 

vacuum to yield the bis-oxazoline (yield – 99%). 

1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 4.25 (t, J = 9.17 Hz, 4H) δ 3.85 (t, J = 9.17 Hz, 

4H) δ 2.89 (m, 2H) δ 2.66 (m, 8H) δ 1.29 (d, J = 6.97 Hz, 6H) 

13C NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, DEPT) δ CH2 67.36 CH2 δ 54.30 δ CH2 36.19 δ 

CH 34.24 δ CH2 32.60 δ CH3 17.25  

2.4.4. Synthesis of Linear Poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline)s via CROP 

The synthesis of linear poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline) (pEtOx) reference polymers 

was achieved via CROP in acetonitrile via the following typical procedure. To 

an oven dried and nitrogen purged microwave vial, EtOx (1.5 g, 100 eq, 15.1 

mmol) and methyl p-toluenesulphonate (MeOTs) (22.8 µL, 1 eq, 0.15 mmol) 

were dissolved in acetonitrile (7.5 mL). The resulting mixture was heated at 
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140 °C for 10 minutes using microwave heating (Biotage Initiator+ microwave 

reactor). Upon cooling, a sample was taken for monomer conversion (>99%) 

and the reaction mixture was precipitated in diethyl ether before drying under 

vacuum at 40 C. 

2.4.1. Synthesis of Star Shaped Poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline)s via CROP 

The synthesis of star shaped core cross-linked polymers was achieved by 

following an arm-first approach via CROP in acetonitrile in the following typical 

procedure. To an oven dried and nitrogen purged microwave vial, EtOx (0.5 

mL, 50 eq, 4.95 mmol) and propargyl p-toluenesulphonate (PropTs) (17.1 µL, 

1 eq, 0.099 mmol) were dissolved in 9.5 mL, 4.5 mL, and 2 mL acetonitrile, to 

obtain 0.5 M, 1 M, and 2 M reaction concentration, respectively (the density of 

2-ethyl-2-oxazoline was set at 0.982 g/mL). The resulting mixture was heated 

at 120 °C for 60-466 minutes. Detailed reactions conditions including reaction 

time, temperature and concentration, for each polymer are listed in Table 2.3. 

After this time a pressure relief needle was inserted and a sample taken to 

determine the monomer conversion in the arm formation. Neat nitrogen purged 

bis 2-oxazoline cross-linker (0.173 g, 5 eq, 1 mmol) was then injected and the 

relief needle was removed. The reaction mixture was then left for 18 hours at 

120 °C. Upon cooling, a sample was taken for monomer conversion 

(determined by the disappearance of the 2-oxazoline ring peaks at 3.7 and 4.2 

ppm) and the mixture was precipitated in diethyl ether three times before 

drying under vacuum at 40 °C to yield the product, S50-1. 
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Table 2.3. Reaction conditions of the arm formation for each star polymer prepared in this 
study. 

Entry Arm DP 
BisOx 

(eq) 

[Monomer] 

(M) 

EtOx 

(g) 

MeCN 

(mL) 

Arm 

reaction 

time 

(mins) 

Arm 

reaction 

temperature 

(°C) 

L1 100 ND ND 0.5 0.75 60 120 

S25-1 25 5 0.5 0.5 9.5 120 120 

S25-3 25 5 2.0 0.5 2.0 85 100 

S25-4 25 10 0.5 0.5 9.5 120 120 

S50-1 50 5 0.5 0.5 9.5 240 120 

S50-2 50 5 1.0 0.5 4.5 120 120 

S50-3 50 5 2.0 0.5 2.0 166 100 

S50-4 50 10 0.5 0.5 9.5 240 120 

S50-5 50 10 1.0 0.5 4.5 120 120 

S50-6 50 10 2.0 0.5 2.0 166 100 

S50-7 50 20 0.5 0.5 9.5 240 120 

S50-8 50 20 1.0 0.5 4.5 120 120 

S100-1 100 5 0.5 0.5 9.5 466 120 

S100-2 100 5 2.0 0.5 2.0 116 120 

S100-3 100 10 0.5 0.5 9.5 466 120 

S100-4 100 10 2.0 0.5 2.0 116 120 

S100-5 100 20 0.5 0.5 9.5 466 120 

S100-6 100 20 2.0 0.5 2.0 116 120 

2.4.2. Synthesis of Hyperbranched Polymers via CROP 

The synthesis of the branched polymers was achieved by following an arm-

first approach via CROP in acetonitrile in the following typical procedure. To 

an oven dried and nitrogen purged microwave vial BisOx (0.10 g, 0.31 mmol, 

4.2 eq) was added with a stirrer bar. The microwave vial was then sealed and 
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placed under a nitrogen atmosphere. To this, EtOx (0.76 g, 7.52 mmol, 100 

eq) was added using a syringe. Acetonitrile (6.7 mL) was added to ensure a 

reaction concentration of 1 M (assuming density of BisOx and 2-ethyl-2-

oxazoline is ~ 1 g/mL). Next, PropTs (16 mg, 0.075 mmol, 1 eq) was added 

and a sample taken for T0. The nitrogen line was removed, and the reaction 

flask was stirred at 100 °C in an oil bath for 16 hours. A sample was taken for 

Tfinal before precipitating the polymer twice in diethyl ether and drying in a 

vacuum oven at 40 °C. (P1) 

For other polymers using an end-capping agent e.g., P5 the following 

procedure was used. Note: quantities of reagents used for P5-P16 can be 

found in Table 2.4. BisOx (100 mg, 0.32 mmol, 6 eq) was added to a clean 

and dry microwave vial with a stirrer bar. The microwave vial was then sealed 

and placed under a nitrogen atmosphere. To this, EtOx (506 mg, 5.11 mmol, 

97 eq) and TEA (5 mg, 0.05 mmol, 1 eq) were added. Acetonitrile (4.5 mL) 

was added to ensure a reaction concentration of 1 M (assuming density of 

BisOx and EtOx is ~ 1 g/mL). Next, PropTs (11 mg, 0.053 mmol, 1 eq) was 

added and a sample taken for T0. The nitrogen line was removed, and the 

reaction flask was stirred at 100 °C in an oil bath for 16 hours. A sample was 

taken for Tfinal before precipitating the polymer twice in diethyl ether and drying 

in a vacuum oven at 40 °C.  
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Table 2.4. Quantities of reagents used for each hyperbranched polymer reaction. 

Polymer 

EtOx BisOx PropTs Terminating agent MeCN 

mg eq mmol mg eq mmol mg eq mmol type mg eq mmol vol (mL) 

P1 746 100 7.52 100 4.2 0.32 16 1 0.075 N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. 6.7 

P2 522 100 5.27 100 6 0.32 11 1 0.053 N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. 4.6 

P3 261 100 2.63 100 12 0.32 6 1 0.026 N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. 2.3 

P4 1044 200 10.53 100 6 0.32 11 1 0.053 N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. 9.4 

P5 506 97 5.11 100 6 0.32 11 1 0.053 TEA 5 1 0.05 4.5 

P6 359 126 3.62 100 11 0.32 6 1 0.029 TEA 3 1 0.03 3.2 

P7 285 100 2.87 100 11 0.32 6 1 0.029 TEA 3 1 0.03 2.5 

P8 244 78 2.46 100 10 0.32 7 1 0.032 TEA 3 1 0.03 2.1 

P9 269 43 2.72 100 5 0.32 13 1 0.063 TEA 6 1 0.06 2.3 

P10 376 60 3.79 100 5 0.32 13 1 0.063 TEA 3 0.5 0.03 3.3 

P11 269 43 2.72 100 5 0.32 13 1 0.063 TEA 32 5 0.32 2.3 

P12 352 110 3.55 100 9.8 0.32 7 1 0.032 DPA 3 1 0.03 3.1 

P13 298 95 3.00 100 10 0.32 7 1 0.032 DPA 3 1 0.03 2.6 

P14 326 47.9 3.29 100 4.6 0.32 14 1 0.069 DPA 7 1 0.07 2.9 

P15 294 90 2.96 100 9.6 0.32 7 1 0.033 IPA 2 1 0.03 2.6 

P16 292 56 2.95 100 6 0.32 11 1 0.053 DIPEA 7 1 0.05 2.6 
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Table 2.5. Equivalents of EtOx and BisOx at T0 and Tfinal, and their overall conversions for 
each polymer, as calculated by 1H NMR Spectroscopy. 

 

  

Polymer 
Terminating 

agent 

Terminating 

agent (eq) 

T0 (eq) Tfinal (eq) EtOx 

conversion 

(%) 

BisOx 

conversion 

(%) 
EtOx BisOx EtOx BisOx 

P1 N.D. N.D. 100 4.2 100 4.2 100 100 

P2 N.D. N.D. 100 6 100 6 100 100 

P3 N.D. N.D. 100 12 100 12 100 100 

P4 N.D. N.D. 200 6 200 6 100 100 

P5 TEA 1 97 6 66 3 68 50 

P6 TEA 1 126 11 53 3 42 27 

P7 TEA 1 100 11 60 5 60 45 

P8 TEA 1 78 10 57 6 73 60 

P9 TEA 1 43 5 39 5 91 100 

P10 TEA 0.5 60 5 N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. 

P11 TEA 5 43 5 N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. 

P12 DPA 1 110 9.8 100 7 91 71 

P13 DPA 1 95 10 72 6 76 60 

P14 DPA 1 47.9 4.6 38 4 79 87 

P15 IPA 1 90 9.6 N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. 

P16 DIPEA 1 56 6 N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. 
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2.5. Additional Data 

 

Figure 2.15.13C NMR Spectrum of BisOx. Spectra was measured using CDCl3 as the solvent. 

 

Figure 2.16. FTIR spectrum of BisOx. νmax/cm-1 2970 (CH) 1660 (CN) 1460 (CH) 1375 

 

Figure 2.17. Mass spectrum of BisOx. m/z 316.48, 317.1 (M + H+), 339.1 (M + Na+), 379.0 (M 
+ Na+ + K+) 
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Figure 2.18. DLS plots of stars S25-1, S25-2, S50-1, S50-2. Number average plots (left), 
correlation function (right). 
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Figure 2.19. DLS plots of stars S50-3, S50-4, S50-5, S50-6, S50-7. Number average plots 
(left), correlation function (right). 
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Figure 2.20. DLS plots of S100-1, S100-2, S100-3, S100-4, S100-5. Number average plots 
(left), correlation function (right). 
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Figure 2.21. GPC RI Traces of S25-1, S25-2, S50-1, S50-2, S50-3, S50-4, S50-5, S50-6 as 
measured on a DMF GPC. 
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Figure 2.22. GPC RI Traces of S50-7, S100-1, S100-2, S100-3, S100-4, S100-5 as measured 
on a DMF GPC. 
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Figure 2.23. Mark-Houwink plots of S25-1, S25-2, S50-1, S50-2, S50-3, S50-4, S50-5, S50-
6 as measured on a DMF GPC. 
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Figure 2.24. Mark-Houwink plots of S50-7, S100-1, S100-2, S100-3, S100-4, S100-5 as 
measured on a DMF GPC. 
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Figure 2.25. RI GPC traces of hyperbranched polymers P1-P7 as measured on a THF GPC.  
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Figure 2.26. RI GPC traces of hyperbranched polymers P8-P14 as measured on a THF GPC. 
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Figure 2.27. Mark-Houwink plots of hyperbranched polymers P1-P7 overlaid with their 
dWdLogM traces, as measured on a THF GPC. 
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Figure 2.28. Mark-Houwink plots of hyperbranched polymers P8-P14 overlaid with their 
dWdLogM traces, as measured on a THF GPC. 
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Figure 2.29. Cloud point curves for hyperbranched polymers P1-P7 as determined by UV-Vis 
turbidimetry. 
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Figure 2.30. Cloud point curves for hyperbranched polymers P8-P14 as determined by UV-
Vis turbidimetry. 
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3.1. Introduction 

Block polymers are a very interesting type of polymeric architecture as they 

can be used to covalently link polymers of different polarities that are normally 

non-miscible. This can have interesting results, including self-assembly into 

micelles and other structures. Furthermore,  block polymers have a range of 

potential applications, including being employed to span the phase boundary 

between non-miscible materials such as polyethylene/isotactic 

polypropylene.1, 2 The non-miscibility  of polyethylene/isotactic polypropylene 

is of scientific interest because it makes recycling these polymers challenging. 

Also, block polymers can be used to create highly ordered soft materials3 

which allow for applications in drug delivery,4 microelectronics,5 and advanced 

plastics.6 Poly(2-oxazoline)s have previously been used in the synthesis of 

multiblock polymers, including hybrid polymers combining different 

polymerisation techniques.7 Previous examples of this include a 

heterofunctional initiator that was used to combine poly(2-oxazoline) with 

styrene,8 and poly(2-oxazoline)s end-capped with an appropriate initiator for 

another polymerisation technique such as reversible addition-fragmentation 

chain transfer polymerisation (RAFT)9 and copper (0)-mediated reversible 

deactivation radical polymerisation (Cu(0)-RDRP).10, 11 Furthermore, the 

different chemistry of each polymer block can lead to interesting physical 

behaviour such as amphiphilicity.12 

Frequently, post polymerisation click reactions such as the thiol-ene reaction13 

and copper(I) catalysed azide-alkyne cycloaddition (CuAAC) 14, 15 are used as 

simple techniques to access higher orders of polymeric architecture such as 

stars,16 brushes,17 cyclic polymers,18 and multiblock polymers.19 Click 
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chemistry can be used in conjunction with suitably designed heterotelechelic 

polymers to generate high molecular weight multiblock step-growth polymers 

via intermolecular reaction.20 Moreover, click reactions have the advantage of 

proceeding rapidly and effectively in various solvents.21 The competing 

intramolecular click reaction forming the cyclic product can be undesired and 

careful reaction optimisation is often required.18, 22 Despite this, cyclic 

polymers also have unique physical properties 23, 24 and similarly minimising 

the intermolecular step-growth reaction can be desirable in some cases. For 

instance, cyclic polymers have lower hydrodynamic volumes,25 lower intrinsic 

viscosities,26 are less susceptible to degradation,23, 27 and demonstrate 

different cloud point temperatures to their linear counterparts.28 Furthermore, 

they are a promising biointerface as they typically produce a denser and 

thicker surface film compared to linear equivalents.29 However, the synthesis 

of cyclic polymers can be challenging, often requiring very dilute conditions to 

minimise the amount of linear polymers via step-growth mechanism. 23, 30   

In this chapter, a simple reaction mechanism involving the end-capping of a 

propargyl initiated poly(2-oxazoline) chain with an initiator for Cu(0)-RDRP is 

demonstrated, followed by subsequent polymerisation and conversion of the 

polymer chain end from a bromide into an azide. CuAAC of the polymers was 

then carried out to study the effects of 2-oxazoline block length, acrylate block 

length, solvent polarity, and copper concentration on the ratio of step-growth 

to cyclisation (see Scheme 3.1.). Furthermore, the structures of the formed 

hybrid multiblock products were evaluated via advanced gel permeation 

chromatography (GPC) and their self- assembly behaviour into stomatocyte-

like nanoparticles was investigated. 
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Scheme 3.1. Synthetic pathway for the 2-oxazoline macroinitiator synthesis via cationic ring 
opening polymerisation (CROP), subsequent chain extension of acrylates via Cu(0) RDRP, 
and final CuAAC reaction generating hybrid multiblock/cyclic polymers via step growth 
mechanism. 

3.2. Results and Discussion 

3.2.1. Synthesis of Poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline)-Acrylate Macromonomers 

Firstly, the poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline) (pEtOx) macroinitiator was synthesised 

via end-capping of the living polymer chains with 2-bromo-2-methylpropionic 

acid (BMPA). Three macroinitiators were synthesised, with monomer to 

initiator ratios ([M]:[I]) of 19, 25, and 40. In this section discussing the synthesis 

of the macroinitiators, the macroinitiator with an [M]:[I] of 19 (pEtOx19-I) is 

focussed on as the other macroinitiators were synthesised in the same way. 

Firstly, to calculate the end-capping efficiency of the polymer chains, 1H 

nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy was used demonstrating 

that at least 90% of the chains had been successfully end-capped, by 
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comparing the integral of peak F to the other polymer peak integrals.(Figure 

3.1.). 

 

Figure 3.1. 1H NMR spectrum of PEtOx-I. Spectra was measured using CDCl3 as a solvent. 

To confirm the end-capping, the matrix assisted laser desorption ionisation 

time of flight mass spectrum (MALDI-TOF-MS) of the polymer was also 

obtained and is shown in Figure 3.2. The spectrum shows a major distribution 

which corresponds to the sodium adduct of the polymer with both a propargyl 

group on the α chain end and BMPA on the Ω chain end. There are also two 

minor distributions (see magnified region, Figure 3.2.) however these 

distributions could not be assigned.  

 

Figure 3.2. MALDI-TOF-MS for BMPA end-capped pEtOx macroinitiator (pEtOx-I). (A) Full 
spectrum, (B) magnified insert. [M+Na+] calc = 2110.44 Da, [M+Na+] found = 2111.36 Da. 
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In addition to the MALDI-TOF-MS data, the chain extension was attempted for 

pEtOx19-I using 2-ethylhexyl acrylate (EHA) via Cu(0)-RDRP (Scheme 3.1.). 

To enable the measurement of the Ω chain end functionality of pEtOx19-I, a 

large degree of polymerisation was employed such that any leftover pEtOx19-

I would be apparent in the GPC and the functionality could be calculated. Due 

to the hydrophobic nature of EHA, trifluoroethanol (TFE) was used because 

literature reports indicate that TFE is a good solvent for the Cu(0)-RDRP of 

hydrophobic acrylates.31 The [EHA]:[PEtOx19-I] was set at 93:1. As can be 

seen from Figure 3.3.A, a complete shift was observed in the GPC 

chromatogram and no residual pEtOx19-I is detected. Therefore, this further 

indicated that the majority of the chains had the end-group desired. It should 

be noted that this end-capping reaction with BMPA and subsequent chain-

extension has been previously reported with styrene monomers.10, 11 The  

chain extension of the other synthesised macroinitiators pEtOx25 and pEtOx40 

were tested with methyl acrylate (MA), and can be seen in Figure 3.3.B and 

Figure 3.3.C. In each case, a complete shift in the entire polymer peak 

demonstrated that the end-group fidelity of each synthesised macroinitiator 

was excellent. Furthermore, the dispersity of each polymer post-chain 

extension was low, indicating that the polymerisation was living. 
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Figure 3.3. GPC traces of (A) Successful chain extension of pEtOx19-I with EHA to form a 
pEtOx19-EHA86 macromonomer. (B) Chain extension of pEtOx25-I with methyl acrylate to form 
a pEtOx25-MA67 macromonomer. (C) Chain extension of pEtOx40-I with MA to form a pEtOx40-
EHA73 macromonomer. All chromatograms were measured on a THF GPC. 

Next, the kinetics of the Cu(0)-RDRP of both EHA and MA were measured to 

examine the livingness of the chain extension and to ensure that there were 

no issues with the macroinitiators such as slow initiation. For the chain 

extension with EHA, TFE was used because as mentioned, it is reported as a 

good solvent for hydrophobic acrylates. Nonetheless, there was a long 

induction period presumably due to an imbalance in the copper species. For 

this reason, a small amount of Cu(II)Br was added (0.05 eq) to help the system 

equilibrate. Cu(II)Br- Tris(2-(dimethylamino)ethyl)amine (Me6TREN) is not 

soluble in TFE however, and so this was formed in a minimal amount of 

dimethylformamide (DMF) first. As can be seen from Figure 3.4.A, the first 

order kinetic plot follows a linear trend indicating a constant concentration of 

propagating species, and shows that the initiation is fast. Furthermore, the 

addition of Cu(II)Br has removed any induction period, with the polymerisation 

starting immediately. The final GPC trace demonstrates a very well-controlled 

polymerisation with a Đ of less than 1.10. For the chain extension with MA, 

DMF could be used as the solvent and there was no induction period. The first 

order kinetic plot initially demonstrated a linear trend indicating no termination 
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events were occurring (Figure 3.4.B) until around log2.5. At high monomer 

conversion however, there was some loss of control as demonstrated by the 

increasing Đ at 90% conversion and above, and the deviation from the linear 

first order kinetic plot above log2.5. This is also reflected in the GPC traces 

(Figure 3.4.B) that start to show a high molecular weight shoulder at high 

conversions, suggesting that polymer-polymer coupling could be occurring. 

For this reason, polymerisations were typically stopped at around 90% 

conversion to prevent coupling from arising.  

 

Figure 3.4. (A) Kinetic of chain extension with EHA using Cu(0)-RDRP. Conditions: EHA in 
TFE with 8.7% DMF, Me6TREN (0.16 eq) and copper(II) bromide (0.05 eq) with a solvent to 
monomer ratio of 1:1 v/v and [M]:[I]=94:1. The Cu(II)Br was added and degassed before 
addition of Cu(0) wire. (B) Kinetic of chain extension with MA using Cu(0)-RDRP. Conditions: 
MA in DMF, Me6TREN (0.16 eq) and copper(II) bromide (0.05 eq) with a solvent to monomer 
ratio of 1:1 v/v and [M]:[I]=100:1. The Cu(II)Br was added and degassed before addition of 
Cu(0) wire. 
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The poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline)-poly(acrylate) (pEtOx-pA) A-B block 

copolymers were then converted into macromonomers via the nucleophilic 

substitution of the terminal bromine with sodium azide (Scheme 3.1.). This 

formed a diblock 2-oxazoline/acrylate polymer with an alkyne functionality on 

the α chain end and an azide group on the Ω chain end. 

3.2.2. AB Step-Growth Polymerisation 

Having established that the chain extension of all three macroinitiators yielded 

well-controlled pEtOx-pA A-B block copolymers for both EHA and MA, click 

reactions were carried out using CuAAC, and the effect of various parameters 

on the degree of cyclisation versus step-growth were investigated. These 

parameters included effect of 2-oxazoline block length, acrylate block length, 

acrylate type, copper concentration, and reaction concentration (Table 3.1.).  
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Table 3.1. Conditions, molecular weight averages and %cyclic for all reactions in this work. 

Entry 
pOx 

DP 

Acrylate 

(DP) 
Solvent 

 

[Polymer] 

(mg/mL) 

Mn,GPC
a
 

(kDa) 

Mw,GPC
a 

(kDa) 
Ð 

CuBr 

(eq) 

PMDETA 

(eq) 

%Cyclicb 

(wt%) 

SG1 19 EHA (86) THF 100 60.3 150.8 2.50 0.3 0.3 16 

SG2 19 EHA (86) THF 400 79.3 197.3 2.49 0.3 0.3 9 

SG3 19 EHA (86) THF 600 94.5 215.2 2.28 0.3 0.3 7 

SG4 19 EHA (86) THF 733 84.1 194.4 2.31 0.3 0.3 6 

SG5 25 MA (7) THF/MeOH 4:1 26 4.9 16.4 3.37 0.3 0.3 41 

SG6 25 MA (7) THF 26 5.1 17.3 3.36 0.3 0.3 43 

SG7 25 MA (7) THF/hexane 4:1 26 3.9 7.7 1.97 0.3 0.3 58 

SG8 25 MA (118) THF/MeOH 4:1 102 45.3 54.2 2.61 0.3 0.3 13 

SG9 25 MA (118) THF 102 57.0 281.1 4.93 0.3 0.3 13 

SG10 25 MA (118) THF/hexane 4:1 102 47.8 398.6 8.34 0.3 0.3 18 

SG11 25 EHA (7) THF/MeOH 4:1 32 6.5 17.6 2.72 0.3 0.3 42 

SG12 25 EHA (7) THF 32 6.2 15.7 2.52 0.3 0.3 46 

SG13 25 EHA (7) THF/hexane 4:1 32 5.8 12.9 2.23 0.3 0.3 53 

SG14 25 EHA (90) THF/MeOH 4:1 154 54.2 140.2 2.59 0.3 0.3 15 

SG15 25 EHA (90) THF 154 59.4 158.1 2.66 0.3 0.3 13 

SG16 25 EHA (90) THF/hexane 4:1 154 57.3 145.4 2.54 0.3 0.3 12 

SG17 25 MA (7) THF/MeOH 1:1 26 5.2 17.0 3.28 0.3 0.3 43 

SG18 25 MA (67) THF 68 17.4 100.6 5.77 0.3 0.3 22 

SG19 25 MA (67) THF/hexane 4:1 68 15.2 88.5 5.82 0.3 0.3 26 

SG20 25 EHA (60) THF 110 39.1 95.1 2.43 0.3 0.3 23 

SG21 25 EHA (60) THF/hexane 4:1 110 38.8 93.5 2.42 0.3 0.3 22 

SG22 40 MA (73) THF 84 18.1 38.8 2.15 0.3 0.3 24 

SG23 40 MA (73) THF/hexane 4:1 84 13.9 29.3 2.11 0.3 0.3 35 

SG24 25 MA (7) THF 26 4.7 29.2 6.21 0.6 0.6 42 

SG25 25 MA (67) THF 68 21.4 123.4 5.79 0.15 0.15 14 

SG26 25 MA (67) THF 68 20.2 128.9 6.39 0.6 0.6 19 

SG27 25 MA (67) THF 68 18.8 128.6 6.82 1.2 1.2 21 

SG28 40 MA (73) THF 84 18.0 36.5 2.02 0.6 0.6 19 

SG29 25 EHA (60) THF 110 38.9 105.6 2.72 0.15 0.15 24 

SG30 25 EHA (60) THF 110 42.3 94.5 2.23 0.6 0.6 21 

SG31 25 EHA (60) THF 110 40.6 123.8 3.05 1.2 1.2 20 

SG32 40 MA (7) THF 38 5.3 10.5 2.00 0.3 0.3 51 

SG33 40 MA (7) THF 19 4.9 9.9 2.03 0.15 0.15 58 

SG34 25 MA (118) THF/MeOH 1:1 408 70.6 287.1 4.06 0.3 0.3 8 

a Calculated using poly(methyl methacrylate) PMMA standards 
b Percentage cyclisation calculated using a GPC RI integration method 
Tetrahydrofuran (THF), MeOH (methanol). 
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To calculate the degree of cyclisation, a previously reported integration 

method was used in order to calculate the wt% of step-growth product.30 In 

this method, the area of the cyclic peak is divided by the total area (Figure 

3.5.) to give the wt% of the cyclic product from which the amount of step-

growth can then be calculated. 

𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 % =
2(𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎)

𝑏𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎
× 100   Equation 3.1 

It must be noted that this method does not provide an absolute value for the 

degree of cyclisation. However, if all the polymers within the set are treated in 

the same manner, this method does provide a relative approach to comparing 

the polymers. There are three assumptions that are required for this approach. 

Firstly, there is no leftover starting material skewing the amount of cyclisation. 

Secondly, the dn/dc of both the step-growth material and the cyclic material is 

similar/the same. This is a reasonable assumption because both the step-

growth and the cyclic material are made from the same starting material. 

Thirdly, that the cyclic peak is Gaussian in nature. 

 

Figure 3.5. GPC trace of SG9 demonstrating areas used to calculate degree of cyclisation. 
Sample was measured on a THF GPC. 
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3.2.2.1.  Effect of Reaction Concentration on CuAAC 

Firstly, the effect of reaction concentration on the CuAAC was investigated, 

using the pEtOx19-EHA86 macromonomer. The CuAAC was initially carried out 

at a polymer concentration of 100 mg/mL. As can be seen in Figure 3.6, this 

polymerisation (SG1) (see Table 3.1. for full details) has a low molecular 

weight peak that shifts to longer retention time compared to the starting 

macromonomer. Such shifts to lower molecular weights are typical of 

cyclisation side reactions on account of the smaller hydrodynamic volume of 

the cyclic polymer.18, 32-38
 Therefore, to improve the step-growth polymerisation 

the polymer concentration was increased from 100 mg/mL to 400 mg/mL 

(SG2) and then again to 600 mg/mL (SG3) to suppress cyclisation by 

increasing the concentration of reactive end-groups. It should be noted that to 

enable a fair comparison, the concentration of Cu(I)Br and 1,1,4,7,7-

pentamethyldiethylenetriamine (PMDETA) used for CuAAC were scaled 

proportionally with the concentration (Table 3.1.). At a macromonomer 

concentration of 100 mg/mL the wt% of step-growth was found to be 84%. As 

the concentration was increased to 400 and then 600 mg/mL the wt% 

increased to 91 and 93%, respectively. The data also suggests that most of 

the benefit from increasing the polymer concentration happens at lower 

concentrations.  At the highest polymer concentration of 733 mg/mL (SG4) the 

step-growth increased further to 94%. 733 mg/mL was chosen as the highest 

concentration because beyond this point, pEtOx19-EHA86 was not sufficiently 

soluble. It is worth noting that at 733 mg/mL the reaction solution was 

extremely viscous and became even more viscous as the polymerisation 
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proceeded. However, even under these conditions, cyclisation appeared to 

persist albeit to a significantly reduced extent. 

 

Figure 3.6. Step-growth polymerisation at four different polymer concentrations: 100 mg/mL 
(SG1, blue), 400 mg/mL (SG2, green), 600 mg/mL (SG3, purple) and 733 mg/mL (SG4, 
orange). All samples were measured on a THF GPC. 

Although all reactions were left for extended reaction times (16 h), the 

polymerisation appears to be rapid. For SG4, the GPC chromatogram was 

obtained after a significant increase in viscosity was observed (~ 15 min). The 

GPC was then measured again at 18 h. Remarkably, the GPC chromatograms 

(Figure 3.7.) indicate that there was no further growth after just 15 minutes. 

These results imply that the reaction is fast. Although a full kinetic investigation 

was not carried out, it is expected that all step-growth polymerisations reported 

here are rapid. 

4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Retention time (mins)

 PEtOx19-EHA86

 SG1

 SG2

 SG3

 SG4
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Figure 3.7. GPC Chromatograms for SG4 after 15 min (red), 18 h (blue) and 18 h measured 
at a low concentration (black). Samples were measured on a THF GPC. 

3.2.2.2.  Effect of Solvent Composition on CuAAC 

In previous work on the cyclisation of heterotelechelic poly(2-oxazoline)s a 

solvent dependency was observed.18 By changing the solvent composition, it 

was possible to change the proportion of cyclisation to step-growth. To study 

the effect of solvent polarity on the step-growth of the A-B macromonomers in 

this case, four polymer compositions were synthesised utilising a pEtOx25-I 

macroinitiator. The four compositions were pEtOx25-MA7, pEtOx25-MA118, 

pEtOx25-EHA7, and pEtOx25-EHA90. These compositions were selected in 

order to study short and long lengths of polar and non-polar chain extensions. 

Step-growth polymerisation of the polymers was then carried out in several 

different solvent systems to examine the effect of polarity on cyclisation vs. 

step-growth (Figure 3.8.). Tetrahydrofuran (THF) was selected as a base 

solvent, with THF/hexane 4:1 being used to decrease polarity, and 

THF/methanol 4:1 being used to increase polarity.  
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Figure 3.8. GPC chromatograms showing the effect of solvent on the step-growth 
polymerisation of pEtOx25-MA7, pEtOx25-MA118, pEtOx25-EHA7 and pEtOx25-EHA90. All 
reactions were carried out at 50 °C with a polymer concentration of 8 mM and 0.3 equivalents 
of CuBr and PMDETA. All samples were measured on a THF GPC. 

Interestingly, the block composition appears to affect how much of a shift to 

longer retention time occurs when cyclisation is observed. For example, the 

small MA and EHA blocks shows a more significant shift than the longer 

blocks, and MA shows a more significant shift than EHA. Due to the relative 

change in hydrodynamic volume between the cyclic polymer and its linear 

counterpart, the shorter polymers result in a more compact cyclic structure 

with a more pronounced shift to longer retention time. The cyclic structures 

associated with the longer polymers are not so compact and thus have a 

smaller relative shift.  

The GPC chromatograms for SG5-SG16 are also shown in Figure 3.8.  In 

keeping with the results presented earlier (Figure 3.6.), in all cases there is 

cyclisation present as observed from the shift to lower apparent molecular 
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weight (indicated by the dashed line). To begin the discussion on the effect of 

solvent, pEtOx25-MA7 will be considered first. As the solvent polarity decreases 

from THF/methanol 4:1 (SG5) to THF/hexane 4:1 (SG7), the amount of 

cyclisation increases from 41% to 58%.  Both the pEtOx and pMA blocks are 

better solvated in more polar solvents. In less polar solvents, the solvent-

polymer interaction is less favourable, and the polymer chains collapse in 

solution. This results in the α and Ω chain ends of an individual polymer being 

in close proximity to each other, increasing the probability of cyclisation 

compared to step-growth. Indeed, this trend is consistent with other literature 

examples suggesting poor solvation leads to increased cyclisation.18, 39 The 

effect of increasing the solvent polarity beyond 20% methanol was also tested 

on pEtOx25-MA7 (Table 3.1.). The polarity of the solvent was further increased 

from THF/methanol 4:1 to THF/methanol 1:1 (SG5 and SG17, respectively) to 

test the effect on the degree of cyclisation. Nonetheless, SG17 and SG5 

showed very similar amounts of cyclisation indicating that making the solvent 

system more polar than THF/methanol 4:1 does not reduce the cyclisation 

further.  

A macromonomer with a longer methyl acrylate block was also investigated, 

pEtOx25-MA118. The effect of solvent was much less pronounced in this case, 

with both THF/methanol 4:1 (SG8) and 100% THF (SG9) showing 13% 

cyclisation. Once the solvent polarity was decreased to THF/hexane 4:1, the 

amount of cyclisation increased marginally to 18%. The chain length of 

pEtOx25-MA118 is much longer (see discussion below) and the polarity of the 

polymer chain is different. The longer MA block reduces the polarity of the 

chain which causes there to be less solvent dependency. In a similar way to 
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pEtOx25-MA7, pEtOx25-EHA7 was also investigated. However, the effect of 

solvent polarity was the same for pEtOx25-EHA7 as for pEtOx25-MA7 (Figure 

3.8.). SG11, which was carried out in THF/methanol 4:1 had 42% cyclisation, 

which increased to 46% cyclisation in 100% THF (SG12) and then 53% for 

THF/hexane 4:1 (SG13). pEtOx25-EHA90, showed a different trend where 

decreasing the polarity of the solvent appeared to have a minimal effect. In 

THF/methanol 4:1, there was 15% cyclisation (SG14) which subsequently 

reduced to 12% in the non-polar solvent mixture of THF/hexane 4:1 (SG16). 

pEtOx25-EHA90 contains a long EHA block, which is much more hydrophobic 

than the methyl acrylate blocks and so is better solvated by non-polar solvents. 

This trend is not observed for pEtOx25-EHA7 however, because the EHA block 

is much shorter and has less influence over the polymer behaviour in solution 

compared to the longer, more hydrophilic pEtOx block.  

3.2.3. Effect of Block Length on CuAAC 

The effect of 2-oxazoline block lengths was also explored. Generally, it was 

observed that increasing the acrylate block length reduced the amount of 

cyclisation, whilst increasing the 2-oxazoline block length increased the 

amount of cyclisation. One possible reason for these opposing trends is the 

different chemistries of the polymer blocks – the acrylate block has a 

hydrophobic saturated hydrocarbon backbone whilst the 2-oxazoline block is 

a more hydrophilic pseudo-peptide. As the acrylate block length was 

increased, it always resulted in a reduction in the amount of cyclisation when 

the other reaction conditions were fixed (Figure 3.9.).  
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Figure 3.9. (A) GPC chromatograms demonstrating the effect of methyl acrylate block length 
on the degree of cyclisation. (B) GPC Chromatograms demonstrating the effect of 2-ethylhexyl 
acrylate block length on the degree of cyclisation. Red traces are run in the 100% THF solvent 
system, blue traces are run in the 4:1 THF:hexane solvent system. The dashed lines are to 
help the reader observe the shift to longer retention time indicating cyclisation. All samples 
were measured on a THF GPC. 

For example, when the pEtOx25-MAx (x = 7, 67, 118)  polymers underwent 

step-growth in 100% THF, the degree of cyclisation decreased from 48% to 
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22%, and then 13% as the methyl acrylate block was increased from DP7 to 

DP67 and then DP118 (SG6, SG18, SG9) (Figure 3.9.A). This trend was also 

seen when the same polymers underwent step-growth in the non-polar solvent 

system, THF:hexane 4:1. The degree of cyclisation reduced from 58% for 

DP7, to 26% for DP67, and then to 18% for DP118 (SG7, SG19, SG10).   

In the case of the EHA blocks, the trend observed was identical to the MA 

case. When the pEtOx25-(EHA)y (y= 7, 59, 90) macromonomer underwent 

step-growth in 100% THF, the degree of cyclisation reduced from 46% for DP7 

(SG12), to 23% for DP59 (SG20), and finally to 13% for DP90 (SG15). Again, 

this trend was seen when the non-polar solvent mixture was used: DP7 had 

53% cyclisation (SG13), DP60 had 22% cyclisation (SG21), and DP90 had 

12% cyclisation (SG16) (Figure 3.9.B). Given the results obtained, it is likely 

that there is an acrylate block length dependency on the step-growth of these 

macromonomers. Moreover, the same trends were observed regardless of 

solvent ruling out a polarity effect. It should be noted that in previous work 

utilising purely heterotelechelic pEtOx25, step-growth polymerisation via 

CuAAC in THF led to no cyclisation at all.18 In these results, by adding a short 

poly(acrylate) block, cyclisation occurs with a wt% of 46-48%. Although the 

previous work utilised a higher polymer concentration, this does not account 

for the high weight percentages observed here. Therefore, it suggests that this 

system has an overall increased tendency to cyclise due to the addition of the 

acrylate block. 

As well as studying the effect of acrylate length, the effect of 2-oxazoline block 

length was investigated. For this, two separate block lengths were 

synthesised, pEtOx25-I and pEtOx40-I. To study the effect of macroinitiator 
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length, both macroinitiators were chain extended with MA by a DP of ~70. 

When the CuAAC was carried out in 100% THF, the degree of cyclisation 

marginally increased from 22% (SG18) to 24% (SG22) when the macroinitiator 

length was increased from DP25 to DP40 respectively. This trend was also 

observed when the CuAAC was carried out in THF/hexane 4:1 (SG19 and 

SG23) which showed an increase from 26% cyclisation for SG19 to 35% 

cyclisation for SG23. The results here suggest that a macromonomer with a 

higher proportion of pEtOx in the backbone cyclises more favourably, 

particularly in more non-polar solvent. This is likely due to the difference in 

polarity of the backbones of the two polymer types. The quasi-peptoid nature 

of the poly(2-oxazoline) backbone is likely to favour solvation in more polar 

solvents and so will collapse in on itself in non-polar solvents. This reduces 

the distance between the chain ends promoting cyclisation over step-growth. 

3.2.4. Effect of CuBr Concentration on CuAAC 

Previous work synthesised telechelic poly(2-oxazoline)s that could undergo 

CuAAC and form cyclic and step-growth polymers.18, 22 Furthermore, various 

factors affecting the ratio of step-growth to cyclisation were investigated, 

including the equivalents of copper used. For simple homopolymers of 2-

oxazolines, it was demonstrated that a 6-fold increase in copper concentration 

resulted in an increase in the amount of cyclisation from 34% to 53%.18 To 

investigate the effect of copper on the step-growth polymers synthesised in 

this study, the polymerisation was carried out with the amount of copper 

ranging from 0.15 to 1.2 equivalents. Note that the equivalents of ligand were 

also increased proportionally. The GPC plots can be seen in Figure 3.10. In 

general, the copper concentration had minimal effect on the degree of 
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cyclisation vs. step-growth. However, one notable outlier is SG25 which 

showed a significant decrease in the amount of cyclisation (14%) compared to 

SG18, SG26, and SG27 which corresponds to the trend seen in previous study 

on telechelic poly(2-oxazoline)s,18 however the reason why SG25 showed a 

reduction in cyclisation is not clear. 

 

Figure 3.10. Effect of different number of equivalents of copper on the step-growth 
polymerisation of (A) pEtOx25-MA7  (B) pEtOx25-MA67 (C) pEtOx25-EHA60 (D) pEtOx40-EHA67. 
All the reactions were carried out in 100% THF with a polymer concentration of 8 mM. Samples 
were measured on a THF GPC. 

Previously it was postulated that an excess of copper beyond the catalytic 

amount required for the CuAAC can coordinate to the 2-oxazoline backbone 

and thus increases cyclisation. For this reason, it could be expected that 

changing the 2-oxazoline block length might have an effect on the amount of 
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cyclisation. However, no obvious effect was observed in this study (Figure 

3.10.B,D) Nonetheless, the step-growth was shown to be consistent at a range 

of copper concentrations, and effective even at copper amounts as low as 0.15 

equivalents, highlighting this robust method to obtain multiblock polymers via 

CuAAC. 

3.2.5. Maximising Step-Growth and Cyclisation 

To maximise cyclisation, the longer DP40 oxazoline block was used with a 

short MA block as these were shown to promote cyclisation. Ideally, the 

solvent polarity should be decreased with the addition of hexane as this was 

shown to increase cyclisation, however the polymer (SG33) was not soluble 

due to the polarity of the polymer blocks. Nonetheless, at a polymer 

concentration of 38 mg/mL in 100% THF, there was 51 wt% cyclisation. 

Decreasing the polymer concentration further to 19 mg/mL resulted in 58% 

cyclisation, the joint highest of the entire set analysed here, and the highest 

wt% of cyclic material of any CuAAC reaction performed here in purely THF. 

To maximise the amount of step-growth, factors that were found to be 

conducive for step-growth were combined. These were: high polymer 

concentration, the shorter oxazoline block, the longest MA block, and also the 

most polar solvent. These conditions were combined for SG34, which had an 

overall step-growth of 92 wt%. Unfortunately, the concentration could not be 

increased further for comparison to SG3 and SG4 because the polymer was 

not sufficiently soluble. 
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3.2.6. Advanced GPC Analysis 

So far, the analysis that has been carried out only provides an indication of the 

amount of cyclisation present. It does not account for the associated stunted 

step-growth observed (e.g. SG5). When the polymer chains undergo 

cyclisation the stoichiometric balance of end-groups is preserved, however, 

the concentration of reactive end groups decreases. Therefore, one possible 

explanation of the stunted step-growth is a system that grows and then 

cyclises such that a macrocyclic structure results. This seems logical given 

that steps taken to promote cyclisation are likely to affect the whole system.  

Such an outcome of macrocyclisation is not necessarily negative given that 

large macrocyclic polymers would be expected to have different physical and 

solutional properties compared to a linear equivalent. Nevertheless, it is 

important to understand what structures are being formed in the reaction for 

any future application. 

To investigate the structures of the polymers, advanced GPC was utilised 

(Figure 3.11.). Specifically, viscosity measurements can give information on 

the structure of a polymer given that a cyclic polymer always has a lower 

intrinsic viscosity (IV) than its linear equivalent.26 Even in the best step-growth 

case, a monocyclic peak is present which can act as reference. This peak is 

known to be cyclic as evidenced by the shift to lower apparent molecular 

weight. In the cases where step-growth and larger cyclic structures are 

present, the viscosity will be a weighted average of the species.  
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Figure 3.11. Mark-Houwink plots overlaid with the distribution for (A) SG3, (B) SG11, (C) 
SG8, (D) SG5 and (E) SG25. Samples were measured on a chloroform GPC. 

Figure 3.11. shows the Mark-Houwink plots for SG3, SG11, SG8, SG5 and 

SG25 which have been overlaid with the distribution data. By overlaying 

intrinsic viscosity with the GPC chromatogram, analysis is simpler as changes 

in viscosity can easily be attributed to different sections of the GPC 

chromatogram. Consider SG3 and SG11 which were synthesised from 

macromonomers with similar pEtOx blocks but with different length EHA 

blocks (86 for SG3, 7 for SG11). As discussed previously, these polymers 
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have a different proportion of cyclisation to step-growth. In the case of SG3 a 

drop in intrinsic viscosity is observed which corresponds to the cyclic peak. 

The intrinsic viscosity then rises and increases proportionally  with the 

molecular weight up to log6 Da. Given the shift to lower apparent molecular 

weight the cyclisation is confirmed with the rest of the material appearing to be 

predominately step-growth. The drop in IV after log6 Da could be evidence of 

further cyclisation at high molecular weight, however the concentration of 

polymeric species at the extremities of the Mark-Houwink plots is low and so 

signal noise is a significant factor. Conversely, SG11 had a much higher 

proportion of cyclic material. Given that the lower molecular weight peak is 

cyclic material a significant change in gradient would be expected to occur (as 

seen for SG3) upon step-growth. However, as can be seen from Figure 3.11.B 

the gradient through the entirety of the Mark-Houwink plot is very similar. This 

data highly suggests that the material is not exclusively step-growth but also 

macromonomers that have undergone step-growth and then cyclisation. This 

possibility has been described in the literature previously to account for stunted 

step-growth observed in other similar systems.18, 40-42 

In a similar way, looking at SG8 and SG5 the same behaviour is observed 

(Figure 3.11.C, D). Here the EHA blocks were replaced with similar length MA 

blocks. SG8 had less cyclisation and shows a change in gradient in the Mark-

Houwink plot consistent with the formation of primarily step-growth products 

whereas SG5 does not show this change of gradient. As discussed above, this 

indicates the formation of larger cyclic structures. SG25 had a similar starting 

macromonomer to that of SG5 and SG8, but with a MA block length in 

between. Despite the relatively low level of cyclisation observed, the Mark-
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Houwink plot suggests that cyclic product is almost exclusively obtained. 

Overall, the data obtained suggests that when cyclisation is promoted, larger 

cyclic structures are also promoted. Given the results of SG25, it appears likely 

that there is a pEtOx-acrylate composition at which step-growth is the 

predominant species, although more work would be needed to confirm this. 

These findings would probably apply to other similar polymer systems of this 

type that aim to synthesise cyclic polymers via intramolecular cyclisation of 

telechelic polymers using click chemistry, however, a detailed study would be 

required to investigate this further. 

3.2.7. Aqueous Self-Assembly 

Finally, the aqueous self-assembly of selected polymers, SG9, SG6, SG12 

and SG15 was analysed by dynamic light scattering (DLS) and transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM). It should be noted that the TEM images were 

carried out by James Lefley of the Becer group. SG9 is similar to SG8 in that 

it has a DP25 EtOx block and a long DP118 MA block and is expected to be 

comprised of predominately step-growth species. As observed from the TEM, 

self-assembly is observed (Figure 3.12.A) with the formation of stomatocyte-

like nanoparticles. The average size of the particles was found to be 80.6 ± 

21.0 nm which is in good agreement with the dynamic light scattering obtained 

size of 85 ± 17 nm (Figure 3.12.E). The large range of sizes is to be expected 

given the disperse nature of the polymer giving rise to a range of chain lengths 

and compositions. Given the long hydrophobic acrylate block and the short 2-

oxazoline block this behaviour is expected. Conversely SG6, which is 

analogous to SG5 in that it has a DP25 EtOx block and a short DP7 MA block, 

and the polymer is likely to be exclusively cyclic with chains that have grown 
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and then cyclised. In the TEM images obtained (Figure 3.12.B), there is 

extensive aggregation which is supported by DLS (Figure 3.12.E). The 

absence of self-assembly was expected given the very short acrylate block 

and hydrophilicity of pEtOx.  

 

Figure 3.12. TEM images for (A) SG9, (B) SG6, (C) SG12, (D) SG15, (E) DLS plot for SG9, 
SG6, SG12 and SG15.  

 In addition, the aqueous self-assembly behaviour of the EHA equivalents to 

SG9 and SG6 (SG12, SG15) was explored. The TEM image for SG12, with 

the short EHA segment, is shown in Figure 3.12.C. In the same way as with 

SG6, there appears to be aggregation. Noting that SG12 is similar to SG11, 

even at higher molecular weights, the polymer would be expected to be 

predominately cyclic. The reasons for aggregation have already been 

described for SG6. Similarly, SG15 with a long EHA block was investigated. 

Despite having an acrylate block length similar to that of SG9, the self-

assembly behaviour was entirely different. In the DLS measurements (Figure 

3.12.E) the polymer was found to have a size of 90 ± 15 nm which was similar 

to SG9, however, in the TEM, no particles were observed. Moreover, the 
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appearance in TEM was characteristic of a film rather than self-assembled 

particles (Figure 3.12.D). The drying process in conventional TEM, as 

opposed to Cryo-TEM, can have an effect on the final structure seen under 

the microscope.43 The self-assembled structures can potentially disassemble 

and/or produce drying artifacts hence why a dried film may have been 

observed. The reason for this behaviour in the DLS, is likely self-assembly due 

to the very hydrophobic nature of the acrylate block. Therefore, there is a fine 

balance to be made with these polymers to generate self-assembled 

structures.  

3.3. Conclusions 

In conclusion, a novel way of making poly(2-oxazoline)-poly(acrylate) multi-

block polymers via CuAAC has been presented. As has been found with 

previous studies, the conditions of the reaction such as solvent composition 

had an influence on the product mix. Herein, a full analysis has been carried 

out attempting to optimise conditions for cyclisation and step-growth, 

achieving 58 wt% and 92 wt% respectively. Interestingly, copper concentration 

was found to have a negligible effect on cyclisation in contrast to exclusively 

poly(2-oxazoline) systems where the effect is dramatic. Moreover, the nature 

of the acrylate used and the length of the acrylate block had a strong effect on 

the resulting cyclic to step-growth mixture with shorter acrylate blocks 

favouring cyclisation. Advanced GPC measurements showed that where 

cyclisation is favoured the resulting high molecular weight species is unlikely 

to be oligomers from step-growth but macrocyclic polymers that have grown 

and then cyclised as has been suggested in the literature previously. Finally, 

polymers with long acrylate blocks show self-assembly behaviour in aqueous 
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media. Future work would involve an in-depth study into the exact nature of 

the species formed in the reaction and the associated self-assembly.  Lastly, 

these polymers appear to have useful mechanical properties such as high 

elasticity and so future work would be to investigate these features. 

3.4. Experimental 

3.4.1. Materials Used 

Anhydrous acetonitrile (99.9%, Acros Organics, extra dry), sodium azide 

(Sigma Aldrich, >99%), N,N-diisopropylethylamine (Sigma Aldrich, >99%), 2-

bromo-2-methylpropionic acid (Sigma Aldrich, 99%), 1,1,4,7,7-

pentamethyldiethylenetriamine (Acros Organics, 98+%), trifluoroethanol 

(Sigma Aldrich, 99%) and 2-ethylhexyl acrylate (Sigma Aldrich, 98%) were all 

used as received.  

2-ethyl-2-oxazoline (Sigma Aldrich, >99%) was distilled over calcium hydride 

prior to use. Propargyl p-toluene sulfonate (Sigma Aldrich, >97%) was distilled 

prior to use. Copper (I) bromide (Sigma Aldrich, 99.99%) was purified by 

stirring overnight in acetic acid followed by filtration and washing with ethanol 

and drying in a vacuum oven.   

Cu(0) wire (Fisher Scientific, 99.99%, 0.25 mm diameter) was activated by 

being placed in 35% hydrochloric acid(aq) for 2 min followed by washing with 

water and acetone. Tris[2-(dimethylamino)ethyl]amine (Me6TREN) was 

synthesised using a published procedure.44  
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3.4.2. Instrument Methods Used 

3.4.2.1.  GPC Measurements 

All GPC chromatograms were measured on an Agilent Technologies 1260 

Infinity instrument fitted with a refractive index detector, a PLgel 5 µm guard 

column and a PLgel 5 µm mixed D column (300 x 7.5 mm). tetrahydrofuran 

(THF) with 2% triethylamine was used as the eluent. Samples were run at 40 

°C with a flow rate of 1 mL min-1 and measured against narrow poly(methyl 

methacrylate) standards. The viscosity GPC measurement of the step-growth 

polymers was carried out at known concentration on an Agilent 1260 Infinity 

II-MDS instrument with two PLgel Mixed-C columns operating in THF with 

0.01% butylated hydroxytoluene. Samples were run at 30 °C with a flow rate 

of 1 mL min-1. The following detectors were used for the analysis of the step-

growth polymer: a refractive index detector and viscometer. Narrow linear 

poly(methyl methacrylate) standards were used to calibrate the instrument (1-

1020 kDa). All samples were left overnight, with stirring, before being filtered 

over 0.2 µm PTFE syringe filters before analysis. 

3.4.2.2.  NMR Measurements 

1H NMR spectroscopy was measured on a Bruker DPX-300 or DPX-400 and 

all samples were measured at either 300 MHz or 400 MHz in CDCl3 at 298 K. 

The resonance signal of residual CHCl3 at 7.26 ppm served as the reference 

peak for chemical shifts. Conversion of the polymers was determined from the 

disappearance of the 2-oxazoline ring peaks at 3.7 and 4.2 ppm. 
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3.4.2.3.  MALDI Measurements 

All MALDI-TOF was performed on a Bruker Autoflex Speed mass 

spectrometer using a nitrogen laser delivering 2 ns pulses at 337 nm with 

positive ion ToF detection performed using an accelerating voltage of 25 kV. 

The matrix used was trans-2-[3-(4-tertbutylphenyl)-2-methyl-2-

propylidene]malonitrile dissolved in tetrahydrofuran and sodium 

trifluoroacetate used as a cationic agent (solution in ethanol). Samples were 

measured in reflective mode and calibrated against poly(methyl methacrylate) 

standards. 

3.4.2.4.  Preparation of Nanoparticles via Direct Injection 

Modified literature procedure.45 6 mg (± 0.1 mg) of polymer was dissolved in 1 

mL extra dry THF (Acros Organics) in a 20 mL scintillation vial charged with a 

stirrer bar and stoppered with a Suba-seal® septum. The polymer/THF 

solution was allowed to stir for 30 minutes before 3 mL of Mili-Q® deionised 

water was added to the vial dropwise using a New Era NE-1000 Syringe Pump 

set to deliver the solution at a rate of 1 mL min-1 from a 5 mL syringe and 

needle. The solution was allowed to stir for 10 minutes before being placed in 

an oil bath set at 30 °C. The Suba-seal was removed and the THF was allowed 

to evaporate. After 4 hours the THF had been removed from the solution. The 

nanoparticle solution was then filtered using a 0.45 µm Nylon syringe filter 

ready for dynamic light scattering and transmission electron microscopy 

analysis. 
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3.4.2.5.  DLS Measurements 

Measurements were carried out on an Anton Paar Litesizer 500 particle size 

analyser. A sample (1 mL) of each nanoparticle solution as described above 

was measured in a Hellma Analytics high precision quartz cell. A 

backscattering measuring angle of 175˚ was used and each sample was 

measured in triplicate. Poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline) refractive index used was 

1.52. 

3.4.2.6.  TEM Measurements 

All nanoparticle solutions were imaged after a negative staining treatment. A 

10 µL aliquot of a nanoparticle solution was drop-casted on a 300-mesh 

carbon-coated copper transmission electron microscopy grid (Agar Scientific, 

Stansted, U.K.). After 3 minutes, excess solution was removed by blotting with 

filter paper before 10 µL of a 0.75% phosphotungstic acid solution was drop-

casted onto the same grid and incubated for 1 minute. Excess stain was 

removed by blotting with filter paper and dried under vacuum before imaging. 

Bright-field transmission electron microscopy imaging was performed on a 

JEOL 2100 Plus Transmission Electron Microscope operated at an 

acceleration voltage of 200 kV. All the images were recorded on a Gatan Orius 

11 megapixel digital camera and at least six areas were analysed. 

3.4.3. Synthesis of pEtOx19-I 

To an oven dried and nitrogen purged microwave vial, 2-ethyl-2-oxazoline 

(EtOx) (4 g, 40.3 mmol, 19 eq) and propargyl p-toluenesulphonate (PropTs) 

(37 µL, 2.12 mmol, 1 eq) were dissolved in acetonitrile (6.1 mL). The resulting 

solution was heated at 100 °C, with stirring, for 45 minutes. After this time, a 
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solution of 2-bromo-2-methylpropionic acid (BMPA) (1.4 g, 8.5 mmol, 4 eq) 

and diisopropylethylamine (DIPEA) (1.4 mL, 8.5 mmol,  4 eq) in acetonitrile (2 

mL) was added to the reaction with the aid of a relief needle. The heating was 

turned off and the mixture left to cool, with stirring, overnight. A sample was 

taken for conversion before the polymer was precipitated into cold diethyl 

ether. The resulting solids were then dissolved in dichloromethane (50 mL), 

washed with water (50 mL), saturated sodium hydrogen carbonate (2 x 50 mL) 

and brine (50 mL). The organic phase was dried over magnesium sulphate, 

filtered and the solvent removed in vacuo to yield the polymer, pEtOx19-I, as 

a yellow solid (Conversion: 99%).  

 A similar approach was taken for the DP25 and DP40 macroinitiators except 

the quantities of reagents were as follows: 

 (DP25)  EtOx (8.0 g, 25.0 eq, 80. 7 mmol), PropTs (0.67 g, 0.55 mL, 1.0 eq, 

3.2 mmol) were dissolved in acetonitrile (12.3 mL). The end-capping solution 

was as follows: DIPEA (5.4 mL, 31 mmol, 10 eq) BMPA (5.2 g, 31 mmol, 10 

eq)  in acetonitrile (5 mL). 

(DP40) EtOx (8.0 g, 50 eq, 80. 7 mmol), PropTs (0.34 g, 0.28 mL, 1.6 mmol, 

1.0 eq) were dissolved in acetonitrile (16 mL). The end-capping solution was 

as follows: DIPEA (2.1 g, 2.83 mL, 16.1 mmol, 10 eq ) BMPA (2.69 g, 16 mmol, 

10 eq)  in acetonitrile (2.5 mL). 
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3.4.4. Chain Extension with EHA 

A typical procedure was as follows:  

pEtOx-I (0.29 g, 0.12 mmol, 1 eq) was dissolved in trifluoroethanol (2.3 mL) 

and 2-ethylhexyl acrylate (EHA) (2.04 g, 11.1 mmol, 93 eq) and Me6TREN (33 

mg, 0.12 mmol, 1 eq) added. The mixture was purged with nitrogen for 30 

minutes before a sample was taken for T0. After purging, 5 cm of hydrochloric 

acid activated Cu(0) wire (0.22 mm) wrapped around a magnetic stirrer bar 

was added and the polymerisation left to proceed, with stirring, for 20 h. A 

sample was taken for conversion before being precipitated three times in 

acetonitrile (dissolving in the minimum amount of THF for precipitations 2 and 

3) to yield pEtOx-PEHA as a colourless semi-solid and used in the subsequent 

step as obtained (Conversion: 92%). 

For the quantities used for the other polymers, see Table 3.2. 

3.4.5. Chain Extension with MA 

A typical procedure was as follows: 

pEtOx-I (0.5 g, 0.19 mmol, 1 eq) and methyl acrylate (MA) (2.40 g, 27.9 mmol, 

150 eq) were dissolved in dimethylformamide (DMF) (2.4 mL). A stock solution 

of 20.8 mg Cu(II)Br dissolved in DMF (1 mL) was prepared, of which 0.1 mL 

(Cu(II)Br 2.08 mg, 0.009 mmol, 0.05 eq) was added to the pEtOx-I reaction 

mixture. The reaction mixture was then purged with nitrogen for 30 minutes 

before Me6TREN (6.9 mg, 8 µL, 0.16 eq) was added. 5 cm of hydrochloric acid 

activated Cu(0) wire was wrapped around a magnetic stirrer bar which was 

then added to the reaction solution and a sample taken for T0. The 
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polymerisation was left for 4.5 hours before a sample taken for conversion. 

The polymer was then precipitated into ice cold diethyl ether 3 times to yield 

the polymer as a colourless solid, which was then used as obtained. 

For the quantities used for the other polymers, see Table 3.2. 

Table 3.2. Quantities of reagents used for chain extensions with MA and EHA. 

Polymer 
Macroinitiator Acrylate Me6TREN Cu(II)Br Solvent Reaction 

time 
(hrs) type (g) (mmol) (eq) type (g) (mmol) (eq) (mg) (mmol) (eq) (mg) (mmol) (eq) type (mL) 

P1 DP19 1 0.48 1 EHA 8.32 45.2 100 106 0.46 1  -  -  - TFE 9.4 26 

P2 DP25 1 0.37 1 MA 0.64 7.5 20 13.8 0.06 0.16 4.2 0.02 0.05 DMF 0.5 0.5 

P3 DP25 0.5 0.19 1 MA 2.41 28.0 150 6.9 0.03 0.16 2.1 0.01 0.05 DMF 1 4.5 

P4 DP25 1 0.37 1 EHA 0.69 3.7 10 13.8 0.06 0.16 4.2 0.02 0.05 IPA 0.7 9 

P5 DP25 0.5 0.19 1 EHA 3.85 20.9 112 43.0 0.19 1  -  -  - TFE 3.5 18 

P6 DP25 1 0.37 1 MA 2.73 31.7 85 13.8 0.06 0.16 4.2 0.02 0.05 DMF 2.7 3 

P7 DP25 0.5 0.19 1 EHA 2.41 13.1 70 43.0 0.19 1  -  -  - TFE 2 9 

P8 DP40 0.5 0.12 1 MA 0.88 10.2 85 4.4 0.02 0.16 1.3 0.01 0.05 DMF 0.9 2.5 

P9 DP40 1 0.24 1 EHA 2.96 16.1 67 55.2 0.24 1  -  -  - TFE 3 18 

P10 DP40 1 0.24 1 MA 0.21 2.4 10 8.8 0.04 0.16 2.3 0.01 0.05 DMF 0.6 2 

 

Table 3.3. Acrylate monomer conversions for polymers P1-P10. 

Polymer 
Monomer Eq 

T0
a 

Conversion (%)b 
 

P1 100 86  

P2 18 40  

P3 134 88  

P4 11 67  

P5 103 87  

P6 79 86  

P7 67 90  

P8 78 93  

P9 68 88  

P10 10 70  
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3.4.6. Bromo-Azide Exchange  

The precipitated polymer (2.5 g, 0.20 mmol, 1 eq) after the chain extension 

step was dissolved in acetone (7 mL) and DMF (15 mL). Sodium azide (130 

mg, 2.0 mmol, 10 eq) was then added and the reaction mixture was stirred at 

50 °C overnight. During this reaction step, a colour change from colourless to 

pale yellow/green was observed. After this time, the polymer solution was 

diluted in THF and the now insoluble excess sodium azide was removed by 

centrifugation. The solvent was then removed in vacuo and the polymer dried 

prior to CuAAC. 

3.4.7. Step-Growth via CuAAC 

A typical procedure was as follows:  

pEtOx-PEHA macromonomer (100 mg) was dissolved in THF (0.8 mL) and 

purged with nitrogen for 15 minutes. Separately in a nitrogen purged vial, CuBr 

(2.6 mg) and 1,1,4,7,7-pentamethyldiethylenetriamine (PMDETA) (8 µL) were 

dissolved in THF (5.2 mL). 0.2 mL of this stock solution such that the CuBr 

and PMDETA were both 0.3 equivalents with respect to the pEtOx-PEHA 

macromonomer was then added to the reaction and the reaction was heated, 

with stirring, at 50 °C for 16 h. For the quantities for the other polymers, see 

Table 3.1. 
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4.1. Introduction 

Gene delivery is one of the most novel and exciting techniques for the 

conveyance of therapeutics and vaccinations at present.1 For example, 

ribonucleic acid (RNA) vaccines were used extensively against the SARS-

CoV-19 pandemic with great effect.2 Theoretically, RNA vaccines could be 

used to provide protection against a wide range of infectious diseases 

including  Influenza,3 Rabies,4 Human immunodeficiency virus,5 and Ebola.6  

RNA vaccines have several advantages over traditional vaccines that use 

direct injection of antigens or deactivated viruses. Traditional vaccines require 

large scale bioreactors that grow batches of cells which then produce the virus 

or antigen protein, in a costly and time-consuming process. For RNA vaccines, 

the RNA is produced synthetically and then combined with a delivery vehicle. 

Lipid nanoparticles (LNPs) are typically used to deliver RNA vaccines, 

although the stability and storage of LNPs can be problematic.7 Another issue 

is that the general population experience side effects to the RNA vaccines due 

to an innate ability to detect RNA, and so minimising the amount of RNA 

injected is currently of interest.8 One method of reducing the payload of RNA 

required is to use self-amplifying RNA (saRNA). As well as encoding the 

antigen, saRNA also encodes a replicase protein that can replicate the original 

strand of injected RNA, and thus amplify protein expression.9 Nonetheless, 

one of the problems with saRNA is that it is much larger than mRNA and is 

more difficult to deliver.10 Several different nanocarriers have been used to 

deliver RNA effectively, including LNPs,11 cationic polymers,12 dendrimers,13 

and nanofibre-type materials.14 
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Regarding polyplexes, various polymers have been extensively studied 

including poly(ethylene imine) (PEI),15 poly(2-oxazoline)s,16 poly(ethylene 

glycol),17 and peptides.18 Amongst the different polymers tested, PEI is 

generally viewed as the optimal transfection agent.19 PEI is synthesised via 

either the ring opening polymerisation of aziridine,20 or the hydrolysis of linear 

poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline).21 Nonetheless, both of these methods have the 

disadvantages of an associated lack of control which results in uncertainty 

about the exact polymeric structure, and PEI has been shown to have toxicity 

issues.22 Partially hydrolysed poly(2-oxazoline)s have also been used for RNA 

delivery,23 but again, this method is imprecise and does not allow for the 

formation of complex structures such as defined, functionalised, cationic block 

polymers. These well-controlled cationic poly(2-oxazoline) structures may 

show a selective targeting  ability for certain cell types, which is of interest as 

it can be used to reduce the amount of RNA required to produce a response. 

Indeed, it has been demonstrated that complex poly(2-oxazoline) 

architectures such as graft copolymers are able to selectively target different 

types of liver cell.24 

Lectins are proteins that regulate biological processes such as cell recognition 

and intracellular communication.25, 26 They achieve this by binding to glycans 

such as oligosaccharides on the surface of cells and viruses, and play an 

important role in human disease.27 Since lectins bind sugars, glycopolymers 

can be used to target specific cells for applications such as drug delivery.28 

Indeed, the type of sugar used and its spatial configuration in relationship to 

the polymer backbone have been shown to be able to influence the lectin 

selectivity.29 Furthermore, poly(2-oxazoline)s decorated with sugar moieties 
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have been demonstrated to be effective at targeting specific cells.30 

Nonetheless, the synthetic route used in this case limits the polymer 

architecture to random copolymers which reduces the polymer definition and 

can impact lectin selectivity. Interactions with lectins are greatly enhanced by 

the so-called ‘glycocluster effect’ where large numbers of carbohydrates in 

close proximity have a multivalency effect.31  Therefore, a method combining 

charged poly(2-oxazoline)s with sugars in a manner that enables access to 

more complex architectures such as blocks is highly desirable.  

In this chapter, a library of poly(2-oxazoline)s was synthesised by combining 

three discrete monomer types. 2-ethyl-2-oxazoline (EtOx), 2-butenyl-2-

oxazoline (butenylOx), and a protected amine oxazoline (BocAmineOx) were 

combined in various ratios. The butenylOx was then used to attach acetylated 

glucose units via a thiol-ene reaction. The glucose units were then 

deacetylated to yield the unprotected glucose (GluOx), followed by the 

deprotection of the BocAmineOx resulting in a cationic amine (AmineOx). 

(Scheme 4.1.). Using these monomers, various statistical copolymers and 

block copolymers were synthesised in order to study the effect of polymer 

structure on saRNA transfection efficiency in different cell types. The aims 

here were firstly to demonstrate good transfection ability, and secondly to 

investigate potential for targeted delivery to specific cell types. Firstly, the 

polyplexes were characterised by dynamic light scattering (DLS), then each 

polymer was tested at different N/P ratios to investigate the best ratio for 

transfection. The N/P ratio is the ratio of positively charged nitrogen atoms on 

the polymer chain to negatively charged phosphate groups on the genetic 

material. Next, the polymer encapsulation efficiencies were examined using a 
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RiboGreen assay, and their transfection efficiency and toxicity were tested in 

various cell lines including HEK293T/17 (human embryonic kidney cells), 

HeLa (immortalised epithelial cells), hSkMC (human skeletal muscle cells), 

and THP-1 (human monocytic cells).  

 

Scheme 4.1. Overall scheme for glycosylated cationic poly(2-oxazoline) synthesis, and the 
four general polymer structures synthesised herein. 

4.2. Results and Discussion 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, many poly(2-oxazoline)s are regarded as being 

non-toxic and this is one of the main reasons for the intensive research into 

them currently.32-34 They can be water soluble and exhibit stealth-like 

behaviour in the body, meaning they can circulate in the body whilst remaining 

undetected by the immune system.24, 35 Furthermore, the versatility of poly(2-

oxazoline)s allows for a wide range of R groups that can be used for various 

applications. In this study, the two main R groups used were a positively 
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charged quaternary amine for polyplex formation with negatively charged 

RNA, and a glucose moiety intended for targeted delivery of the polyplexes. 

These were combined with EtOx in order to aid water solubility. A small library 

of polymers containing these 2-oxazolines in various configurations was 

synthesised, and they were compared for transfection efficiency.  

In Table 4.1, the synthesised polymers used in this study can be seen. P1-P3 

are statistical copolymers of various compositions of EtOx and AmineOx. P4-

P6 are block polymers of various length of EtOx and AmineOx. P7 and P8 are 

statistical polymers of EtOx, GluOx, and AmineOx. Finally, P9 and P10 are 

block polymers, with the first block being a random combination of EtOx and 

GluOx, with the second block being purely AmineOx. 

Table 4.1. Summary of polymers used for transfection studies, along with their monomer 
conversions, number average molar masses (Mn(GPC)), dispersity (Đ), and encapsulation 
efficiency (EE). 

Entry Polymer Structure 
EtOx 

Conv. 
(%) (DP)a 

BocAmineOx 
conv. 

(%) (DP)a 

ButenylOx 
conv. 
(DP)a 

Mn(GPC)  

(kDa)b 

Mn(theor.)   
(kDa)b Đ 

EE 
(%)c 

P1 p(EtOx70/AmineOx11) >99 (70) 90 (11) - 6.6 9.1 1.31 14 

P2 p(EtOx95/AmineOx10) >99 (95) 90 (10) - 7.3 11.4 1.23 19 

P3 p(EtOx90/AmineOx10) >99 (90) >99 (10) - 10.1 11.0 1.11 14 

P4 p(EtOx)40-b-P(AmineOx)10 >99 (40) >99 (10) - 4.9 5.2 1.31 93 

P5 p(EtOx)60-b-P(AmineOx)10 >99 (60) >99 (10) - 6.2 8.2 1.34 85 

P6 p(EtOx)80-b-P(AmineOx)18 >99 (80) 87 (18) - 10.5 11.7 1.13 95 

P7 p(EtOx52/AmineOx10/GluOx9) >99 (52) >99 (10) 90% (9) 13.4 12.0 1.39 31 

P8 p(EtOx27/AmineOx9/GluOx27) >90 (27) 90 (9) 90% (27) 13.7 17.7 1.73 30 

P9 p(EtOx56/GluOx9)-b-AmineOx5 >99 (56) 60 (5) >99% (9) 12.6 11.1 1.23 64 

P10 p(EtOx53/GluOx10)-b-AmineOx10 >99 (53) 83 (10) >99% (10) 15.0 12.2 1.35 93 

aAs measured by 1H NMR Spectroscopy 
bAs measured by GPC compared to poly(methyl methacrylate) standards 
cEncapsulation efficiency, calculated using a RiboGreen Assay. 
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4.2.1. Polymer Analysis 

GPC traces were measured for each stage of the polymerisation, and these 

can be seen in Figure 4.1. The statistical polymers P1-P3 show a single trace 

that is representative of the polymer at Tfinal. Overall, the statistical polymers 

were well-controlled, although there is some tailing to low molecular weight 

which could be due to a column interaction effect from the BocAmineOx. For 

the block polymers P4-P6, two GPC traces can be seen, representing the first 

polymer block (black), followed by the sequential addition of the second 

BocAmineOx block (red). The second block addition appears to have been 

successful in each case as a clear shift in the GPC is evident. Both sides of 

the GPC peak shift equally providing evidence that termination events are 

minimal. It should be noted that once the BocAmineOx was deprotected, the 

polymer was no longer soluble in THF and so this GPC trace could not be 

overlaid. The sugar addition can be seen by the blue traces in P7-P10. In each 

case, a high molecular weight shoulder can be observed which is thought to 

be due to polymer-polymer coupling via the double bonds. The reason for this 

is not clear, however the sugar addition required UV radiation and a 

photoinitiator which could result in some undesired radical reactions resulting 

in polymer-polymer coupling, despite a large excess of the thio-glucose being 

used (5 eq).  
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Figure 4.1. GPC traces of all non-glycosylated polymers. Red traces indicate addition of the 
second block. All samples were measured on a THF GPC. 
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Figure 4.2. GPC traces of all glycosylated polymers. Red traces indicate addition of the 
second block, blue traces indicate addition of the acetylated glucose. All samples were 
measured on a THF GPC. 

As well as GPC, 1H nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy was 

used to monitor each stage of the polymer formation, and the 1H NMR spectra 

of each transformation for P7 can be seen in Figure 4.3. For the other 

polymers, the 1H NMR spectra can be seen in Figure 4.12. and Figure 4.13. 

(4.4. Additional Data). The monomer conversion was monitored by the 

disappearance of the 2-oxazoline ring protons between 3.5 and 4.5 ppm (red 

dashed box). Sugar addition was monitored by disappearance of the 

butenylOx double bond peak at 5.7 ppm (green dashed box). Removal of the 

boc protecting group was monitored by disappearance of the singlet peak at 
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1.4 ppm (blue dashed box), and removal of the acetyl protecting groups was 

monitored by disappearance of the multiplet at 2.0 ppm (gold dashed box).  

 

Figure 4.3. 1H NMR spectra of each transformation for the glycosylated polymer P7. Key peak 
disappearances are highlighted by the coloured dashed boxes. Spectra were measured using 
CDCl3 as the solvent. 

To investigate the composition of the copolymers P1, P2, and P3, kinetic 

studies were performed. The kinetic plots can be seen in Figure 4.4.A. The 

first order plots show no deviation from the linear lines of best fit indicating that 

there are negligible termination events and that initiation is fast. Furthermore, 

the plot of molecular mass (Mn(GPC)) vs. conversion is linear, showing the 

absence of any chain-chain coupling reactions or chain transfer.  The reactivity 

ratios for both monomers were calculated from the apparent propagating rate 

(kp,app) derived from the first order kinetic plot for each monomer. The different 

reactivity ratios of the two monomers (0.65 for BocAmineOx/EtOx and 1.53 for 

EtOx/BocAmineOx) show that a statistical polymer has likely been formed. For 

the terpolymers P7 and P8, the same trend is seen. The reactivities of the 

butenylOx and EtOx are similar, whilst the BocAmineOx again polymerises 

slower and so a statistical polymer is likely formed. The polymerisation is 
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reasonably well-controlled with Đ of the final polymer being ~1.4, and no 

evidence of termination, chain transfer, or polymer coupling reactions can be 

observed.  

 

Figure 4.4. (A) Kinetic of EtOx and BocAmineOx. Conditions: Initiated with propargyl tosylate. 
Carried out at a concentration of 4 M. Conditions: Solvent was acetonitrile:dimethylacetamide 
1:1 vol/vol, run at 120 °C (B) kinetic of EtOx, BocAmineOx, and butenylOx. Conditions: the 
initiator was propargyl tosylate. Carried out at a concentration of 4 M. Solvent was MeCN, run 
at 100 °C. 

4.2.2. Optimising the N/P Ratio 

It must be noted that the encapsulation efficiency, cell transfection, and cell 

viability experiments were carried out by Beatriz Dias Barbieri from the 

Shattock group at Imperial College London. In Figure 4.5. various N/P ratios 

were tested from 0.5 to 50. These values were derived from the ratio of 

polymer concentration to RNA concentration in solution, and do not indicate 

the optimal N/P ratio to prevent an excess of polymer being used. Initially, the 

size, polydispersity index and zeta potentials of each polyplex were measured 

by DLS (Figure 4.5.).  In general, the polyplexes were smaller at higher N/P 

ratios, and the zeta potentials were much closer to neutral. Ideally, the polyplex 
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size should be around 100-300 nm as particles smaller than this are quickly 

eliminated by renal excretion and larger particles are taken up by 

monomolecular phagocytic cells.36 The zeta potential is important as it affects 

polyplex stability can prevent aggregation.  For an N/P ratio of 20, the polyplex 

sizes were amongst the smallest with the lowest dispersity, and their zeta 

potentials were positive compared to the other ratios. Interestingly, the 

glycosylated polymers were smaller and had lower dispersity than the non-

glycosylated polymers. One obvious outlier to this trend was P8, which 

although glycosylated, formed abnormally large particles. 

For the non-glycosylated polymers (P1-P6), the statistical copolymers P1-P3 

generally formed larger, more disperse particles than the block polymers (P4-

P6), and at higher N/P ratios (20,50) the block polymers had higher zeta 

potentials. For the glycosylated polymers, the block polymers (P9 and P10) 

were smaller than the statistical polymers (P7 and P8), especially at high N/P 

ratios. P8 had the highest zeta potential of all the polymers and formed the 

largest particles of all the polymers tested, however the reason for these 

features is not clear. Lastly, for the glycosylated block polymers, P10 had 

higher zeta potential values when compared to P9. This can be attributed to 

having twice the amount of positively charged units in the polymer (5 per 

polymer for P9, 10 per polymer for P10). 
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Figure 4.5 (A) particle sizes of non-glycosylated polymers P1-P6 (B) particle sizes of 
glycosylated polymers P7-P10 (C) zeta potentials of non-glycosylated polymers P1-P6 (D) 
zeta potentials of glycosylated polymers P7-P10 (E) PDI of non-glycosylated polymers P1-P6 
(F) PDI of glycosylated polymers P7-P10. 

Next, the transfection efficiency was measured at each N/P ratio for all the 

polymers (Figure 4.6.). Here, polyplexes were formed with saRNA that 

encoded the firefly luciferase enzyme. Firefly luciferase bioluminesces and 

can be used as a proxy for transfection efficiency as the amount of 

luminescence can be used to quantify transfection.  Improved transfection was 

observed with higher N/P ratios, however the non-glycosylated statistical 

polymers (P1-P3) performed poorly across the whole N/P ratio, with minimal 
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transfection observed. The block polymers P4-P6 had much higher 

transfection efficiencies, showing the effect of polymer architecture on 

transfection efficiency. These polymers have a higher concentration of 

charged species at one terminus of the polymer, as opposed to the statistical 

polymers which have the charged species distributed throughout the polymer 

which could explain the improved transfection seen. Indeed, a correlation 

between increased charge density on the polymer and improved transfection 

has already previously been established.23 Within the subset of non-

glycosylated block polymers, transfection improved with increasing polymer 

size, with P6 performing better at low N/P ratios compared to P5, and P5 

performing better than P4 at low N/P ratios. 

 For the statistical glycosylated polymers, P8 had improved transfection 

compared to P7 at higher N/P ratios, whilst also having a higher glucose 

content. Comparing the effect of block polymer vs. statistical glycosylated 

polymer, P10 performed slightly better than P7 at lower N/P ratios, but they 

were similar at higher N/P ratios. Comparison of P7 and P10 is important 

because they have the same quantities of EtOx, AmineOx, and GluOx, but 

P10 has the charged AmineOx groups in a block structure whilst they are 

statistically distributed for P7. Doubling the charged block length from 5 to 10 

(P9 to P10) improved transfection at the lower N/P ratios, but at higher N/P 

ratios (20,50) there was minimal difference. Due to these preliminary 

transfection results along with the DLS results, an N/P ratio of 20 was selected 

for future experiments as these polyplexes had suitable sizes and had 

comparable transfection results to an N/P ratio of 50.  
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Figure 4.6. Transfection efficiencies for all polymers at N/P ratios of 0.5, 1, 5, 20, 50. 
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4.2.3. Encapsulation Efficiency of the Polymers 

To measure the encapsulation efficiency of the polymers, a RiboGreen RNA 

assay was performed, the results of which can be seen in Figure 4.7. For the 

assay, a dye that can bind with nucleic acids is mixed with the polyplexes. The 

dye cannot access nucleic acids that are bound within the polyplex and so only 

binds to unbound material. When the dye binds to a nucleic acid, it fluoresces 

strongly and this can be used to quantify the amount of unbound genetic 

material by subtraction from 100%. It should be noted that polymers do not 

‘encapsulate’ per se but form a mesh-like complex with the genetic material. 

For the non-glycosylated statistical polymers (P1-P3), the encapsulation 

efficiency was very low with all three polymers having encapsulation 

efficiencies of under 20% (see Table 4.1). The polymer length has only a 

marginal effect on the encapsulation efficiency, with the longer chain (P2) 

having slightly improved encapsulation efficiency compared to P1 and P3. The 

non-glycosylated block polymers (P4-P6) showed considerably better 

encapsulation efficiency than their statistical counterparts, with the 

encapsulation efficiency increasing to over 80% for all three polymers. The 

block structure increases the positive charge density at the chain end, and this 

is likely the reason for the improved encapsulation efficiency. For the 

glycosylated polymers, the same trend was seen between the statistical 

polymers and the block polymers, i.e. the block polymers P9 and P10 

demonstrated better encapsulation than the statistical polymers P7 and P8.  

Interestingly, glycosylation appeared to increase the encapsulation efficiency 

for the statistical polymers slightly as both P7 and P8 showed better 

encapsulation than P1, P2, and P3. P10 had slightly improved encapsulation 
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efficiency compared to P5, which is of similar degree of polymerisation (DP) 

with a similar amount of charged units, but without glycosylation. Lastly, P9 

had much worse encapsulation efficiency than P10, which is due to the much 

shorter charged block length. In order to maximise encapsulation efficiency, 

glycosylated block polymers are ideal, with longer charged blocks showing 

improved encapsulation.  

 

Figure 4.7. Encapsulation efficiency results for all polymers from the RiboGreen Assay. 
Colours are provided to aid in distinguishing between the polymer types. 

4.2.4. Polymer Toxicity Study 

A CellTiter-Glo 2.0 assay test was run to examine cell viability after they had 

been exposed to the different polyplexes (Figure 4.8.). For this assay, cells 

were incubated for 24 hours with the polyplexes, before luciferin was added to 

the cell cultures. Luciferin reacts in the presence of adenosine triphosphate 

(ATP) to form oxyluciferin, which is fluorescent and can be used to quantify 

the amount of ATP. It is important to quantify the amount of ATP as this is a 

direct indicator of active metabolic cells (i.e. living cells). Four separate cell 
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lines were investigated - HEK293T/17, HeLa, hSkMC, and THP-1 lines. 

HEK293T/17 cells are a type of human embryonic kidney (HEK) cells that are 

useful for transfections studies because they are easy to grow and transfect 

with genes, as they have little regulation on RNA expression.37 HeLa cells are 

an immortalised epithelial cell line, whilst hSkMC are human skeletal muscle 

cells, and THP-1 is a monocyte immune cell type. These three cell lines were 

chosen for transfection as they are some of the most common cell types found 

in the human body. Moreover, the cell viability was above 80% for all polymers 

used in all the cell lines. Furthermore, all polymers demonstrated comparable 

cell viability levels to PEI, with improved viability showed particularly for the 

HeLa cells. It should be noted that the polymer concentration for the cell 

viability and cell transfection was low (1 µg/1 mL) and this explains the high 

cell viability of PEI and the polymers tested in this study. For many of the 

polymers in the HeLa and THP-1 cells, the polymers actually showed 

increased cell viability compared to the control, further demonstrating their 

outstanding cell viability. For the HEK293 t/17 cell line, the polymers showed 

excellent cell viability with over 90% of cells surviving in most cases. P6 

showed some reduction in cell viability for this cell line, which may be due to 

the greater number of amine units on the polymer compared to the other 

samples tested. For the HeLa cell line, the polymers showed minimal toxicity, 

with some cell viability results increasing to over 100% demonstrating cell 

growth. There was again a reduction in cell viability for P6, although the cell 

viability was still high for this sample. For the hSkMC cell line, all polymers 

again showed excellent cell viability, however the glycosylated polymers P7-

P9 showed a slight decrease in cell viability compared to the other polymers 
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tested. Finally, the THP-1 macrophage cell line was tested, with all polymers 

showing excellent cell viability, with results demonstrating that around 100% 

of the cells survived exposure to the polymers. 

 

Figure 4.8. Cell viability of different cell lines upon incubation with the polymers for 24 hours, 
as calculated using the CellTiter-Glo 2.0 assay test. Polymer concentration was 1 ng/µL, see 
experimental for cell seeding density. 

4.2.5. Polyplex Transfection in Various Cell Lines 

To explore the effect of structure and glycosylation of the polymers on saRNA 

transfection, transfection efficiency was measured in the various cell lines – 

HEK293T/17, HeLa, hSkMC, and THP-1 (Figure 4.9.). It should be noted that 

the amount of polyplex used was adjusted depending on the encapsulation 

efficiency of the polymer. i.e. P3 required a much higher mass of the polyplex 
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to attain the same level of encapsulated saRNA as, for example, P4. This is 

because the encapsulation efficiency of P3 was much less than for P4. 

 

Figure 4.9. Polyplex efficiency for polymers P1-P10 using the cell lines HEK 293T/17, HeLa, 
hSkMC, and THP-1. Polymer concentration was 1 ng/µL, see experimental for cell seeding 
density. 

Firstly, the transfection efficiency with the HEK 293T/17 was investigated. As 

expected, all polyplexes for this cell line demonstrated higher transfection 

efficiency compared to saRNA, although none performed to the same 

standard as PEI due to the high molecular weight of the PEI used (40 kDa) in 

relation to the synthesised polymers.23 There was not a significant difference 

between the non-glycosylated statistical (P1-P3) and block copolymers (P4-

P6), although much less polyplex was required for P4, P5, and P6 due to their 
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increased encapsulation efficiency. The glycosylated polymers P7, P9, and 

P10 were also comparable to the non-glycosylated polymers, however P8 

showed improved levels of transfection compared to all the other polymers.  

P8 has a higher density of glucose moieties along its backbone compared to 

the other glycosylated polymers, and this is likely the reason why it shows 

improved transfection. It is not clear as to whether this improved transfection 

is due to a lectin binding effect or for some other reason whereby glycosylation 

aids transfection. Further testing is required to elucidate the reason behind this 

improved transfection. For the HEK 293T/17 cell line, heavily glycosylated 

block polymers are likely to lead to the most potent transfection agent as they 

demonstrate the best saRNA expression, whilst the block polymer structure 

allows for more polymer to be encapsulated per polyplex. 

Next, the HeLa cell line was considered. Here, all the polymers performed 

worse than PEI, with some appearing to inhibit the transfection of saRNA. The 

reduction in cell transfection efficiency could be explained by the fact that HeLa 

cells are interferon competent, while HEK cells are not. Interferons are proteins 

that cells express to trigger an immune response when exposed to a pathogen. 

An excess of a type I IFN response may lead to the activation of the eukaryotic 

translation initiation factor 2A, which impairs the activity of eIF2. elF2 is a 

protein that is involved in the initiation phase of translating RNA into the 

corresponding protein. Consequently, if this protein function is impaired, 

mRNA translation and protein synthesis are inhibited (i.e. less fluorescence is 

shown).38, 39 Interestingly, for the non-glycosylated statistical copolymers, an 

increase in polymer length (P1 compared to P2/P3) caused a drastic reduction 

in transfection efficiency of the polymers. The cause of this reduction in 
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transfection may be due to the low charge density on the polymers P2 and P3 

as a consequence of the large amount of EtOx compared to AmineOx. 

Furthermore, the large difference in transfection between P1 and P2 is 

surprising and warrants further investigation. The non-glycosylated block 

copolymers P4, P5, and P6 were comparable to P1, as were the glycosylated 

statistical polymers. Interestingly, the glycosylated block polymers P9 and P10 

did not appear to perform as well as the glycosylated statistical polymers P7 

and P8. The block polymer P9 possesses a very short cationic block and this 

may be the cause of the poor transfection for this sample as it has only a few 

charged units to bind the RNA, however the reason for the reduction in 

transfection for P10 is not clear.  

Continuing from the HeLa cell line, the hSkMC cell line was investigated. 

Overall, the polyplexes performed similarly to saRNA on its own, except for P8 

which showed improved transfection efficiency when compared to saRNA and 

was almost as effective as PEI. This is a promising result considering the 

difference in molecular weight between PEI (40 kDa) and P8 (17.7 kDa). For 

the statistical non-glycosylated polymers, increasing the polymer length 

appeared to improve transfection, although all three polymers (P1-P3) 

performed worse than saRNA. Interestingly, P6 showed much lower 

transfection efficiency than all other polymers for the hSkMC cell line. P6 

contains more charged amine units than all the other polymers, which is a 

potential cause of this observation. Conflictingly, PEI also contains a large 

amount of charged amines along the backbone of the polymer, whilst retaining 

high transfection efficiency. Moreover, the polymers in this series contain 

exclusively primary amines and so increasing the number of primary amines 
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appears to reduce transfection to hSkMC cells. This suggests that charged 

primary amines may prevent transfection to specific types of cell such as 

hSkMC, which warrants further research into how the substituent profile of the 

amine affects transfection. As mentioned, comparing P7 and P10 shows the 

effect of block vs statistical for the glycosylated polymers. There is a clear 

difference between these polymers for the hSkMC line, with P10 

demonstrating much higher transfection than P7. As well as this, reducing the 

charged block length from 10 (P10) to 5 (P9) caused a small reduction in 

transfection. Overall, glycosylation appears to have the biggest impact on 

transfection in skeletal muscle cells for these polymers, as can be seen by P8, 

and there is some evidence to suggest that block polymers improve 

transfection over statistical polymers, particularly for the glycosylated 

polymers. 

The last cell line explored was the THP-1 cells, which typically show a 

significant immune response. Therefore, it was especially important to 

demonstrate promising transfection without drastically reducing the cell 

viability and interfering with their behaviour. Moreover, THP-1 macrophages 

possess a wide range of carbohydrate-binding lectins, and so should be 

sensitive to glycosylated polymers.40 In this cell line, polymers P1-P7 

performed similarly to saRNA i.e. they showed minimal transfection potential. 

P6 showed some better transfection efficiency compared to saRNA however 

there was significant error associated with the sample. Once again, P8 showed 

optimum transfection efficiency within the polymers tested, presumably due to 

the large amount of glycosylation being able to target the THP-1 cells.  

Nonetheless, the other glycosylated polymers P7,P9, and P10 did not perform 
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as well, although these polymers do not have as many glucose units attached 

per polymer chain. It must be noted that it is not clear whether the improved 

transfection of P8 is purely due to glycosylation, or a synergy between the 

glycosylation and charged primary amines.  Although the significantly higher 

amount of glycosylation of P8 shows improved transfection, it is not clear at 

this stage as to whether this is due to a lectin binding interaction or for some 

other reason. Nonetheless, it would be of interest to synthesize more heavily 

glycosylated polymers as there is a clear improvement demonstrated here by 

adding more glucose units. 

Next, the polymers were compared across cell types to examine any potential 

targeting ability. All polymers showed good transfection in the HEK cell line, 

which was expected as the HEK cell line was chosen as it is easy to transfect. 

Therefore, for ease of comparison the HEK cell line was ignored and the 

polymer transfection ability in the other cell types was compared. The 

statistical non-glycosylated polymers P2 and P3 demonstrated better 

transfection in the skeletal muscle cells compared to the THP-1 immune cells 

and the HeLa epithelial cells, whilst the statistical block polymer P6 showed 

improved transfection in the HeLa epithelial cells compared to the skeletal 

muscle cells and THP-1 immune cells. Although the glycosylated polymer P8 

performed well compared to the other polymers in the study across all cell 

lines, it demonstrated the best transfection for the skeletal muscle cells. This 

was also observed for the glycosylated block polymers P9 and P10 which 

showed the best transfection in the skeletal muscle cell line. The individual 

polymers clearly have different transfection efficiencies in the different cell 
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lines, however further work is required to observe whether the targeting 

observed in this study is real. 

4.2.6. Conclusions 

In this chapter, the successful synthesis of charged and glycosylated poly(2-

oxazoline)s was demonstrated. The synthesised polymers were combined 

with saRNA to form polyplexes, which were systematically tested for 

encapsulation efficiency, transfection in various cell lines, and cell viability. The 

polymer structure was shown to be influential over encapsulation efficiency of 

the saRNA, with block polymers showing encapsulation efficiencies of up to 

95%. Furthermore, longer polymers also improved the encapsulation 

efficiency, and glycosylated polymers showed improved encapsulation 

compared to their non-glycosylated counterparts. Interestingly, P8 which has 

the highest number of sugar units on the polymer chain generally had the best 

transfection efficiency in different cell lines, despite having an encapsulation 

efficiency of only 30%. The statistical glycosylated polymers P7 and P8 

performed better in HEK 293 T/17 and HeLa cells, whilst P8 outperformed all 

polymers in the hSkMC and THP-1 cell lines. Clearly the degree of 

glycosylation is a key factor in transfection efficiency. Whilst the difference 

between block and statistical polymers also influenced transfection, it was of 

secondary importance compared to glycosylation. There is some evidence to 

suggest that the polymers can be used to target cells for gene transfection, 

however further work is required to investigate this. Lastly, the polymers 

showed excellent cell viability across all cell lines and were comparative to the 

control. Future work in this area would be to increase the glycosylation of the 

polymers further and to maximize block lengths to increase transfection. 
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Furthermore, evaluating the polymers in mixed cell cultures could be used to 

demonstrate targeted transfection at specific cell types. 

4.3. Experimental 

4.3.1. Polymer Synthesis and Analysis 

4.3.1.1.   Materials Used 

Boc-glycine (98%), N-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-N’-ethylcarbodiimide  (97%), 

4-dimethylaminopyridine  (99%), 2,2-dimethyl-2-phenyl-acetophenone (99%), 

1-Thio-β-D-glucose tetraacetate (97%) Sodium chloride (>99%), 

Tetrahydrofuran (anhydrous), and triethylamine (>99%) were purchased from 

Sigma-Aldrich and used as received. Chloroethylamine.HCl (98%), acetonitrile 

(anhydrous), and hydrochloric acid (37%) were purchased from Fisher 

Scientific and used as received. Trifluoroacetic acid (99%), and 4-pentenoic 

acid (98%) were purchased from Alfa-Aesar and used as received. 

Methyl p-toluenesulphonate (98%) (Fisher Scientific) was distilled prior to use. 

2-ethyl-2-oxazoline (99%) (Fisher Scientific) was stirred over calcium hydride 

for 16 hours before purification by distillation. 

4.3.1.2.  Instrument Methods Used 

4.3.1.2.1. GPC Measurements 

The eluent used was tetrahydrofuran (THF) with 2% triethylamine and 0.01% 

Butylated hydroxytoluene. The Agilent Technologies 1260 Infinity instrument 

was equipped with a refractive index and 308 nm UV detectors, a PLgel 5 μm 

guard column, and a PLgel 5 μm mixed D column (300 × 7.5 mm). Samples 

were run at 1 mL min-1 at 40 °C. Poly(methyl methacrylate) standards (Agilent 
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PMMA calibration kits, M-M-10 and M-L-10) were used for the calibration. 

Before injection (100 μL), the samples were filtered through a PTFE 

membrane with 0.2 μm pore size.  

4.3.1.2.2. NMR Spectroscopy Measurements 

Proton and carbon nuclear magnetic resonance spectra (1H and 13C NMR) 

were measured on a Bruker DPX-300 or DPX-400 and all samples were 

measured at either 300 MHz or 400 MHz in CDCl3 at 298 K. The resonance 

signal of residual CHCl3 at 7.26 ppm served as the reference peak for chemical 

shifts. 

4.3.1.3.  Synthesis of BocAmineOx 

Taken from a literature procedure.41 To a 500 mL round bottomed flask, N-

(tert-Butoxycarbonyl)glycine (10.00 g, 57.1 mmol, 1 eq), chloroethylamine.HCl 

(7.28 g, 62.8 mmol, 1.1 eq), and 4-dimethylaminopyridine (DMAP) (0.697 g, 

5.7 mmol, 0.1 eq) were added along with a magnetic stirrer bar. 

Dichloromethane (DCM) (200 mL) was added, and the reaction was stirred 

under a nitrogen blanket and cooled to 0 °C using an ice bath.  Once the 

reaction mixture had cooled to 0 °C, triethylamine (TEA) (11.55 g, 110 mmol, 

2 eq) was added dropwise. Next, N-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-N’-

ethylcarbodiimide (EDAC) (9.74 g, 62.8 mmol, 1.1 eq) was added dropwise 

and the reaction mixture was allowed to stir overnight. Next, the reaction 

mixture was washed with 0.5 M HCl(aq) (3 x 100 mL), saturated NaHCO3 

solution (3 x 100 mL), distilled water (3 x 100 mL) and brine (2 x 100 mL) 

before being dried over magnesium sulphate. The solvent was removed in 

vacuo to yield the amide intermediate. 
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For the ring closure step to form the 2-oxazoline, potassium hydroxide (4.8 g, 

85 mmol, 1.5 eq) was dissolved in methanol (50 mL). The amide intermediate 

was added to a 100 mL round bottomed flask with a stirrer bar and placed 

under a nitrogen blanket. To this, the methanolic potassium hydroxide solution 

was added slowly, and the reaction mixture was then heated to 50 °C and left 

for 16 hours. The reaction mixture was then filtered, and the residual methanol 

was removed in vacuo. The reaction mixture was then redissolved in DCM 

(100 mL) before being washed with distilled water (3 x 100 mL) and then brine 

(2 x 100 mL) before being dried over magnesium sulphate. The organic solvent 

was the removed in vacuo, before the 2-oxazoline was purified by vacuum 

distillation to yield a white crystalline solid. (overall yield = 70%). NMR spectra 

can be seen in Figure 4.10. 
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Figure 4.10. (A) 1H NMR Spectrum of BocAmineOx (B) 13C NMR spectrum of BocAmineOx. 
Both spectra were measured using CDCl3 as the solvent. 

4.3.1.4.  Synthesis of ButenylOx 

Based on a literature procedure.42 To a 500 mL round bottomed flask, 4-

pentenoic acid (10.00 g, 99.8 mmol, 1 eq), chloroethylamine.HCl (12.74 g, 

109.9 mmol, 1.1 eq), and DMAP (1.22 g, 10.0 mmol, 0.1 eq) were added along 

with a magnetic stirrer bar. DCM (200 mL) was added, and the reaction was 
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stirred under a nitrogen blanket and cooled to 0 °C using an ice bath.  Once 

the reaction mixture had cooled to 0 °C, triethylamine (20.2 g, 199.9 mmol, 2 

eq) was added dropwise. Next, EDAC (17.06 g, 109.9 mmol, 1.1 eq) was 

added dropwise and the reaction mixture was allowed to stir overnight. Next, 

the reaction mixture was washed with 0.5 M HCl(aq) (3 x 100 mL), saturated 

NaHCO3 solution (3 x 100 mL), distilled water (3 x 100 mL) and brine (2 x 100 

mL) before being dried over magnesium sulphate. The solvent was removed 

in vacuo to yield the intermediated amide. 

For the ring closure step to form the 2-oxazoline, potassium hydroxide (8.4 g, 

149.8 mmol, 1.5 eq) was dissolved in methanol (50 mL). The amide 

intermediate was added to a 100 mL round bottomed flask with a stirrer bar 

and placed under a nitrogen blanket. To this, the methanolic potassium 

hydroxide solution was added slowly, and the reaction mixture was then 

heated to 50 °C and left for 16 hours. The reaction mixture was then filtered 

and the residual methanol was removed in vacuo. The reaction mixture was 

then redissolved in DCM (100 mL) before being washed with distilled water (3 

x 100 mL) and then brine (2 x 100 mL) before being dried over magnesium 

sulphate. The organic solvent was the removed in vacuo, before the 2-

oxazoline was purified by vacuum distillation to yield a white crystalline solid. 

(overall yield = 40%). The NMR spectra can be seen in Figure 4.11. 
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Figure 4.11. (A) 1H NMR Spectrum of ButenylOx (B) 13C NMR spectrum of ButenylOx. Both 
spectra were measured using CDCl3 as the solvent. 

4.3.1.5.  Synthesis of Statistical Poly(2-oxazoline) Copolymer (P7) 

To a clean and dry microwave vial, bocAmineOx (0.16 g, 0.8 mmol, 10 eq) 

was added with a stirrer bar, before the flask was sealed and placed under a 

nitrogen atmosphere. To this, butenylOx (0.10 g, 0.8 mmol, 10 eq), 2-ethyl-2-

oxazoline (EtOx) (0.39 g, 0.40 mL, 4.0 mmol, 50 eq), and acetonitrile (0.75 

mL) were added. The reaction mixture was then degassed with nitrogen for 10 
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minutes, before methyl p-toluenesulphonate (PropTs) (14.8 mg, 12.0 µL, 

0.0799 mmol, 1 eq) was added. A sample was taken for T0 before the reaction 

was placed in an oil bath at 100 °C for 100 minutes. Next, a sample was taken 

for Tfinal before the polymer was precipitated twice in diethyl ether.  

The same procedure was followed for polymers P1, P2, P3, and P8. Quantities 

of reagents, reaction times, and monomer conversions can be seen in Table 

4.2. 

4.3.1.6.  Synthesis of p(EtOx)-p(AmineOx) Block Poly(2-oxazoline)s (P4) 

To a clean and dry microwave vial, EtOx (0.495 g, 4.99 mmol, 40 eq), and 

acetonitrile (0.75 mL) were added. The reaction mixture was then degassed 

with nitrogen for 10 minutes, before PropTs (26.0 mg, 0.12 mmol, 1 eq) was 

added. A sample was taken for T0 before the reaction was placed in an oil bath 

at 100 °C for 75 minutes. After this time, bocAmineOx (0.250 mg, 1.24 mmol, 

10 eq) was added to the reaction flask. The reaction flask was then left for a 

further 25 minutes at 100 °C. Next, a sample was taken for Tfinal before the 

polymer was precipitated twice in diethyl ether.  

The same procedure was followed for polymers P5 and P6. Quantities of 

reagents, reaction times, and monomer conversions can be seen in Table 4.2. 

4.3.1.7.  Synthesis of p(EtOx)-r-p(GluOx))-b-p(AmineOx) Block Poly(2-

oxazoline)s (P9) 

To a clean and dry microwave vial, EtOx (0.495 g, 4.99 mmol, 40 eq), 

butenylOx (0.100 g, 0.08 mmol, 10 eq) and acetonitrile (0.75 mL) were added. 

The reaction mixture was then degassed with nitrogen for 10 minutes, before 
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methyl p-toluenesulphonate (MeOTs) (15.0 mg, 0.08 mmol, 1 eq) was added. 

A sample was taken for T0 before the reaction was placed in an oil bath at 100 

°C for 100 minutes. After this time, bocAmineOx (0.160 mg, 0.8 mmol, 10 eq) 

was added to the reaction flask. The reaction flask was then left for a further 

20 minutes at 100 °C. Next, a sample was taken for Tfinal before the polymer 

was precipitated twice in diethyl ether. The polymer then underwent post-

polymerisation to add the glucose (see glycosylation step), before 

deprotection of the bocAmineOx and then deprotection of the glucose. 

The same procedure was followed for polymers P10. Quantities of reagents, 

reaction times, and monomer conversions can be seen in Table 4.2. 

Table 4.2. Quantities of all reagents used for all polymers synthesised in this chapter. 

Polymer initiator 

initiator EtOx BocAmineOx ButenylOx 
concentration 

(M) 

Reaction 
time 

(mins) 
(block 1) 

Reaction 
time 

(mins) 
(block 2) 

Reaction 
Temperature mass 

(g) 
eq 

moles 
(mmol) 

mass 
(g) 

eq 
moles 

(mmol) 
mass 

(g) 
eq 

moles 
(mmol) 

mass 
(g) 

eq 
moles 

(mmol) 

P1 PropTs 0.030 1 0.14 1.000 70 10.09 0.289 10 1.44  -  -  - 4 135  - 100 

P2 PropTs 0.023 1 0.11 1.000 95 10.09 0.213 10 1.06  -  -  - 4 175  - 100 

P3 PropTs 0.024 1 0.11 1.000 90 10.09 0.224 10 1.12  -  -  - 4 170  - 100 

P4 PropTs 0.026 1 0.12 0.495 40 4.99 0.250 10 1.24  -  -  - 4 75 25 100 

P5 PropTs 0.035 1 0.16 1.000 60 10.09 0.337 10 1.68  -  -  - 4 100 20 100 

P6 PropTs 0.053 1 0.25 2.000 80 20.18 1.010 20 5.04  -  -  - 4 135 35 100 

P7 MeOTs 0.015 1 0.08 0.395 50 3.99 0.160 10 0.80 0.100 10 0.80 4 100  - 100 

P8 MeOTs 0.005 1 0.03 0.079 30 0.80 0.053 10 0.27 0.100 30 0.80 4 115  -  100 

P9 MeOTs 0.015 1 0.08 0.395 50 3.99 0.16 10 0.80 0.100 10 0.80 4 100 20 100 

P10 MeOTs 0.015 1 0.08 0.395 50 3.99 0.16 10 0.80 0.100 10 0.80 4 100 20 100 
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4.3.1.8.  Deprotection of BocAmineOx 

The protected polymer was dissolved in DCM (2 mL) and trifluoroacetic acid 

(1 mL) was added to the reaction mixture. The mixture was left to stir overnight 

at room temperature, before the polymer was precipitated in diethyl ether, and 

subsequently dried in vacuo, before being dialysed against a 0.5 M sodium 

chloride solution using 1 kDa cut-off dialysis tubing. 

4.3.1.9.  Addition and Deprotection of Thioglucose to Polymer Chains 

Polymer P9 (100 mg), 2,2-dimethoxy-2-phenylacetophenone (DMPA) (10 mg, 

0.5 eq per butenylOx), and 1-thio-β-D-glucose tetraacetate (59 mg, 2 eq per 

butenylOx) were dissolved in dry THF (0.75 mL). The reaction mixture was 

stirred under UV radiation for 16 hours before precipitation of the polymer in 

diethyl ether.  

For the glucose deprotection, polymer P9 (50 mg) was dissolved in methanol 

(2.5 mL). To this, 2 M sodium methoxide in methanol (0.5 mL) was added, and 

the reaction mixture was stirred at room temperature for 3 hours before 

addition of 1 M HCl to obtain a reaction mixture pH of ~3. The polymer was 

then precipitated in diethyl ether and subsequently dialysed against 0.5 M 

NaCl solution using 1 kDa cut-off dialysis tubing. Quantities of DMPA and 1-

Thio-β-D-glucose tetraacetate used can be found in Table 4.3. 
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Table 4.3. Quantities of 1-thio-β-D-glucose tetraacetate and DMPA used for P7-P10. 

Polymer 

Polymer amount (mg) double 

bonds per 

chain 

mmoles of 

double 

bond 

DMPA sugar 

Mass 

(mg) 

RMM 

(g/mol) 

moles 

(mol) 
Eq mmoles 

mass 

(mg) 
Eq mmoles mass 

P7 100 12,000 8.3E-06 9 0.0001 0.5 0.04 10 5 0.375 138 

P8 100 17700 5.6E-06 27 0.0002 0.5 0.08 20 5 0.763 278 

P9 100 11100 9.0E-06 9 0.0001 0.5 0.04 10 5 0.405 147.5 

P10 100 12200 8.2E-06 10 0.0001 0.5 0.04 11 5 0.410 150 

 

4.3.2. Polyplex Formation and RNA Transfection 

This work was carried out by Beatriz Dias Barbieri from the Shattock Group at 

Imperial College London. Furthermore, these experimental procedures were 

provided by the Shattock group. 

4.3.2.1.  In Vitro Transcription of Self-amplifying mRNA 

Self-amplifying mRNA (saRNA) derived from VEEV alphavirus genome and 

encoding firefly luciferase (fLuc) was prepared by in vitro transcription. pDNA 

was linearised using MluI (New England BioLabs, UK) for 2 h at 37 °C, MluI 

was added again and incubated for another 1 h at 37 °C. Linearisation was 

confirmed by agarose gel electrophoresis. For transcription into saRNA, 6 µl 

of linearised DNA template was synthesised into RNA transcripts via the 

mMessage mMachine kit (Invitrogen, Thermo Fisher Scientific, UK) according 

to manufacturer’s instructions. Transcripts were then purified by lithium 

chloride precipitation. Briefly, transcripts were frozen overnight at -20 °C and 

precipitated the next morning by centrifugation at 14000 rpm for 20 min at 4 

°C. Pellets were resuspended in 70% ethanol and centrifuged at 14000 rpm 

for 5 min at 4 °C. The ethanol was removed, pellets were allowed to dry for 5 
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min, and transcripts were resuspended in ultrapure water. RNA quantification 

was done using a NanoDrop One (Thermo Fisher Scientific, UK) and RNA 

integrity was evaluated by RNA gel electrophoresis using a FlashGel™ 

System (Lonza, UK). 

4.3.2.2.  Formation of Polyplexes 

Stock solutions of the polymers (P1-P10) at 1 mg/mL were prepared in 

ultrapure H2O. Polyplexes were prepared at different N/P ratios (0.5, 1, 5, 20 

and 50). The required amount of polymer at different N/P ratios was added to 

a fixed amount of RNA (20 µg). Polymers were added in a drop-wise manner 

to the RNA solution in HEPES buffer with 5% glucose (pH = 5). Samples were 

mixed for 30 min at 500 rpm and at 20 °C, using a Thermomixer comfort 

(Eppendorf, Germany). The raw polyplex DLS data can be seen in Table 4.4 

and Table 4.5. 

. 
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Table 4.4. Size, PDI, and zeta potential (as measured by DLS) for polymers P1-P5 at N/P 
ratios of 0.5, 1, 5, 20, 50.  
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Table 4.5. Size, PDI, and zeta potential (as measured by DLS) for polymers P6-P10 at N/P 
ratios of 0.5, 1, 5, 20, 50. 
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4.3.2.3.  Cell Line and Culture Conditions 

HEK293T.17 and HeLa cells (ATCC, US) were routinely grown in Dulbecco’s 

Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM) (Gibco, Thermo Fisher, UK) supplemented 

with 10% (v/v) foetal bovine serum (FBS), 1% (v/v) L-glutamine, and 1% (v/v) 

penicillin/streptomycin (Thermo Fisher, UK), at 37 °C under 5% CO2. When 

confluent, cells were washed with DPBS 1X (Gibco, UK) and treated with 

trypsin (TrypLE Express 1X) (Gibco, UK) for seeding in new culture flasks 

(Corning, US). 

THP-1 cells (ATCC, US) were routinely grown in RPMI-1640 Medium (Sigma, 

UK) supplemented with 10% (v/v) foetal bovine serum (FBS), 1% (v/v) L-

glutamine, and 1% (v/v) penicillin/streptomycin (Thermo Fisher, UK), at 37 °C 

under 5% CO2. When confluent, the whole cell suspension in culture media 

was centrifuged at 1750 rpm for 5 min, and the pellet was re-suspended in 

fresh RPMI-1640 medium for seeding in new culture flasks (Corning, US). 

Finally, an immortalised cell line of human skeletal muscle cells (hSkMC) 

(PromoCell, UK) was routinely grown in Skeletal Muscle Cell Growth Medium 

(PromoCell, Germany), supplemented with SupplementMix (PromoCell, 

Germany). When confluent, cells were washed with DPBS 1X (Gibco, UK) and 

treated with trypsin. Neutralisation was done with DPBS 1X containing 10% 

FBS, and cells were centrifuged and re-suspended in the skeletal muscle cell 

growth medium for seeding in new culture flasks (Corning, US). 
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4.3.2.4.  Cell Transfection and Luciferase Assay 

The cell experiments were carried out via the following procedure: 

Transfection assay was performed similar to as previously described by 

Blakney et al.3 For both HEK293T.17 and HeLa cell lines, a concentration of 

5x104 cells per well were seeded in a 96-well plate 24 h prior to the experiment. 

For THP-1 cells, the concentration was 8x104 cells per well, and for the 

immortalised hSkMC, the concentration was 10x104 cells per well. 

On the day of the experiment, 100 ng of polyplexes in 100 µL of ultrapure H2O 

was added to each well. Samples were allowed to transfect for 24 h. After, the 

transfection efficiency was analysed by removing 50 µL of medium and adding 

50 µL of Bright-Glo™ luciferin substrate (Promega, UK) to each well. The total 

volume was transferred to a white plate (Falcon®, US) and luminescence 

intensity was analysed on a FLUOstar Omega plate reader (BMG LABTECH, 

UK). 

4.3.2.5.  Quantification of Encapsulation Efficiency 

The saRNA loading in polyplexes was quantified using a Quant-iT RiboGreen 

assay (Thermo Fisher, UK) similar to as previously described.43 Samples were 

diluted to 3 µg/mL in 1× TE buffer in PBS (Sigma Aldrich, UK). Standard 

solutions were also prepared in 1× TE buffer to account for any variation in 

fluorescence. The assay was performed according to the manufacturer’s 

protocol. RiboGreen reagent was diluted 200-fold in 1× TE buffer. Samples 

were loaded on a black, 96-well plate, and analysed for fluorescence on a 

microplate reader (BMG LABTECH, UK) at an excitation of 485 nm and 

emission at 528 nm. Fluorescence values correspond to the RNA that was not 
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loaded into polyplexes and percentage of saRNA loading was calculated 

subtracting it from 100%. 

4.3.2.6.  Cell Viability Assay 

Cells were seeded at the appropriate concentrations as mentioned previously 

and transfected the next day with 100 ng of RNA complexed with polymers. 

Cells were incubated with polyplexes for 24 h. Plates were equilibrated at room 

temperature for 30 min and an equal volume of the CellTiter-Glo 2.0 

(Promega, UK) reagent was added to the wells (100 µL). Contents were mixed 

for 2 min using an orbital shaker and plates were incubated for 10 min at room 

temperature. The total volume was transferred to a white plate (Falcon®, US) 

and luminescence intensity was analysed on a FLUOstar Omega plate reader 

(BMG LABTECH, UK). 
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4.4. Additional Data 

 

Figure 4.12. 1H NMR Spectra for each step of the polymerisation for polymers P1-P6, 
including deprotection of the boc-amine functionalities. All spectra were measured using 
CDCl3 as the solvent. 
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Figure 4.13. 1H NMR Spectra for each step of the polymerisation for polymers P8-P10, 
including deacetylation of the polymers and deprotection of the boc-amine functionalities. All 
spectra were measured using CDCl3 as the solvent. 
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Chapter 5. Summary and Outlook 
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The aim of this thesis was to further develop the field of poly(2-oxazoline) 

architectures. From Chapter 1, it was seen that a wide variety of poly(2-

oxazoline) architectures are available, including random and block 

copolymers, cyclic polymers, star polymers, and branched polymers. These 

polymeric architectures have a wide range of applications including drug 

delivery, gene delivery, lubricating coatings, and contrast agents. 

Nonetheless, there are clear areas within the literature that have not been fully 

explored and these areas warrant further investigation.  

In Chapter 2, the use of a bisfunctional 2-oxazoline monomer was used to 

synthesise core cross-linked poly(2-oxazoline) star polymers for the first time. 

Bisfunctional 2-oxazolines are not novel themselves and have been used to 

synthesise highly cross-linked hydrogels previously. However, core cross-

linked star polymers are an intriguing type of polymer, with the high degree of 

branching allowing for access to large macromolecules with molecular weights 

in the millions of Daltons. Importantly, and opposingly to hydrogels, these 

structures are still highly soluble in a range of solvents allowing for more 

advanced analysis to be performed. One of the disadvantages to the core 

cross-linked approach to star polymers is the difficulty in analysing the 

structure of the core, and this was again the case for the polymers synthesised 

in Chapter 2. Nonetheless, the synthesised stars were shown to be able to 

encapsulate a small hydrophobic model drug, whilst linear references could 

not encapsulate any. Further work for these star polymers would be to improve 

their potential for biomedical applications. This could be achieved by 

glycosylating the polymers to allow for targeted delivery, using a pH 

responsive monomer for the arms, or using a biodegradable cross-linker. 
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These further additions could allow for a more targeted delivery and release 

of any drug encapsulated. 

In Chapter 3, hybrid multiblock and cyclic copolymers of poly(2-oxazoline)s 

and poly(acrylate)s were synthesised using a copper azide-alkyne 

cycloaddition step-growth mechanism for the first time. This was the first 

known example of multiblock and cyclic copolymers combining these two 

types of polymer. One of the issues with the synthesis of cyclic polymers is 

that extremely dilute conditions are generally required in order to suppress the 

competing step-growth reaction. In this chapter, an extensive investigation 

was carried out in order to discover factors favouring either step-growth or 

cyclisation. These factors were combined in order to maximise the yield of 

step-growth polymers and cyclic polymers, eventually achieving a yield of 92% 

and 58% respectively. Advanced GPC analysis was used to analyse the 

structure of the polymers, providing evidence that the polymers underwent 

step-growth and then cyclisation. As shown in Chapter 1, cyclic poly(2-

oxazoline)s are frequently used for biolubricating purposes and show better 

performance than linear counterparts, and so future work for these cyclic 

polymers would be to investigate their friction modifying potential.  

In Chapter 4, 2-oxazoline monomers were synthesised with tuneable R 

groups. These monomers were then polymerised together to access more 

complex poly(2-oxazoline)s such as positively charged and glycosylated block 

copolymers. These polymers were used for transfection of self-amplifying RNA 

into various cell lines. It was shown that the block copolymers had a much 

higher encapsulation efficiency compared to the statistical copolymers, whilst 

glycosylation improved transfection of the RNA into the different cell lines. 
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Furthermore, all polymers were shown to have excellent cell viability in all cell 

types. Future work for these polymers is to further increase the block lengths 

and the degree of glycosylation on the polymers since these were the major 

contributors to improved encapsulation and transfection of RNA. 

The field of poly(2-oxazoline)s has already moved from exploring synthetic 

capabilities to looking at real applications. From Chapter 1, it is clear that 

many of these applications are centred on their use as therapeutic agents. The 

versatility of the poly(2-oxazoline) chain ends and R groups allow for drug 

conjugation, whilst block polymers can be self-assembled and used to 

encapsulate drugs. Similarly, star polymers can be used to encapsulate and 

protect drugs in their cores. Cyclic poly(2-oxazoline)s have been shown to 

improve the lubricity of surfaces compared to linear polymers and can even be 

attached to cartilage to act as a biolubricant. The hydrolysis of poly(2-

oxazoline)s allows for access to positively charged polymers that can be used 

to form polyplexes with genes and used for transfection. The field of poly(2-

oxazoline)s appears to be heading towards more complex structures for 

biomedical applications, for example by the attachment of sugar moieties for 

targeted delivery of material within the body, or self-assembled structures for 

drug encapsulation. Ultimately though, these complex polymers will need to 

be tested in clinical trials to really demonstrate their potential. Nonetheless, 

clinical trials using poly(2-oxazoline)s are beginning to emerge, for example, 

a poly(2-oxazoline)-Rotigotine conjugate has recently undergone stage 1 

clinical trials.   
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